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Programming is one of the most difficult branches of applied mathematics;
the poorer mathematicians had better remain pure mathematicians.
— Edsger Dijkstra, How do we tell truths that might hurt? (1975)
In 1957, Russel A. Kirsch scanned an image of his son and thus made the first digital
image of the world. It had 176 x 176 pixels and just showed black and white dots.
This event took place almost two decades before the first digital camera was ever built.
Today, imaging and image processing influences all areas of mankind, e.g. barcode
scanning, computer tomography, automotive driving or simply digital photography
with a mobile phone.
This thesis applies modern techniques in image processing which arise from computa-
tional powers available. It covers the interdisciplinary field of multi dimensional image
processing which combines computer science, functional analytics as well as measuring
technology. The approach of combining all these research interests is of great potential
and holds many new possibilities in science.
While most image processing approaches are settled in space domain , i.e. manipu-
lating pixels which are referring to intensities measured by imaging sensors, a different
path is followed here. With the help of the Fourier transform it is possible to represent
a signal in terms of frequencies which can be manipulated as well. Pertinent modern
filtering techniques including wavelets were well studied through the last years [82, 79,
41, 23].
Next to these techniques from time frequency interactions, topics from complex
analysis were introduced in image processing as well. These cover different approaches
like Riesz transforms[80, 78] in connection with the monogenic signal [63, 20]. One of
the aspects of this thesis includes the study of differences and similarities of different
Riesz transforms as well as their interactions with wavelet based structures[81, 70] .
The combination of both topics, modern time frequency analysis as well as functional
analysis, introduced new algorithms with a potential for very useful applications in
industry[39], medical science[61, 54] and astronomy[1].
The approach of this thesis is not just to lay a knowledge base of different techniques
and theoretical backgrounds, but to exactly show how to efficiently realize algorithms
in a modern way. This includes implementations beyond prototyping and use multi
processing frameworks. Furthermore the performance of GPG is leveraged with the
help of CUDA enabled devices. Up to date, there is no knowledge of highly optimized
implementations. Several prototypes are available though [41, 37] but none of them
concentrate on purely isotropic wavelet frames in combination with Riesz transforms.
This thesis is split into three parts. The first chapter concentrates on the properties
of the L2 function space and possibilities to decompose a signal into different levels
of detail. Basic concepts of time frequency analysis is studied and relevant techniques
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are introduced which form wavelets[67, 56, 52]. This part also focuses on the Fourier
transform as a basic tool.
The second part of the thesis focuses on the rigorous definition of different possibil-
ities to decompose a signal into its phase and amplitude components. This includes
various Riesz transforms, which were introduced independently in the field of optical
physics[51, 50, 49] and image processing.
The last part of this work covers all applications which were considered and studied
in the thesis. This includes the extraction of phase and amplitude, an algorithm to
remove the illumination in images as well as the estimation of orientations. Furthermore
the application in imaging systems is introduced[38, 4, 73, 27, 70]. In addition to
the implementation of the studied algorithms, empirical techniques were developed to
measure their performance. Besides theoretical approaches, an efficient realization of
the algorithms on GPGPU hardware is followed.
11
1. Time Frequency Analysis for
Signal Processing
In this chapter, the basics of signal processing are defined. The most important tools
are the Fourier transform as well as representation function techniques like dictionaries
of atoms and their specializations. Since Mallat’s multi resolution analysis, several
theories were united and classic image processing algorithms were generalized in terms
of signal processing.
While the first two sections are specialized on the L2 space and the Fourier transform
itself, further sections concentrate on the behaviour of signals in terms of different
generalized bases. The last part, Section 1.5, gives the foundation of algorithms which
are constructed in Chapter 3. Unlike classic machineries, which were designed to
decompose a signal into its different structures using discrete filters in time domain,
new approaches are studied which are settled in frequency domain. Following this way,
the whole potential of modern computational power can be used which includes the
use of streaming processors and massive parallelization. Next to fast implementations,
it opens a mathematical framework which can be used in optical physics.
1.1. The Space L2
While the general Lp space is a sufficient choice of a vector space for signal analysis,
some properties are, in general, missing. Hence, a specific selection of p = 2 leads to
a Hilbert space which is equipped with an additional inner product. Audio signals,
images, point clouds and higher dimensional signals are of finite dimension and are
not required to be continuous (In digital signal processing, this property could never
be assured because of digital sampling). The functions which are studied are of finite
energy and compactly supported. This assures the choice of the space L2 which is
studied in this section1,2.
Definition 1.1.1 (the space L2). The function space L2 (Rn) is defined to be the
set of elements
L2 (Rn) =
{
f :Rn −→ C,
∫
Rn
|f (~x)|2 d~x <∞
}
(1.1)
It is a special case of the Banach spaces Lp.
1A rigorous definition of L2 requires knowledge of the Lebesgue integral and sets of measure
zero. Accepting these basic properties, the given definition will suffice.
2This section is based on the chapter “The complex plane and the space L2 (R)” of [67,
pp. 7–29].
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Definition 1.1.2 (norm in L2 (Rn)). Let f ∈ L2 (Rn). Then the norm of f is
‖f‖L2(Rn) =
(∫
Rn
|f (~x)|2 d~x
) 1
2
(1.2)
Remark 1.1.3. While this definition just defines typical functions f :Rn −→ C, there
are as well L2 spaces, which consist, similarly mannered, of different square integrable
functions. Also discretized versions exists with a typical notation of l2. Several examples
for these spaces and their applications are:
• L2 (R,R) (continuous analogue audio signals)
• L2 (R2,N) (16 bit sampled grey-scale image)
• L2 (R3,N3) (RGB-point-cloud)
Proposition 1.1.4. Suppose that f ∈ L2 (Rn). Then
‖f‖L2(Rn) = 0⇐⇒ f = 0 a.e. (1.3)
in the sense of Lebesgue measure (almost everywhere).
Definition 1.1.5 (support of a function). Suppose that f ∈ L2 (Rn). The support
of f , denoted by supp(f), is the smallest closed set outside of which the function
f vanishes identically
supp (f) = {~x ∈ Rn, f (~x) 6= 0} (1.4)
Remark 1.1.6 (compact support). The function f is compactly supported if supp (f)
is a closed interval of finite length and is denoted by supp (f).
Definition 1.1.7 (convergence in L2 (Rn)). Suppose that f1, f2, . . . is a sequence
of functions in L2 (Rn). Then {fm}m∈N converges to f ∈ L2 (Rn) if for all  > 0
there exists an M ≥ 0 such that whenever m > M it holds ‖fm − f‖L2(Rn) < .
Convergence in L2 (Rn) is very different from pointwise convergence. Strictly spoken,
respecting the Lebesgue measure, the L2 space consists of equivalence classes of func-
tions which are equal almost everywhere, and for which a representative (and hence
all) of the equivalence class satisfies the integrability condition[12, pp. 38–39]. The
immediate result is the following theorem:
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Theorem 1.1.8 (Riesz’ subsequence theorem). Let {fm}m∈N be a sequence in
L2 (Rn) which converges to f ∈ L2 (Rn). Then {fm}m∈N has a subsequence
{fmk}k∈N such that
f = lim
k−→∞
fmk (1.5)
Example 1.1.9 (box function). The box function
u (x) =
{
1, 0 ≤ x < 1
0, otherwise
(1.6)
is a typical example of a L2 (R) function:∫
R
u2 (x) dx =
∫ 1
0
12 dx = 1 <∞ (1.7)
Here it can be seen as well that u2 (x) = u (x). It is supported on the interval [0, 1)
and it holds supp (u) = [0, 1].
Definition 1.1.10 (inner product in L2 (Rn)). Let f, g ∈ L2 (Rn). Then the inner
product of those functions is defined as
〈f, g〉 =
∫
Rn
f (~x) g (~x) d~x, (1.8)
which is also called scalar product.
Proposition 1.1.11. The L2 space, equipped with the inner product and the norm,
is a Hilbert space.
Proposition 1.1.12. Let f, g ∈ L2 (Rn). Then the following properties hold:
• 〈f, g〉 = 〈g, f〉 and in particular 〈f, g〉 = 〈g, f〉, if f and g are real valued
functions.
• ‖f‖2 = 〈f, f〉
• 〈cf, g〉 = c 〈f, g〉 = 〈f, cg〉, for any c ∈ Cn
•
〈
f
(
· − ~k
)
, g
(
· −~l
)〉
=
〈
f (·) , g
(
· −
(
~l − ~k
))〉
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Proposition 1.1.13 (Cauchy-Schwarz inequality). Let f, g ∈ L2 (Rn). Then
|〈f, g〉| ≤ ‖f‖ · ‖g‖ (1.9)
Definition 1.1.14 (orthonormal basis in L2 (Rn)). Let V 6= {0} be a finite dimen-
sional subspace of L2 (Rn) and suppose that {ek}k∈N is a set of functions in V .
This sequence is a basis for V if:
(i) V = span {ek}k∈N
(ii) {ek}k∈N is linearly independent: if
∑
k∈N ckek = 0 for some scalar coefficients
{ck}k∈N, then ck = 0 for all k.
This basis is called orthonormal, if 〈ei, ej〉 = δi,j.
As a consequence, every f ∈ V has a unique representation in terms of the orthonormal
basis elements:
f =
∑
k∈N
ckek (1.10)
where ck ∈ C. These can be computed via inner products:
Theorem 1.1.15. Let {ek}k∈N be a an orthonormal basis. Then a unique repre-
sentation {ck}k∈N in terms of this basis can be found via
cj = 〈f, ej〉 =
∫
R
f (~x) ej (~x) d~x (1.11)
Proof.
f =
∑
k∈N
ckek (1.12)
〈f, ej〉 =
〈∑
k∈N
ckek, ej
〉
(1.13)
=
∑
k∈N
ck 〈ek, ej〉 (1.14)
= cj (1.15)
While an orthonormal basis gives the representation of arbitrary functions in L2 (Rn),
the last theorem seems to introduce a possibility to approximate functions in sub-
spaces as well, which will play a significant role in wavelet approximation theory and
projections of signals on frames.
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Definition 1.1.16 (projection). Let V 6= {0} be a finite dimensional subspace of
L2 (Rn). Then P :L2 (Rn)→ V is a projection from L2 (Rn) into V if for all f ∈ V ,
one gets P (f) = f .
In this way, a projection is a linear transformation from L2 (Rn) to the subspace and
acts as an identity operator for any functions inside this subspace.
Proposition 1.1.17. Let V 6= {0} be a finite dimensional subspace of L2 (Rn)
equipped with an orthonormal basis {ek}k∈N. Also let f ∈ L2 (Rn). Then the
projection P satisfies
(i) P (f) =
∑
k∈N 〈f, ek〉 ek
(ii) ‖P (f)‖2 = ∑k∈N |〈f, ek〉|2
(iii) ‖P (f)‖ ≤ ‖f‖
Especially the first result is a useful way to realize projections, because wavelet as well
as frame analysis algorithms create an arbitrary number of subspaces, where signal are
projected into (see Section 1.4).
1.2. The Fourier Transform as a Basic Tool
The Fourier transform3 is by far the most important tool in signal analysis. It has the
capability to represent a function, which is a sum of several specific oscillations, by its
single frequency components.
To avoid convergence issues, the Fourier integral is defined over L1 (Rn) of inte-
grable functions. It is then extended to the space L2 (Rn) of finite energy functions
[56].
Definition 1.2.1 (Fourier transform). The Fourier transform of a function f ∈
L1 (Rn) ∩ L2 (Rn) and its associated inverse transform is defined as
fˆ
(
~ξ
)
= (Ff)
(
~ξ
)
=
∫
Rn
f (~x) e−2pii
~ξ·~x d~x (1.16)
f (~x) =
(
F−1fˆ
)
(~x) =
∫
Rn
fˆ
(
~ξ
)
e2pii
~ξ·~x d~ξ (1.17)
Depending on the field of study of specific researchers, other notations with different
integral pre-factors are used [6, pp. 5-8]. These systems are completely equivalent
regarding the overall properties of the Fourier transform, even though small details
3Jean Baptiste Fourier introduced this transform in 1822 as an analogue to Fourier series
with infinitely long periods. In [67, pp. 53-55] and [2, pp. 243-245] this connection is
explained more closely.
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differ, when it comes to special Fourier multipliers, pre-factors of some properties or
boundaries of norm-estimates of transformed functions.
An extensive overview of all important properties can be found in all basic signal
theory literature as in [67, ch. 2],[2, pp. 245-249],[56, p. 38, table 2.1],[6][ch. 6] and [22,
p. 223].
Theorem 1.2.2 (dilations). Let f ∈ L1(Rn) and fˆ be its corresponding Fourier
transform. Then for any invertible dilation matrix A ∈ Rn×n it holds
(Ff (A~x)) = ∣∣detA−T ∣∣ fˆ (A−T ~ξ) (1.18)
where (A−1)T = (AT )−1 = A−T .
This theorem plays an essential role when it comes to frequency tiling and scaling
in Fourier domain during the construction process in Section 1.5 where translation
invariant frames are considered.
Theorem 1.2.3 (convolution theorem). Let f, h ∈ L1 (Rn) where g = h ∗ f is the
convolution of two functions. Then it holds
gˆ = (F (h ∗ f)) = hˆfˆ (1.19)
Due to Young’s convolution inequality [52, p. 48], the resulting function g is also
an element of the L1 (Rn) space.
This theorem as well as the existence of an inverse is enough to introduce the connec-
tion between inner products and the Fourier transform. The Parseval and Plancherel
formulas, respectively, form the basic properties to extend the Fourier transform to
functions in L2 (Rn).
Theorem 1.2.4 (Parseval and Plancherel formula). Let f, g ∈ L1 (Rn) ∩ L2 (Rn),
then
〈f, g〉 = 〈fˆ , gˆ〉 (1.20)
When setting f = g there is the immediate result
‖f‖L2(Rn) = ‖fˆ‖L2(Rn) (1.21)
If f ∈ L2 (Rn) but f /∈ L1 (Rn), the Fourier integral might not converge. But since
L1 (Rn) ∩ L2 (Rn) is dense in L2 (Rn), there exists a sequence {fk}k∈N of functions in
L1 (Rn) ∩ L2 (Rn) that converges to f and whose Fourier transforms are well defined,
e.g. the Plancherel identity hold. Also the L2 (Rn) is a complete Hilbert space, which
means, all Cauchy sequences converge to an element of this space.
lim
k→∞
‖f − fk‖ = lim
k→∞
‖fˆ − fˆk‖ = 0 (1.22)
Thus, there exists fˆ ∈ L2 (Rn) which is the Fourier transform of f and which satisfies
all properties.
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Example 1.2.5 (Fourier transform of the box function). To be computed is the Fourier
transform of the box function.
(Fu) (ξ) =
∫
R
u (x) e−2piixξ dx (1.23)
=
∫ 1
0
e−2piixξ dx (1.24)
=
1
−2piiξ
[
e−2piixξ
]1
x=0
(1.25)
=
1
−2piiξ
(
e−2piiξ − 1) (1.26)
=
1
−2piiξ e
−piiξ (e−piiξ − epiiξ) (1.27)
=
1
piξ
e−piiξ sin (piξ) (1.28)
uˆ (ξ) = e−piiξ sinc (piξ) (1.29)
The real and imaginary part of the function is plotted in Figure 1.1. It can be clearly
seen that the compact support of the box function is lost in frequency domain, which is
a typical phenomena of the Fourier transform.
1.3. Frames and Atoms
The Fourier transform was the first attempt to decompose arbitrary functions into
their main components in the sense of frequencies4. Such decompositions into atoms
is a general way to analyse functions. The exact kind and structure of these atoms as
well as the “assembly rules” characterize the transform.
In case of Fourier series for the spaces Lp ([0, 2pi]) , 1 < p <∞ the frequencies cos (kx)
and sin (kx) cannot be the proper choice, because the assembly rules are neither suffi-
ciently simple enough nor very useful in practice to be applied5. In 1909, Alfred Haar
discovered an orthogonal function system for Lp ([0, 1]) , 1 < p < ∞, which met the
requirements of simplicity and functionality in a better way [33]. Other functional sys-
tems were found after Calderón introduced his reproducing formula, which introduces
a decomposition of the identity operator [10].
In general, time frequency analysis is based on transforms which correlate waveforms
with signals. Those waveforms which are well concentrated in spatial and frequency
domain, are called “time frequency atoms”. Let D = {φγ}γ∈Γ be a family (dictionary)
of such atoms, where γ might be a multi index parameter. Suppose φγ ∈ L2 (Rn) and
‖φγ‖ = 1. The corresponding time frequency transform of f ∈ L2 (Rn) is defined by
4At this time, function spaces in general were not discovered yet. So no general convergence
theorem about function spaces could be found
5Of course, the single cosine and sine oscillations are the basic components of every signal.
Nevertheless, the computation of the Fourier coefficients depends on integrals, which are
difficult to solve in general.
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Fig. 1.1.: The real and the imaginary parts of the Fourier transform uˆ of the box function.
A DC-component at ξ = 0 is clearly recognizable.
[56]:
Φf (γ) =
∫
Rn
f(~x)φ¯γ(~x) d~x = 〈f, φγ〉 (1.30)
=
∫
Rn
fˆ(~ξ)
¯ˆ
φγ(~ξ) d~ξ = 〈fˆ , φˆγ〉 (1.31)
The slice of information provided by 〈f, φγ〉 is usually represented in the time fre-
quency domain by a rectangle whose dimension and position depends only on the time
frequency spread of φγ.
‖φγ‖2 =
∫
Rn
φγ(~x)φ¯γ(~x) d~x =
∫
Rn
|φγ(~x)|2 d~x (1.32)
By interpreting ~x 7→ |φγ(~x)|2 as a probability distribution function, the exact parame-
ters of the box can be found with calculations for the corresponding mean and variance
parameters.
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x
ξ
x0
ξ0
σξ
σx
Fig. 1.2.: An illustration of a Heisenberg box representing an atom φγ . The information
about the exact dimension and position of the box are shown in red.
Definition 1.3.1 (Heisenberg box). The area representing the time frequency in-
formation of a single atom φγ ∈ D in a dictionary, which is characterized by the
parameters
~x0 =
∫
Rn
~x|φγ(~x)|2 d~x (1.33)
σ2x =
∫
Rn
|~x− ~x0|2|φγ(x)|2 d~x (1.34)
~ξ0 =
∫
Rn
~ξ|φˆγ(~ξ)|2 d~ξ (1.35)
σ2ξ =
∫
Rn
|~ξ − ~ξ0|2|φˆγ(~ξ)|2 d~ξ (1.36)
is called Heisenberg box.
Corollary 1.3.2. Because of the uncertainty relation, it holds
σxσξ ≥ 1
2
(1.37)
In Figure 1.2 a typical Heisenberg box is illustrated. Heisenberg boxes show the typical
dilemma in time frequency analysis. It is not possible to localize a single frequency at
a specific position respectively specific time.
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Example 1.3.3 (Heisenberg box of uˆ). The characterization of the Heisenberg box of
the box function is as followed:
x0 =
∫ 1
0
x dx =
1
2
(1.38)
σ2x =
∫ 1
0
(x− 1
2
)2 dx⇒ σx =
√
3
6
(1.39)
ξ0 =
∫ ∞
−∞
ξ|e−piiξ sinc (piξ) |2 dξ = 0 (1.40)
σ2ξ =
∫ ∞
−∞
ξ2|e−piiξ sinc (piξ) |2 dξ −→∞ (1.41)
The missing convergence of parameter (1.41) of the Heisenberg box is problematic in
real world applications.
Dictionaries of atoms are the most fundamental possibility to represent functions by a
set of primitive waveforms. More restrictions lead to straight forward decomposition
and recovery algorithms. Another possibility is to relax the conditions of orthonormal
bases to find more general structures.
While spanning a vector space is essential, the orthogonality condition may seem
important, but can be relaxed in several steps [83].
Definition 1.3.4 (biorthogonal bases). A system {gi, g˜j}i,j∈Z constitutes a pair of
orthogonal bases of L2 (Rn) if
(i) 〈gi, g˜j〉 =
{
1 i = j
0 i 6= j for all i, j ∈ Z
(ii) There exist A,B, A˜, B˜ > 0 such that for all f ∈ L2 (Rn):
A‖f‖2 ≤
∑
k∈N
|〈gk, f〉|2 ≤ B‖f‖2 (1.42)
A˜‖f‖2 ≤
∑
k∈N
|〈g˜k, f〉|2 ≤ B˜‖f‖2 (1.43)
The result is the following decomposition of the signal:
f =
∑
k∈N
〈gk, f〉g˜k =
∑
k∈N
〈g˜k, f〉gk (1.44)
According to Theorem (1.2.4) the Parseval and Plancherel inequality hold for biorthog-
onal systems in a similar manner:
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Theorem 1.3.5. Let {gi, g˜j}i,j∈N a biorthogonal system. Then it holds
‖f‖2 =
∑
k∈N
〈gk, f〉〈g˜k, f〉 (1.45)
〈f1, f2〉 =
∑
k∈N
〈gk, f1〉〈g˜k, f2〉 (1.46)
=
∑
k∈N
〈g˜k, f2〉〈gk, f1〉 (1.47)
So far, signal expansions onto bases were considered. One more step into generalization
respective relaxation is the decomposition into terms of a linear combination of an
overcomplete set of waveforms where these are not independent any more. A set of
such functions is called frame6 [13]:
Definition 1.3.6 (frame). A countable family of elements {gk}k∈N in L2(Rn) is a
frame for L2(Rn) if there exist constants A,B > 0 such that
A‖f‖2 ≤
∑
k∈N
|〈f, gk〉|2 ≤ B‖f‖2 (1.48)
The numbers A,B are called frame bounds, which are not unique. The optimal lower
frame bound is the supremum over all lower frame bounds, and the optimal upper
frame bound is the infimum over all upper frame bounds. Note that the optimal frame
bounds are actual frame bounds as well. The frame is normalized if ‖gk‖ = 1 for all
k ∈ N.
Corollary 1.3.7. A countable family of elements {gk}k∈N in L2(Rn) is a frame for
L2(Rn) if and only if span{gk}k∈N = L2(Rn)
Therefore, a frame might contain more elements, a basis need to have. The redundancy
of the elements is one of the core properties of applications.
Example 1.3.8. Consider two arbitrary frames {gk}k∈N and {hl}l∈N of L2(R). Then
{gk}k∈N ∪ {hl}l∈N is also a frame for L2(R).
Before the decomposition and reconstruction scheme is described in detail, the frame
operator is introduced [12]:
T : l2(Rn)→ L2(Rn), T{ck}k∈N =
∑
k∈N
ckgk (1.49)
T ∗ : L2(Rn)→ l2(Rn), T ∗f = {〈f, gk〉}k∈N (1.50)
6Strictly spoken, frames exist for arbitrary Hilbert spaces. The restriction on L2 (Rn) spaces
is made for persistence of the main topic of image processing.
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where T is called synthesis operator (pre frame operator) and its adjoint T ∗ is called
analysis operator. The composition of both is the frame operator S = TT ∗:
S : L2(R)→ L2(R), Sf = TT ∗f =
∑
k∈N
〈f, gk〉gk (1.51)
Considering the frame operator, the frame bounds can be interpreted as bounds of the
operator S. Assuming special values for A,B, the inverse operator S−1 is well defined
and can explicitly be constructed.
Definition 1.3.9. Let {gk}k∈N be a frame of L2(Rn) with frame constants A,B.
(i) {gk}k∈N is called tight, if A = B, i.e. it holds
∑
k∈N |〈f, gk〉|2 = A‖f‖
(ii) {gk}k∈N is called Parseval frame, if A = B = 1
Theorem 1.3.10. Let {gk}k∈N be a frame for L2(Rn) with frame operator S. Then
(i) S is invertible and self-adjoint.
(ii) Every f ∈ L2(Rn) can be represented as
f =
∑
k∈N
〈f, S−1gk〉gk =
∑
k∈N
〈f, gk〉S−1gk (1.52)
(iii) If f ∈ L2(Rn) also has the representation f = ∑k∈N ckgk for some scalar
coefficients {ck}k∈N, then∑
k∈N
|ck|2 =
∑
k∈N
|〈f, S−1gk〉|2 +
∑
k∈N
|ck − 〈f, S−1gk〉|2 (1.53)
Proposition 1.3.11. Assume {gk}k∈N be a frame of L2(Rn) with frame constants
A,B.
(i) if A = B, then S = AI and for all f ∈ L2(Rn) it holds [12, p. 5]
f =
1
A
∑
k∈N
|〈f, gk〉|gk (1.54)
(ii) if {gk}k∈N is a Parseval frame, it follows
f =
∑
k∈N
|〈f, gk〉|gk (1.55)
(iii) if {gk}k∈N is a Parseval frame and if ‖gk‖ = 1 for all k, then {gk}k∈N consti-
tutes an orthonormal basis of L2(Rn) [15, p. 57].
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This Theorem[12, p. 5] is the central theorem on frame operators and gives a first
impression on the reconstruction via dual frames7 {S−1gk}k∈N. In general, the inverse
frame operator is either hard to compute or to construct. Assuming fast algorithms
and practical applications, one typically uses Parseval frames or at least tight ones to
gain the advantage of (1.55) which allows a reuse of the filter bank.
From a signal processing point of view, frames are strong tools to gain numerical
stability by redundancy. A detailed overview of this process via the reproducing kernel
projection is given in [56, Section 5.1.4, pp. 166-168]. Especially in analog to digital
conversion it is easier to technically increase the sampling rate (which means oversam-
pling introducing higher redundancy) rather than the quantization precision.
While here just countable frames are considered, there exist also an extensive theory
about infinite frames in infinite dimensional spaces. Considering a frame {gk}1≤k≤N
with increasing N , the frame bounds A and B may go to 0 respectively to +∞. This
illustrates the fact, that in such cases, a family of vectors may be complete but does not
yield a stable signal representation [56][p. 158]. Such effects do not occur in countable
sets and so Corollary 1.3.7 holds also stable representation.
1.3.1. Riesz Bases
While frames are one way to generalize the concept of orthonormal bases, another
approach are Riesz bases [67, Section 8.6]. Here, instead of a whole family of functions
{gk}k∈N, a single function ϕ and its translates is used8.
Definition 1.3.12 (square-summable sequence). A sequence {ck}k∈Z is square-
summable if ∑
k∈Z
|ck|2 <∞ (1.56)
Proposition 1.3.13. Suppose a square-summable sequence {ck}k∈Z and an or-
thogonal basis {ϕk}k∈Z of V ⊂ L2(Rn). Then
g =
∑
k∈Z
ckϕk (1.57)
with
‖g‖2 =
∥∥∥∥∥∑
k∈Z
ckϕk
∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
∑
k∈Z
|ck|2 (1.58)
While in orthogonal bases, the equality in (1.58) is strict, in coarser structures like
frames and Riesz bases it can be relaxed to a pair of inequalities to abandon the
orthogonality:
7An extensive work in this field was mainly done by Christensen [12] as well as Daubechis [15].
In both cases, frames are the basis for fast computations of discrete wavelet transforms.
8Riesz bases are not limited to this condition. The most important point is a lack of redun-
dancy [56][p. 155] and so linear independence. Nonetheless most use cases of Riesz bases
just play a role with translations.
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Definition 1.3.14 (Riesz basis). Suppose a function ϕ(~x) ∈ L2(Rn) and constants
0 < A < B such that
A‖ck‖2l2 ≤
∥∥∥∥∥∑
k∈Z
ckϕk
∥∥∥∥∥
2
L2
≤ B‖ck‖2l2 (1.59)
for any square-summable sequence {ck}k∈Z. Then the set {ck}k∈Z form a Riesz
basis of V = span{ϕk(~x)}k∈Z.
The main difference of Riesz bases and frames is over-completeness which can be seen
in the next example:
Example 1.3.15. Define ϕ(x) by
ϕ(x) =
{
1
3
, 0 ≤ x < 3
0 , otherwise
= u
(x
3
)
(1.60)
which is a stretched box function. In [67, Example 8.17] it is shown, that such a
function does not form a Riesz basis via integer translates. On the other side, the set
of functions
{ϕk(x)}k∈Z =
{
u
(
x− k
3
)}
k∈R
(1.61)
clearly span the whole L2(R) space and thus, with Corollary 1.3.7 forms a frame in
L2(R). The important difference is the restriction on integer translates in the case of
Riesz bases, which does not occur in the case of frames.
This example is a special case of a frame, because the space L2(R) is spanned just by
translations.
Of course, an orthonormal basis is always a frame and therefore a Riesz basis with
A = B = 1. So the generalization is a pure weakening of the conditions, a basis has to
suffice.
1.4. Multi Resolution Analysis
The concept of multi resolution analysis (also called multi scale analysis, MRA, MSA)
from Mallat [55] is the unification of wavelet theory (wavelet orthonormal bases e.g.
by Haar [33]), digital signal processing (subband coding, quadrature mirror filters and
filterbank algorithms) and also image processing (pyramid algorithms). The basic idea
is to adapt the signal’s resolution to process only the relevant details for a particular
task. In several cases, this process is also called wavelet zoom.
There exist different formal definitions of the axioms. In this work, the original
order of the nested subspaces by Mallat is in use because this choice leads to clearer
implementation where the original signal is supposed to be on scale 0 (or any other
positive scale) and can be analysed with positive indices which was also adopted by
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Kovačević [83, p. 223]. In this way, negative indices are omitted and exist just from a
theoretical point of view9,10.
Even though multi resolution analysis is a core component in signal analysis, it is
initially a very elemental framework which unifies several theories and perspectives.
The connection to wavelets is a natural one by their construction via dilations and
translation but there exist also multi resolution systems which are no or just share
little with wavelets.
Before a multi dimensional system is introduced, the MRA of L2(R) is defined. While
most of the properties can be evaluated to higher dimensions, several conclusions are
different and need to be presented in a different sight of view.
Definition 1.4.1 (multi resolution analysis). A sequence of nested closed sub-
spaces {Vj}j∈Z of L2(R) form a multi resolution analysis, if
1. nested subspaces:
. . . V2 ⊂ V1 ⊂ V0 ⊂ V−1 ⊂ V−2 . . . (1.62)
2. upward completeness: ⋃
j∈Z
Vj = L
2(R) (1.63)
3. downward completeness: ⋂
j∈Z
Vj = {0} (1.64)
4. scale invariance:
f(x) ∈ Vj ⇐⇒ f(2jx) ∈ V0 (1.65)
5. shift invariance:
f(x) ∈ V0 =⇒ f(x− k) ∈ V0, k ∈ Z (1.66)
6. existence of a basis: There exists ϕ ∈ V0 such that
{ϕk = ϕ(· − k)}k∈Z (1.67)
forms a Riesz basis (see 1.3.14) of V0.
Assume a function f ∈ V0 ⊂ L2(R) which is to be decomposed into coarse structures
and fine details. This step can be interpreted by an application of a low pass filter
and a high pass filter. The smooth (low frequency) part of the function is described
through an orthogonal projection P1f (see Definition 1.1.16) on the subspace V1. The
9Negative scales do not naturally interact with positive field indices which are used by pro-
gramming languages like C, Matlab or Julia and thus need an additional level of abstraction
10Another different formalism is the generalization of the dilations. There exist a few points
in literature, where the dyadic dilation is replaced by a more general one. The use of factor
2 is a choice which interacts better with implementations, where the multiplications with
exponents of the basis 2 can be realised with shifting operators.
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orthogonal complement of V0 in V1 is denoted as W1 and includes the details of the
function. Let Q1f be the projection of f onto W1. Then it holds11
f = P1f +Q1f (1.68)
V0 = V1 ⊕W1 (1.69)
Analogue to this process one continues in the same way with the decomposition of
P1f into the projections P2P1f ∈ V2 and Q2P1f ∈ W2. Because of P2P1f = P2f and
Q2P1f = Q2f one gets to
f = P2f +Q2f +Q1f (1.70)
This process can be continued recursively to demonstrate the working procedure of
the multi resolution analysis. The spaces Vj consist of coarser smoother parts of the
function while Wj holds all fine details of their corresponding higher frequency bands.
The general scheme of this decomposition is showed in Figure 1.3.
. . . V−2 V−1 V0 V1 V2 . . .
W−2 W−1 W0 W1 W2 . . .
Fig. 1.3.: The principle of a multi resolution analysis
Remark 1.4.2. Consider a multi resolution analysis and according projections Pj:
1. The function ϕ of (1.67) is called scaling function and completely characterizes
the multi resolution analysis.
2. While the spaces Vj are called scaling spaces, the orthogonal spaces Wj are called
wavelet spaces.
3. the following two equations hold:
lim
j→+∞
‖Pjf‖L2(R) = 0 (1.71)
lim
j→−∞
‖Pjf − f‖L2(R) = 0 (1.72)
4. the scaling space Vj is spanned by the function
ϕj,k(x) := 2
− j
2ϕ(2−jx− k) (1.73)
5. Pjf is often interpreted as: “The representation of function/signal f on scale j”.
The next lemma is the key to fast algorithms as well as wavelet bases, which are deeply
connected to multi resolution analysis. It introduces filter factors, which are essential
in the construction process of wavelets.
11⊕ denotes the orthogonal sum.
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Lemma 1.4.3 (2-scale-relation, dilation equation). Let ϕ(x) be a scaling function
of a multi resolution analysis and an infinite sequence of real numbers {hk}k∈Z with
ϕ(x) =
√
2
∑
k∈Z
hkϕ(2x− k) (1.74)
These coefficients hk are denoted as scaling filter.
Proof. This statement is clear by the inclusion
ϕ ∈ V0 ⊂ V−1 = span
{√
2
∑
k∈N
hkϕ(2x− k)
}
(1.75)
and the spanning function ϕj,k in (1.73).
Another point of the decomposition is about the projections and the according scaling
spaces as well as the wavelet spaces[52, pp. 113-114]:
Corollary 1.4.4. Let {Vj}j∈Z form a multi resolution analysis and {Wj}j∈Z are
corresponding wavelet spaces. Then
1. for all j ∈ Z it holds
Vj−1 = Vj ⊕Wj, Vj ⊥ Wj (1.76)
with according projection operators
Pj−1 = Qj + Pj (1.77)
2. for all j ∈ Z it holds
Vj =
⊕
l≥j+1
Wj (1.78)
and so as well
L2(R) =
⊕
j∈Z
Wj (1.79)
3. The spaces Wj inherit the scaling invariance (see equation (1.65))
f ∈ Wj ⇐⇒ f(2jx) ∈ W0 (1.80)
4. Any function f ∈ L2(R) can be decomposed into
f =
∑
k∈Z
Qjf =
∑
l≥j+1
Qlf +
∑
l≤j
Qlf (1.81)
= Pjf +
j∑
l=−∞
Wlf (1.82)
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Especially in the last statement (1.82) the name multi resolution analysis finds its
point. One may assume a real world signal or function f , which needs to be analysed.
Then one may assume the initially sampled function belongs to the space V0. Now, via
orthogonal projections and scaling, which are not described in detail yet, the signal is
to be decomposed up to a desired scale j. The differences between the initial function
f and Pjf are distributed along the orthogonal wavelet spaces Wl. These can be
interpreted as the high frequency components, while the signal PjF holds low frequency
parts:
f = Pjf +
j∑
l=1
Qlf (1.83)
Corollary 1.4.4 also shows the importance of these wavelet spaces on which the next
statements will be focused [67, pp. 190-194, 52, pp. 122-125].
Theorem 1.4.5 (Wavelet function and wavelet filter). Let {Vj}j∈Z form a multi
resolution analysis for L2(R) with scaling function ϕ ∈ V0 that satisfies the dilation
equation 1.4.3. Then there exists the wavelet function ψ ∈ V−1, with
ψ(x) =
√
2
∑
k∈Z
gkϕ(2x− k) (1.84)
gk = (−1)kh1−k (1.85)
where {hk}k∈Z are the corresponding scaling filter of the scaling function ϕ. The
bi-infinite sequence {gk}k∈Z is called wavelet filter. The wavelet function holds the
following properties:
1. An orthonormal basis of Wj is formed by
{ψj,k = 2−
j
2ψ(2−j · −k), k ∈ Z} (1.86)
2. An orthonormal basis of L2(R) is formed by
{ψj,k, j, k ∈ Z} (1.87)
This theorem is an important tool in the construction process of wavelet spaces, which
extract high frequency components from functions. There exist many wavelet bases,
constructed by the properties of a multi resolution analysis [15, ch. 5-6, 56, ch. 7, 2,
ch. 5].
Example 1.4.6 (Haar MRA). One of the simplest multi resolution analysis can be
formed by setting the scaling function as the box function, which was already part of
several examples:
ϕ(x) = u (x) =
{
1, 0 ≤ x < 1
0, otherwise
(1.88)
The spanned space V0 = span{ϕ(· − k), k ∈ Z} consists of all L2(R) functions, which
are constant on the intervals [k, k + 1). Considering arbitrary scales j one gets
Vj = span{ϕj,k = 2− j2ϕ(2−j · −k), k ∈ Z} (1.89)
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which contains constant L2(R) functions on [2jk, 2j(k + 1)). These spaces obviously
form a multi resolution analysis. The corresponding projectors Pj can also be stated
explicitly:
Pjf |[2jk,2j(k+1)) = 2−j
∫ 2j(k+1)
2jk
f(x) dx (1.90)
Now one has to study the difference between Pjf and Pj+1f in order to find the orthog-
onal complements Wj. The dilation equation in 1.4.3 delivers
ϕ(x) =
√
2
(
1√
2
ϕ(2x) +
1√
2
ϕ(2x− 1)
)
(1.91)
or, more general
ϕj+1,k =
1√
2
(ϕj,2k + ϕj,2k+1) (1.92)
which holds h = { 1√
2
, 1√
2
}. These scaling filters are the key to find an according wavelet
function of the scaling function via the wavelet filters g = { 1√
2
,− 1√
2
}.
The wavelet function ψ(x) is then defined via Theorem 1.4.5 as
ψ(x) =

1, 0 ≤ x < 1
2
−1, 1
2
≤ x < 1
0, otherwise
(1.93)
and forms a orthonormal basis in L2(R) with
{ψj,k = 2−
j
2ψ(2−j · −k), j, k ∈ Z} (1.94)
This example is well known because it forms the Haar multi resolution analysis via the
Haar scaling function respective the Haar wavelet [33].
While the presented way shows the definition of the wavelet via the scaling function,
one might ask, if any orthonormal wavelet, which forms an orthonormal basis, also
induce a scaling function and thus a multi resolution analysis. Mallat constructed the
“pathologic” counterexample in [55] and shows, that an inversion of this concept is, in
general, not possible.
Although the construction of orthonormal wavelet bases is a powerful tool in signal
analysis, some relaxations of the restrictions for multi resolution analysis can achieve
redundant systems like frames. These are presented in Section 1.5. From an application
perspective, these less restrictive systems yield special properties and are easy to realize
in image processing as well as imaging.
1.4.1. Multi Resolution Analysis in Higher Dimension
Multi resolution analysis in higher dimension and the according applications e.g. point
clouds, image processing, video processing, works similar to the one dimensional case.
Just some adjustments need to be done, which are also the basis for more complex
structures. Especially different properties along the dimensions can hold as well as
coordinate transforms apart from scaling can be applied.
Higher dimensional multi resolution analysis is defined analogously to the one di-
mensional case. Here the main focus is in the definitions and notations [52, sec: 2.2.2].
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Definition 1.4.7 (n dimensional multi resolution analysis). A sequence of closed
subspaces {Vj}j∈Z of L2(Rn) form a n dimensional multi resolution analysis, if
1. nested subspaces:
. . . V2 ⊂ V1 ⊂ V0 ⊂ V−1 ⊂ V−2 . . . (1.95)
2. upward completeness: ⋃
j∈Z
Vj = L2(R
n) (1.96)
3. downward completeness: ⋂
j∈Z
Vj = {0} (1.97)
4. scale invariance: Let A be a regular matrix
f(·) ∈ Vj ⇐⇒ f(Aj·) ∈ V0 (1.98)
5. shift invariance:
f(·) ∈ Vj =⇒ f(· − 2jk) ∈ Vj, k ∈ Zn (1.99)
6. existence of a basis: There exists ϕ ∈ V0 such that
{ϕ(· − ~k)}k∈Zn (1.100)
forms a Riesz basis (see 1.3.14) of V0.
The biggest difference is, next to the translations in Zn, the dilation matrix A. In
contrast to the one dimensional case, the multi resolution analysis forms more than
one wavelet [60].
Theorem 1.4.8. Let {Vj}j∈Z a multi resolution analysis with dilation matrix A.
Then there exist | detA| − 1 wavelets
ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψ| detA|−1 ∈ V−1 (1.101)
which form an orthogonal basis of the complement of V0 in V−1, e.g
{ψj,k,l(·) = | detA|−
j
2ψl(A
−j · −k, l = 1, . . . , | detA| − 1, j ∈ Z, k ∈ Zn} (1.102)
is an orthonormal basis in L2(Rn).
One way to define two dimensional multi resolution analysis (and thus, higher dimen-
sional MRAs in general) is to construct them via tensor products [52][pp. 129-132].
Suppose a one dimensional scaling function ϕ(x). Then, with ~x = (x1, x2), the scaling
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Fig. 1.4.: Example of three Meyer wavelet functions in a two dimensional setting. The band
passing functionality can be clearly seen as well as a smooth decay.
function
(x1, x2) 7→ ϕ(x1)ϕ(x2) (1.103)
with dilation matrix
A =
(
2 0
0 2
)
(1.104)
forms a multi resolution analysis with 3 corresponding wavelet functions:
ψ(x1)ψ(x2), ψ(x1)ϕ(x2), ϕ(x1)ψ(x2) (1.105)
In the induced wavelet basis, no mix of different scales occurs. In a tensor product of
the wavelet functions, such problems usually occur: The set of functions
{ψj,k(x1)ψl,m(x2), j, k, l,m ∈ Z} (1.106)
is no wavelet basis because for j 6= l the basis functions on different scales are mixed
and so the wavelet spaces Wj are not spanned correctly any more.
Two or higher dimensional wavelet and scaling functions constructed like in (1.103)
and (1.105) are called separable. On the one hand, those bases are easy to construct
and all properties of the one dimensional wavelets and scaling functions will directly be
inherited. On the other hand for the decomposition process, even without additional
sub-band decomposition (see Section 1.5.1), 3 wavelets are already needed to decompose
a two dimensional function. Also, those constructions are anisotropic which means, the
single wavelets prefer special directions which might or might not be favourable by the
application. In usual image processing tasks like edge detection in space domain or
image segmentation such a behaviour has a positive impact on the results while in
data compression and applications related to the Riesz transform (see Section 2.3)
anisotropic wavelets are not attractive.
1.5. Translation Invariant Wavelet Transform
In this section a procedure is introduced, which forms the basis for applicable multi
resolution analysis. Unlike classical wavelet decompositions, just dilation processes are
considered. These form translation (shift) invariant frames which play a key role in a
tiling of the frequency plane [56, sec. 5.2, 79].
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Wavelet Name Mother wavelet frequency responses of ψˆj(‖ξ‖)
Shannon ψˆ(ξ) =
{
1 , 1
4
≤ ξ < 1
2
0 , otherwise
Simoncelli ψˆ(ξ) =
{
cos
(
pi
2
log2 (4ξ)
)
, 1
8
≤ ξ < 1
2
0 , otherwise
Papadakis ψˆ(ξ) =

√
1+sin(10piξ)
2
, 3
20
≤ ξ < 1
4
1 , 1
4
≤ ξ < 3
10√
1−sin(5piξ)
2
, 3
10
≤ ξ < 1
2
0 , otherwise
Meyer ψˆ(ξ) =

sin
(
pi
2
ν (8ξ − 1)) , 1
8
≤ ξ < 1
4
cos
(
pi
2
ν (4ξ − 1)) , 1
4
≤ ξ < 1
2
0 , otherwise
Held ψˆ(ξ) =

cos (2piq (ξ)) , 1
8
≤ ξ < 1
4
sin
(
2piq
(
ξ
2
))
, 1
4
≤ ξ < 1
2
0 , otherwise
Tab. 1.1.: Wavelet frames which suffice condition (1.118) and thus construct perfectly
isotropic Parseval frames [79, table 1]. The auxiliary function for the Meyer wavelet was
chosen ν(x) = x4(35− 84x+ 70x2 − 20x3) according to [15, sec. 5.2]. The decay of the Held
wavelet is of polynomial degree N [41, tbl. II], e.g. q3(x) = 256x3− 144x2 + 24x− 1. Applica-
tions with higher sampling rates or image processing with large data, a polynomial of degree
9 is more recommended.
In general, the polynomials ν(x) and q(x) control the smoothness of the corresponding wavelet.
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Fig. 1.5.: Example of a two dimensional perfectly isotropic Meyer wavelet function in space
domain. One clearly sees a fast decay of the kernel.
Nonetheless an application of this filter in time domain is not intended.
The background of perfectly isotropic band limited functions is the n dimensional
multi resolution analysis, which consist of all functions with frequency support in
Vj = span
{
f ∈ L2(Rn), fˆ(‖ξ‖) = 0,∀‖ξ‖ /∈
[
0,
1
2j+1
]n}
(1.107)
with a corresponding scaling function. Considering perfect isotropy via a construction
along a radial axis ‖ξ‖ it is sufficient to assume a one dimensional setting here:
Assuming an ideal bandpass filter 1[− 12 , 12 ], the scaling function can be found via
inverse Fourier transform:
ϕ(x) =
∫
R
1[− 12 , 12 ]
e2piixξ dξ (1.108)
=
∫ 1
2
− 1
2
e2piixξ dξ (1.109)
=
1
piix
(
e2piix − e−piix) (1.110)
=
1
pix
sin(pix) (1.111)
= pi sinc(pix) (1.112)
From this point one considers a n dimensional multi resolution analysis with nested
subspaces and a scaling function
ϕ(~x) = pi sinc(pi~x) =
n∏
i=1
pi sinc(pixi) (1.113)
and dyadic scaling via
A = 2I (1.114)
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Fig. 1.6.: Example of a Meyer wavelet function in three dimensions. The hollow sphere is
plotted at slices ξ1 = 0, ξ2 = 0, ξ2 = 0.5 and ξ3 = 0.
as dilation matrix. The next step is to define some corresponding Wavelet subspaces
of radial band passing functions:
Wj = span
{
f ∈ L2(Rn), fˆ(‖ξ‖) = 0, ∀‖ξ‖ /∈
[
1
2j+1
,
1
2j
)}
(1.115)
Corollary 1.4.4 holds for one dimensional multi resolution analysis and the process is
specialized to perfectly isotropic construction via radial evaluation of the scaling and
wavelet function. Therefore ⋃
j∈Z
Wj = L
2(Rn) (1.116)
holds for arbitrary countable dimensions n and therefore constitutes a translation in-
variant frame just by dilations:
A ≤
∑
j∈Z
|ψˆj(~ξ)|2 ≤ B (1.117)
Especially because of the ideal band pass filtering and the absence of pre-factors, this
setting even constructs a tight Parseval frame (A = B = 1) and so a useful tiling of
the frequency plane and it holds∑
j∈Z
|ψˆj(~ξ)|2 =
∑
j∈Z
|ψˆ(2j~ξ)|2 = 1 (1.118)
While the above construction yields a tight isotropic Parseval frame of L2(Rn), the
drawback is a sharp cut-off in the frequency plane which causes poor spatial decay and
so significant Gibbs artefacts. Daubechies showed [15, ch. 3 and ch. 10] that equation
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(1.118) is sufficient to form a frequency tiling with impulse responses according to
(1.115). Thus, a perfect isotropic frequency tiling is possible with higher rates of decay
and thus, better localization in spatial domain.
Next to the ideal band passing filters, which are also called Shannon wavelets, other
wavelets with high rates of decay and higher rates of regularity are introduced in Table
1.1. Most of the constructed wavelets, consisting of sine and cosine are based on the
trigonometric Pythagorean theorem sin2 + cos2 = 1.
The presented multi resolution analysis has several important advantages. First,
different kinds of algorithms can be constructed out of the scheme, which will be
presented in Chapter 3. The functions ψˆj form a bank of band pass filters which can
be extended on a single scale to low- and high pass filters and thus, can also form a
single scale filterbank. Another possibility is to apply the band pass filters directly and
get the projections onto the wavelet spaces without rescaling the original signal.
Another important advantage of this construction scheme of a perfectly isotropic
frequency tiling is the simple generalization into higher dimensions. In fact, just com-
putational abilities, which are reached quickly in full frame decompositions while in-
creasing the dimension, form an upper bound of reaching higher dimensions. In image
processing, where dilation based wavelet frames are currently mainly studied, the two
dimensional isotropic wavelet frames form ring like structures as can be seen in Figure
1.4. The according wavelet function ψ in space domain can be seen in Figure 1.5, where
the fast decay is recognizable. For a three dimensional setting, a wavelet function is
illustrated in Figure 1.6 where the isotropy reflects in hollow spheres.
From an implementational point of view, the decomposition by purely band limiting
functions, has just one drawback. The filterbank has to be calculated and applied in
Fourier domain. In space domain, these filters form infinite impulse response filters
(IIR filters) and are non causal. The result would be a very large discrete filter which
still needs to be truncated. This fact results in costly computations due to large
convolutions and at the same time accuracy problems because of truncations.
1.5.1. Dilations of Higher Order
While most books, papers, theorems and algorithms are based on dyadic sampling,
wavelets are not completely limited to a scaling factor of 2. In practise, this convention
is part of the so called wavelet revolution, when fast wavelet algorithms were first
introduced via convolutions in space domain with short sequences of scaling and wavelet
filters introduced in Theorem 1.4.3 and 1.4.5. Through simple shifting operations,
processors realize multiplications with 2j in just one cycle and so fasten the whole
wavelet algorithm in reality.
Nonetheless, next to these dyadic scaling schemes, higher dilations are possible. Even
though commonly known, they play a minor role in spatial domain and are used just
in special cases. Usually one splits the wavelet space Wj into orthogonal subspaces.
The according functions are called voices then [75, see example 2.2]. In frequency
tiling structures like (1.118) however, these can improve results because of finer tiling
structures. one possibility to split the band pass elements into finer structures is a
fractional dilation, which is by definition defined by dilation matrices
A =
j
√
2I (1.119)
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and according wavelet spaces. A more intuitive way to express the same structure is a
modification of equation (1.118).
Theorem 1.5.1 (Higher order dilation). Let a radial frequency tiling form an
isotropic n dimensional multi resolution analysis and Parseval frame {ψˆj(‖ ·‖)}j∈Z.
Then ∑
j∈Z
|ψˆj(‖ · ‖r)|2 = 1 (1.120)
constitutes a radial frequency tiling and hence a Parseval frame for any r > 0.
Proof. While {ψˆj(‖ξ‖)}j∈Z is a multi resolution analysis with nested spaces Vj and
according scaling function, one can always rescale the spaces Vj and in this way find
new according wavelet spaces Wj. The original band passing structure does not get
lost through rescaling and so one still holds a complete partition of unity of the whole
frequency domain which itself is always a Parseval frame with A = B = 1.
As a result of the above theorem, from an existing frame one can always constitute
a finer frequency tiling by choosing r > 0 accordingly. The frequency tiling of higher
order dilations are shown in Figure 1.7, where the Meyer wavelet is shown in an original
tiling structure as well as an higher order one with r = 2 respective r = 4.
Fig. 1.7.: Tiling of a Meyer wavelet with different values of r according to Theorem 1.5.1.
The finer structure by higher choice of r is clearly visible .
Each of these tilings guarantee the constitution of a Parseval frame.
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2. The Riesz Transform and
Monogenic Wavelet Frames
In this chapter, the Hilbert transform, which is a one dimensional tool to analyse
signals, is improved to support higher dimensional data. The result, which is called
Riesz transform, has several aspects to study. There exist different versions, how the
Riesz transform can interact with signals. These differences arise from applications,
which were found by mathematicians as well as physicists independently from each
other.
Next to the Riesz transform the monogenic signal is introduced, which is a multi
dimensional analogue of the known analytic signal. Finally, to combine the monogenic
signal with time frequency analysis, monogenic wavelet frames are constructed.
2.1. The Hilbert Transform and the Analytic Signal
The analytic signal1 of a real one dimensional signal was introduced in signal theory by
Gabor in 1946 [28]. It is based on the Hilbert transform which originally it was found by
David Hilbert to solve a special case of the Riemann-Hilbert problem for holomorphic
functions. Also, it is a basic example of the theory of singular integrals. Most of its
applications are based in modulation coding (phase and frequency modulation of radio
transmissions for example), radar based object detection and processing of seismic
data.
Definition 2.1.1 (Hilbert transform). Let f ∈ L2(R). The Hilbert transform
H :L2(R)→ L2(R) is defined as
(Hf) (x) = 1
pi
P.V.
∫
R
f(y)
x− y dy =
1
pi
P.V.
∫
R
f(x− y)
y
dy = f ∗ 1
pix
(2.1)
where the non-absolute convergent integral is interpreted by a suitable limiting
process[74, p. 26] e.g. the Cauchy principal value (P.V.
∫
). A fast computation
is possible via the convolution theorem (see Theorem 1.2.3) in Fourier space. The
according multiplier is defined as
(Ĥf)(ξ) = −i sgn(ξ)fˆ(ξ) = −i ξ|ξ| fˆ(ξ) (2.2)
The two most important properties are invariance under translations and dilations,
1The analytic signal is, especially in signal theory, also known as the complex signal or
complexified signal.
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which is a fact by construction [74, ch. 2]. Also, the transform phase shifts the signal
by −pi/2 [7, sec. 2]. Further properties are [20]:
Proposition 2.1.2. The Hilbert transform fulfils the following properties:
• The multiplier of the Hilbert transform is anti-symmetric: H(−ξ) = −H(ξ), ∀ξ
• It suppresses the DC-component: (Hf) (0) = 0
• The energy of the multiplier is equal to one for all non zero frequencies :
|H(ξ)| = 1, ∀ξ 6= 0
With the help of the Hilbert transform, the according analytic signal, which is the sum
of the original function and the phase shifted function, can be defined:
Definition 2.1.3 (Analytic signal). Let f ∈ L2(R). Then the analytic signal is
defined as
fa(x) = f(x) + i(Hf)(x) (2.3)
= f ∗
(
δ +
1
pix
)
(2.4)
In the frequency domain, this reads
(Ffa)(ξ) = fˆ(ξ) + i(Ĥf)(ξ) (2.5)
= fˆ(ξ)(1 + sgn(ξ)) (2.6)
This definition leads to a one sided spectrum in the frequency domain2:
Corollary 2.1.4. Let fa be the analytic signal.
fˆa(ξ) =

0, ξ < 0
fˆ(0), ξ = 0
2fˆ(ξ), ξ > 0
(2.7)
The analytic signal fa ∈ L2(R) can be expressed by its modulus (or amplitude) a(x)
and its phase angles ϕ(x).
2This fact of an one-sided spectrum justifies the name analytic signal, because it forms a
boundary distribution of an analytic function.
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Proposition 2.1.5. Let fa be the analytic signal of a one dimensional signal f .
Then it holds
fa(x) = a(x)e
iϕ(x) = a(x)(cos(ϕ(x)) + i sin(ϕ(x)), (2.8)
where
• a(x) = |fa(x)|
• ϕ(x) = arg(fa(x))
It is quite obvious, that it immediately follows
f(x) = a(x) cos(ϕ(x)) (2.9)
where ϕ′(x) is called instantaneous frequency [56, pp. 115-116]. This decomposition into
a quantitative (local amplitude of a signal) and a qualitative partition (local phase and
so structural information) is called split of identity. In order to realize this procedure,
the signal is strictly required to be band-limited and thus the absence of other partial
signals must be guaranteed.
The analytic signal has several interesting properties which are derived from features
(Property 2.1.2 ) of the Hilbert transform [20, sec. 3A]:
Proposition 2.1.6. Let f be a one-dimensional signal and fa its according analytic
signal.
• The energy is two times the energy of the original signal (if the DC component
is neglected), because f and Hf are orthogonal.
• The analytic signal performs a split of identity (see Example 2.1.7).
• The spectrum of an analytic signal is one-sided (see 2.1.4).
Example 2.1.7 (split of identity). Suppose an amplitude modulated wave-packet f(x),
as can be seen in Figure 2.1. After construction of the analytic signal through the Hilbert
transform, the according values for local amplitude and local phase can be calculated
according to Proposition 2.1.5. The local phase is unwrapped and shows a linear process.
The phase of the single packet is ϕ(x) = 6pix which also determines the instantaneous
frequency of ϕ′(x) = 6pi.
The distance between the original signal f and the reconstructed signal f ∗ can be
omitted and has a maximum value of 5.3013 · 10−15.
2.2. Extension of the Riesz Transform into Higher
Dimension
While the Hilbert transform and its according analytic signal is a framework, which
just works in a one dimensional setting, a higher dimensional analogue need to be
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Fig. 2.1.: A split of identity is performed in the framework of the analytic signal. (a) shows
the original wave-packet. (b) shows the local amplitude a(x), calculated via the modulus of
the according analytic signal and (c) is the local phase ϕ(x) which can be extracted via the
argument of the complex signal. (d) is the absolute distance between the reconstructed signal
with values of (b) and (c) in equation (2.9) and the original signal of (a). Note that the scaling
of the axis in (d) is 10−14.
found to construct a split of identity of data in Rn. Especially the two dimensional
setting was in focus of researchers for many years, to find a decomposition scheme into
quantitative and qualitative measures for images.
Before the Riesz transform is introduced, two other possibilities will be shown: the
partial Hilbert transform and the total Hilbert transform. Both have, despite several
drawbacks, their reasons of being and perform well on Applications which are purely
focused on this concept. On the other hand, these transforms do not naturally interact
with frame structures presented in Section 1.5.
The partial Hilbert transform [74, p. 49, 7] extends the one dimensional version
by performing a Hilbert transform in the direction specified by a unit vector ~u ∈
Rn.
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Definition 2.2.1. Let f ∈ L2(Rn). Then the partial Hilbert transform H~u,
H~u :L2(Rn)→ L2(Rn) with respect to ~u ∈ Rn is defined as
(H~uf)(~x) = 1
pi
∫
R
f(~x− ~uy)
y
dy (2.10)
with an according Fourier multiplier
(Ĥ~uf)(~ξ) = −i sgn(〈~u, ~ξ〉)fˆ(ξ). (2.11)
Corollary 2.2.2. Suppose a direction ~u which corresponds to an axis ej. Then
(H~uf)(~x) = 1
pi
∫
R
f(~u)
xj − uj duj (2.12)
According to the one dimensional case, a partial analytic signal can be constructed via
f~ua = f +H~uf (2.13)
which has the main drawback to be non-isotropic. Therefore, directional information
are mixed into the signal, which usually exhibits ripples at positions with orientations
orthogonal to the one of the vector ~u. Therefore, this approach is not a desired one, even
though it is fast to compute and also generalizes into arbitrary dimensions. Another
reason to use a different approach is the incompatibility with structural decompositions
like classic wavelets.
Another possibility of generalization is the total Hilbert transform which acts as an
extension of the partial version, which is called total Hilbert transform[7, 34]:
Definition 2.2.3. Let f ∈ L2(Rn). Then the total Hilbert transformH~u :L2(Rn)→
L2(Rn) respect to ~u ∈ Rn is defined as
(Htotalf)(~x) = 1
pin
∫
Rn
f(~u)∏n
k=1(xk − uk)
d~u (2.14)
with an according Fourier multiplier
(Ĥtotalf)(~ξ) = (−i)nfˆ(ξ)
n∏
k=1
sgn(uk). (2.15)
This transform also forms a corresponding total analytic signal, which, unfortunately,
does not perform a −pi/2 phase shift and thus does not realize a split of identity.
Some other approaches exist, which can solve some problems and can also realize
some of the properties in higher dimension, the analytic signal is usually used for. But a
natural extension of the overall behaviour of the Hilbert transform is just accomplished
via the Riesz transform.
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2.3. The Riesz Transform
Felsberg and Sommer constructed a higher dimensional analogue of the analytic signal
via an extension of complex analysis known as Clifford analysis [20], based on a trans-
form which is commonly known as the Riesz transform [74, ch. 3, 80, sec. II].
Definition 2.3.1 (Riesz transform). The Riesz transform R :L2(Rn)→ (L2(Rn))n
is defined as
(Rf)(~x) =

(R1f)(~x)
(R2f)(~x)
...
(Rnf)(~x)
 =

(h1 ∗ f)(~x)
(h2 ∗ f)(~x)
...
(hn ∗ f)(~x)
 (2.16)
through its single components
(Rjf)(x) = hˆj(~x)
Γ
(
n+1
2
)
pi
n+1
2
∫
Rn
yj
‖~y‖n+1f(~x− ~y) d~y. (2.17)
In Fourier domain, the single component Riesz transform is defined as(
R̂jf
)
(~ξ) = −i ξj‖~ξ‖ fˆ(
~ξ). (2.18)
Fig. 2.2.: The Kernels of the Riesz transform in two dimensions are shown in figures (a) and
(b). The mesh in (c) illustrates the smoothness of the filter, while the singularity still can be
seen in ~ξ = ~0.
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The Riesz and Hilbert transform are deeply connected via several results from singular
integrals, harmonic analysis and, as will be shown here, signal theory. To make an
analogy, the Riesz transform is to the Hilbert transform what the gradient is to the
derivative operator3. It also inherits several of its properties from the Hilbert transform.
Especially wavelet constructing operations are invariant under the Riesz transform and
thus commute [74, p. 56].
Proposition 2.3.2. The Riesz transform is translation- and scale-invariant: Let
~u ∈ Rn, a ∈ R+ and f ∈ L2(Rn). Then it holds:
(Rf(~y − ~u))(~x) = (Rf(~y))(~x− ~u) (2.19)
(Rf(~y/a))(~x) = (Rf(~y))(~x/a) (2.20)
Next to these properties, which are commonly used for wavelet constructions, the
norm is preserved which makes this transform suitable for frame-structures as well.
Proposition 2.3.3 (inner product preservation). Let f, g ∈ L2(Rn).Then the Riesz
transform fulfils the following preservation of the inner product
〈Rf,Rg〉(L2(Rn))n = 〈f, g〉L2(R)n (2.21)
Proof. Assume two functions f, g ∈ L2(Rn) with according Fourier transforms.
〈Rf,Rg〉(L2(Rn))n = 〈R̂f, R̂g〉(L2(Rn))n (2.22)
=
n∑
k=0
〈R̂kf, R̂kg〉L2(Rn) (2.23)
=
n∑
k=0
∫
Rn
(
− iξk‖~ξ‖ fˆ
)(
− iξk‖~ξ‖ gˆ
)
d~ξ (2.24)
=
∫
Rn
−i2∑nk=0 ξ2k
‖~ξ‖2 fˆ gˆ d
~ξ (2.25)
=
∫
Rn
fˆ gˆ d~ξ (2.26)
= 〈fˆ , gˆ〉L2(Rn) (2.27)
= 〈f, g〉L2(Rn) (2.28)
3Using this analogy, one might be able to say, that the partial Hilbert transform is a direc-
tional derivative.
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Corollary 2.3.4 (norm preservation). Let f ∈ L2(Rn). Then it follows
‖Rf‖2(L2(Rn))n =
n∑
k=1
‖Rkf‖2L2(Rn) = ‖f‖2L2(R)n (2.29)
In a similar way, the adjoint operator can be found:
Proposition 2.3.5. Let f ∈ (L2(R))n be a finite energy vector consisting of single
functions f1, . . . , fn. Then the adjoint operator R∗ :(L2(R))n → L2(Rn) of the
Riesz transform is specified by
(R∗f) (~x) : = (R∗1f1) (~x) + . . .+ (R∗nfn) (~x) =
n∑
k=1
(R∗kfk) (~x) (2.30)
with single components R∗k :L2(Rn)→ L2(Rn) defined in Fourier space as(
R̂∗kfk
)
(~ξ) : = i
ξk
‖~ξ‖ fˆk(
~ξ) (2.31)
Corollary 2.3.6. The adjoint operator corresponds to the left-inverse of the trans-
form:
R∗ = R−1 (2.32)
Proof. This fact follows from (
−i
~ξ
‖ξ‖
)
·
(
i
~ξ
‖ξ‖
)
= 1 (2.33)
and so
R∗R = Id (2.34)
This statement emphasizes Corollary 2.3.4 and so the according fact, that the Riesz
transform is unitary.
The next property, which is a useful tool in wavelet decomposition algorithms, is
rotation invariance [82, prop. 2, 81, sec. 2]. Perfectly isotropic transforms do not
generate systematic errors in wavelet frames. Thus compatibility with the construction
process, which was introduced in Section 1.5, is beneficial.
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Proposition 2.3.7 (steerability). Assume a group of rotation matrices in Rn.
Specifically, let R~u denote a n × n rotation matrix whose first row is the unit
vector ~u = (u1, u2, . . . , un) (R~u rotates e1 into u). Then the single Riesz kernels
hk(~x) are steerable in the sense that
h1(R~u~x) = 〈~u,Rδ(~x)〉 =
n∑
k=1
ukhk(~x) (2.35)
while the component filters are 90◦ rotated versions of each other.
Proof. The proof can be realized in Fourier domain with the help of Theorem A.2.1.
This proposition implies a connection between the partial Hilbert transform and the
Riesz transform. Also, it shows commutativity with rotations.
A special case in the two dimensional setting is the “complexified” version of the
Riesz transform which combines the two Riesz components into a single complex sig-
nal. Originally introduced by Larkin [51, 50, 80] in optics as “spiral phase quadrature
transform” (SPF)4 there exist also special properties and applications in image pro-
cessing and imaging.
Definition 2.3.8 (Spiral phase quadrature transform). Suppose the single com-
ponent transforms in Definition 2.3.1 and a function f ∈ L2(R2). Then the spiral
phase quadrature transform is defined as
(RSPFf)(~x) = (R1 + iR2)f(~x) (2.36)
Corollary 2.3.9. The properties of the Riesz transform are passed on the com-
plexified Riesz transform directly:
(RSPFf(~y − ~u))(~x) = (RSPFf(~y))(~x− ~u) (2.37)
(RSPFf(~y/a))(~x) = (RSPFf(~x))(~y/a) (2.38)
The impulse response satisfies the rotation-covariance relation [80, prop. 2]:
Rθ =
(
cos(θ) sin(θ)
− sin(θ) cos(θ)
)
(2.39)
(RSPF δ)(Rθ~x) = e−iθ(RSPF δ)(~x) (2.40)
This version of the Riesz transform is illustrated in Figure 2.3. Steerability can be
applied not just by Rotation matrices but just by multiplication with a complex number
(2.40) in this case. Another property of the spatial phase quadrature transform, which
is not obtained by the conventional one, is unitarity.
4The abbreviation SPF arises from the word spiral phase factor, as it is used by Larkin. It
is also called vortex transform.
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Fig. 2.3.: The argument arg(RSPF ) of the spiral phase quadrature transform in Fourier do-
main. It is used in practical applications in imaging and performs as a non directional edge
detector.
Proposition 2.3.10 (Unitary transform). The spiral phase quadrature transform
is a unitary mapping:
RSPF :L2(R2)→ L2(R2) (2.41)
2.4. Higher Order Riesz Transform
It is possible to define a higher order Riesz transform5 by continuously applying the
single component Riesz transforms. For proper identification and simplicity of the
formulas, the according multi index notation is introduced in Section A.3. Before an
explicit definition is stated, the normalization factor can be found via a decomposition
of the identity.
5The higher order Riesz transform is easy to be found and was independently discovered by
several people, though Michael Unser is mainly credited for an extensive work in this field
[81, 82]
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Theorem 2.4.1. An iterative application of K single component Riesz transforms
in a n dimensional setting hold the following decomposition of the identity operator:∑
|k|=K
K!
k!
(Rk11 · · ·Rknn )∗ (Rk11 · · ·Rknn ) = Id (2.42)
using the multi index vector k = (k1, . . . , kn).
Proof. Let gk1,...,kn be a transformed input signal f :
gk1,...,kn(~x) =
(Rk11 · · ·Rknn )∗ (Rk11 · · ·Rknn ) f(~x) (2.43)
which holds in Fourier domain:
gˆk1,...,kn(~x) =
(
Rˆk11 · · · Rˆknn
)∗ (
Rˆk11 · · · Rˆknn
)
fˆ(~x) (2.44)
=
(
Rˆknn
)∗
· · ·
(
Rˆk11
)∗ (
Rˆk11
)
· · ·
(
Rˆknn
)
fˆ(~ξ) (2.45)
=
((
i
ξ1
‖~ξ‖
)(
−i ξ1‖~ξ‖
))k1
· · ·
((
i
ξn
‖~ξ‖
)(
−i ξn‖~ξ‖
))kn
fˆ(~ξ) (2.46)
=
(
|ξ1|2
‖~ξ‖2
)k1
· · ·
(
|ξn|2
‖~ξ‖2
)kn
fˆ(~ξ) (2.47)
=
|ξ1|2k1 · · · |ξn|2kn
‖~ξ‖2K fˆ(
~ξ) (2.48)
Also, there is the identity
fˆ(~ξ) =
‖~ξ‖2K
‖~ξ‖2K fˆ(ξ) (2.49)
=
(|ξ1|2 + · · ·+ |ξn|2)K
‖~ξ‖2K fˆ(ξ) (2.50)
Which is, by using the multinomial theorem,
=
∑
|k|=K
K!
k
|ξ1|2k1 · · · |ξn|2kn
‖~ξ‖2K fˆ(ξ) (2.51)
=
∑
|k|=K
K!
k
gˆk1,...,kn(~x) (2.52)
=
∑
|k|=K
K!
k
(
Rˆk11 · · · Rˆknn
)∗ (
Rˆk11 · · · Rˆknn
)
fˆ(~x) (2.53)
and thus
f(~ξ) =
∑
|k|=K
K!
k
(Rk11 · · ·Rknn )∗ (Rk11 · · ·Rknn ) f(~x) (2.54)
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While there are nK possible ways to form a Lth order Riesz transform, because of
commutativity and factorization properties of the convolution, there are just
(
K+n−1
n−1
)
distinct components of the transform.
Definition 2.4.2 (The Kth order Riesz transform). The Kth order Riesz trans-
form R(K) :L2(Rn)→ (L2(Rn))p(K,n) with p(K,n) = (K+n−1
n−1
)
is defined as a vector
with single components
Rkf =
√
K!
k1! · · · kn!R
k1
1 · · ·Rknn f (2.55)
The higher order Riesz transform inherits all fundamental properties of the usual one,
because of preservation along the iteration process:
Proposition 2.4.3. Let f ∈ L2(Rn), ~u ∈ Rn, a ∈ R+. Then the following proper-
ties hold:
• translation invariance:
(Rf(~y − ~u))(~x) = (Rf(~y))(~x− ~u) (2.56)
• dilation invariance:
(Rf(~y/a))(~x) = (Rf(~y))(~x/a) (2.57)
And also, considering Theorem 2.4.1, the higher order Riesz transform preserves the
inner product and the norm6:
Corollary 2.4.4. For all f, g ∈ L2(Rn) it holds:〈R(K)f,R(K)g〉
(L2(Rn))p(K,n)
=
∑
|k|=K
〈R(K)f,R(K)g〉
L2(Rn)
= 〈f, g〉L2(Rn) (2.58)
which is, by setting f = g∥∥R(K)f∥∥
(L2(Rn))p(K,n)
= ‖f‖L2(Rn) (2.59)
2.5. Fractional Spiral Phase Quadrature Transform
Having a closer look on Definition 2.3.8, there exists a more general way to define
the spiral phase quadrature transform by using Clifford algebras (see A.4.2 for exact
definition) which allows a way to fractionate this transform.
6There exist more general results about arbitrary Lp spaces which show a boundedness of
the Higher Order Riesz transforms (with notable exceptions of p = 1,+∞). These are not
in the focus of image processing or higher dimensional data processing.
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Definition 2.5.1 (general SPF transform). Suppose the single component Riesz
transforms Rj in Definition 2.3.1 and a function f ∈ L2(Rn). Also consider the
Clifford algebra Cl0,n with generating elements e1, . . . , en,i.e.
eiej + ejei = −2δi,j (2.60)
With Kronecker delta δi,j and scalar element e0 = 1 of the algebra. Then the
general spiral phase quadrature transform is defined as
RSPFf :L2(Rn)→ L2(Cl0,n) (2.61)
(RSPFf)(~x) = (R1 + e1R2 + . . .+ enRn+1)f(~x) (2.62)
This definition covers the original spiral phase transform through n = 1 as well. In
this case e0 is set to 1 and e1 is set to the complex unit i.
Supposing general spherical coordinates (r, ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕn) with r ∈ R+, ϕn ∈ [0, 2pi)
and ϕk ∈ [0, pi)] for k = 1, . . . , n−1 one finds the following representation of the Fourier
coordinates:
ξ1 = r cos(ϕ1) (2.63)
ξ2 = r sin(ϕ1) cos(ϕ2) (2.64)
ξ3 = r sin(ϕ1) sin(ϕ2) cos(ϕ3) (2.65)
...
ξn = r sin(ϕ1) . . . sin(ϕn−1) cos(ϕn) (2.66)
ξn+1 = r sin(ϕ1) . . . sin(ϕn−1) sin(ϕn) (2.67)
An application of this representation leads to
ξ
‖ξ‖ = cos(ϕ1) + sin(ϕ1) cos(ϕ2)e1 + . . .+ sin(ϕ1) . . . sin(ϕn−1) sin(ϕn)en (2.68)
= cos(ϕ1) + sin(ϕ1)(cos(ϕ2)e1 + . . .+ sin(ϕ2) . . . sin(ϕn−1) sin(ϕn)en) (2.69)
= cos(ϕ1) + q sin(ϕ1) (2.70)
= eqϕ1 (2.71)
where q is a unit Clifford vector according to
q = cos(ϕ2)e1 + sin(ϕ2) cos(ϕ3)e2 + . . .+ sin(ϕ2) . . . sin(ϕn−1) sin(ϕn)en (2.72)
=
n∑
k=1
qkek (2.73)
This representation realizes the following statement.(
ξ
‖ξ‖
)α
= (eqϕ1)α : = eq(αϕ1) = cos(αϕ1) + q sin(αϕ1) (2.74)
Here the representation related to complex roots is used. It is known that there are
more solutions, but without loss of generality just the first root is of interest.
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Fig. 2.4.: (a) shows the Riesz Kernel for the direction of ξ1. (b) is a kernel of the usual differ-
entiation operator ∂∂x1 and (c) is the fractional Laplace operator (−∆)α. (a) is a combination
of both kernels (b) and (c).
Definition 2.5.2 (fractional SPF transform). The fractional spiral phase trans-
form is defined as
RαSPFf :L2(Rn)→ L2(Cl0,n) (2.75)
(RαSPFf)(~x) = (R1 + e1R2 + . . .+ enRn+1)αf(~x) (2.76)
where the according Fourier kernel is defined as(
R̂αSPF
)
= cos(αϕ) + q sin(αϕ) (2.77)
where ϕ is the argument of the unit quaternion ξ‖ξ‖ .
2.6. Connections between the Riesz Transform and
Derivatives
The Riesz transform can be decomposed into two distinct steps, which describes the
operation in a more detailed way. This also shows the close relationship both, derivation
and fractional Laplace operator (cf.[80]).
Definition 2.6.1 (Fractional Laplace operator). The fractional Laplace operator
is defined in Fourier space (in a distributional sense) as
(F(−∆)αf) (~ξ) = (2pi‖~ξ‖)2α (Ff) (~ξ) (2.78)
with α ∈ R and (−∆)0 = Id.
Proof. Using the derivative in Fourier space A.2.2, the frequency representation of the
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Laplacian can be found:
F ((−∆)f) (~ξ) = F
((
−
(
∂
∂x1
)2
−
(
∂
∂x2
)2
· · · −
(
∂
∂xn
)2)
f
)
(~ξ) (2.79)
=
(−(2piiξ1)2 − (2piiξ2)2 . . .− (2piiξn)2) (Ff) (~ξ) (2.80)
= 4pi2(ξ21 + ξ
2
2 + . . .+ ξ
2
n) (Ff) (~ξ) (2.81)
= (2pi‖~ξ‖)2 (Ff) (~ξ) (2.82)
Using this statement, an according fractional operator is found by factorization.
F ((−∆)αf) (~ξ) = (2pi‖~ξ‖)2α (Ff) (~ξ) (2.83)
Using the statements 2.3.1, 2.6.1 and A.2.2, a new way of interpretation of the Riesz
transform can be formalised, which shows the connection of Riesz transform, derivation
and fractional Laplace.
Theorem 2.6.2. Let f ∈ L2(R). Then the single component Riesz transform can
be decomposed into
(Rjf) (~x) = − ∂
∂xj
(−∆)− 12f(~x) = −(−∆)− 12 ∂
∂xj
f(~x) (2.84)
Proof. This statement can be corroborated by the corresponding Fourier multipliers.(
R̂jf
)
(~ξ) = −i ξj‖ξ‖ fˆ(
~ξ) (2.85)
= −(2piiξj)(2pi‖~ξ‖)−1fˆ(~ξ) (2.86)
= F
(
− ∂
∂xj
(−∆)− 12f
)
(~ξ) (2.87)
and therefore
(Rjf) (~x) = − ∂
∂xj
(−∆)− 12f(~x) (2.88)
where commutativity holds as well.
According to this statement, a new expression of the general spiral phase quadrature
transform (see Definition 2.5.1) can be found to confirm the similarities of the Riesz
transform and the complex gradient.
Corollary 2.6.3. Let f ∈ L2(Rn+1)
(RSPFf)(~x) = −
(
∂
∂x1
+ e1
∂
∂x2
+ · · ·+ en ∂
∂xn+1
)
(−∆)− 12f(~x) (2.89)
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Proof.
(RSPFf)(~x) = (R1 + e1R2 + . . .+ enRn+1)f(~x) (2.90)
=
(
∂
∂x1
(−∆)− 12 − e1 ∂
∂x2
(−∆)− 12 − · · · − en ∂
∂xn+1
(−∆)− 12
)
f(~x) (2.91)
and through commutativity of the operators
= −
(
∂
∂x1
+ e1
∂
∂x2
+ · · ·+ en ∂
∂xn+1
)
(−∆)− 12f(~x) (2.92)
The fractional Laplace operator is responsible for several properties which play a key
role in image processing via Riesz transforms. Further investigations as well as ex-
periments are shown in Section 3.5. An example of a kernel and its basic elements is
showed in Figure 2.4.
Through the fractional SPF transform it is possible to calculate a fractional deriva-
tive. A well known possibility to do this in a single variable setting is the Fourier
transform, which enables the fractional Fourier derivative [42, p. 24], which is an ex-
pansion of Lemma A.2.2.
Definition 2.6.4. Assuming a function f ∈ L2(R). The derivative in Fourier space
is (
F d
dx
f
)
(ξ) = 2piiξ (Ff) (ξ) (2.93)
which can be extended to fractions via(
F
(
d
dx
)α
f
)
(ξ) = (2piiξ)α (Ff) (ξ) (2.94)
Using this information as well as Definition 2.5.2 and Corollary 2.6.3, one finds the pos-
sibility to calculate fractional gradients by the help of the Riesz transform.
Theorem 2.6.5. Let a function f ∈ L2(Rn+1) and an angle α ∈ R. Then its
fractional gradient is calculated by
∇αf (~x) = (−1)α (−∆)α2 (RαSPFf) (~x) (2.95)
which is defined in Fourier space by
∇̂αf(~ξ) = ei 3pi2 α
(
2pi‖~ξ‖
)α
eqαϕ (2.96)
where q is a unit quaternion and ϕ is the argument of the quaternion representation
of ξ.
Proof. The proof is a direct composition of the results in Corollary 2.6.3, Definition
2.6.1 and Definition 2.5.2.
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Fig. 2.5.: An image with 3 different intrinsic dimensions: (a) shows the intrinsic dimension
0, (b) has just one degree of freedom and thus intrinsic dimension 2 and (c) has an intrinsic
dimension of 3.
2.7. Monogenic Signal
While the analytic signal (Definition 2.1.3) is an approach to complexify real valued
one dimensional signals, a more general analogue is needed for intrinsically (c.f. [48])
higher dimensional data7.
Definition 2.7.1 (Intrinsic dimension). A n dimensional signal f is called intrinsi-
cally m dimensional if it is constant with respect to n−m orthogonal orientations.
This definition can be formally rewritten (see [7]) as a possibility to map the signal
onto a subspace.
Corollary 2.7.2. A signal f ∈ L2(Rn) is of intrinsic dimension m < n, if it can
be expressed as
f(~x) = g(A~x), g ∈ L2(Rm) (2.97)
for some real m× n matrix A and no other l × n matrix with l < m.
The monogenic signal8 is an analogue to the analytic signal which meet all requirements
needed in applications (see next Section 2.8). It was first introduced by Felsberg and
Sommer [20, sec. IV B] from a theoretical point of view and later used in image
processing [41]. To maintain an algebraic structure, it is defined in a setting which is
provided by Clifford algebra which is defined in Section A.4.2.
7This excludes the possibility to use the Hilbert transform column wise or row wise as it was
done in image processing for a long time.
8In analogy to the analytic signal, which represents boundary values of an analytic function,
the monogenic signal represents the boundary values of a monogenic (or holomorphic)
function (c.f [4])
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Definition 2.7.3 (The monogenic signal). Let f ∈ L2(Rn) be a real valued signal
and Cl0,n a Clifford algebra with generating elements e1, . . . , en and scalar element
e0. The monogenic signal fm ∈ L2(Rn, Cl0,n) is defined as
fm = e0f +Rf = e0f +
n∑
k=1
ekRkf (2.98)
Corollary 2.7.4. An alternative notation of the monogenic signal is a declaration
as a vector
fm = (f,R1f,R2f, . . . ,Rnf) (2.99)
Example 2.7.5 (Connection between the analytic signal and the monogenic signal).
Let n = 1 and let f ∈ L2(R) be some real valued signal. Then it follows immediately
fm = e0f + e1R1f = f + iHf (2.100)
via the identification of the basis elements e0 ↔ 1 and e1 ↔ i. And therefore, the
analytic and the monogenic signal are two representations of the same function fa = fm
and thus identical.
The main focus of a higher dimensional analytic signal is the extraction of local phase
and local amplitude, which fulfil invariance and equivariance properties:
This means that the local phase is invariant with respect to the local energy
of the signal but changes if the local structure varies. The local amplitude is
invariant with respect to the local structure but represents the local energy.
Energy and structure are independent information contained in a signal
unless the signal is a combination of partial signals with different local phases
on different scales. [20, sec. I]
Especially the latter case is important when an application is based on this concept
(Natural images as well as measurements in industrial applications contain a wide
spread spectrum and therefore need to be pre processed). One possibility is to use
band pass filters to avoid mixed frequencies. A decomposition process via wavelet
based methods gains this functionality and also provides a structural approach with
several degrees of freedom. This is done in Section 2.8.
The aim of using a higher dimensional analogue of the analytic signal is to use a
similar decomposition and thus a split of identity (see Section 2.1: proposition 2.1.5
and 2.1.6). The algebraic structure on the image space of the monogenic signal, the
Clifford algebra Cl0,n, gives several possibilities to accomplish this task (see A.4).
Suppose an element x = x0 + x of the Clifford algebra with according scalar part x0
and vector part x. Let ϕ denote the angle between those parts according to tanϕ = ‖x‖
x0
.
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Then a decomposition of Clifford numbers in the following way is possible [41].
x = ‖x‖
(
x
‖x‖
)
(2.101)
= ‖x‖
(
x0
‖x‖ +
x
‖x‖
‖x‖
‖x‖
)
(2.102)
= ‖x‖
(
cos(ϕ) +
x
‖x‖ sin(ϕ)
)
(2.103)
Therefore, the monogenic signal consists of three local main components, which de-
scribe the actual state of the signal at a specific point (See Figure 2.6 for a geometric
interpretation in a two dimensional setting based on quaternions.). There is the lo-
cal amplitude ‖x‖, which can also be interpreted as a local energy of a signal at a
specific point, the phase of the monogenic signal ϕ and the normalized vector part
x
‖x‖ , which describes the direction of x on the plane spanned by the vectors of Cl0,n
without e0. The last feature, which is also denoted as phase orientation, is not existent
in a single dimensional setting and therefore does not exist in case of analytic signal
decomposition.
A clear definition and calculation instructions can be found in Proposition 2.7.6.
While the orientation of the phase is originally a vector, in applications it is often
referred to as an angle in the plane spanned by the Riesz components of the sig-
nal.
Proposition 2.7.6. Suppose an ideal single-frequency signal f ∈ L2(Rn). Then
one can extract the following properties by application of the monogenic signal
transform:
Amplitude / Energy a = ‖fm‖ =
√
f 2 + (R1f)2 + . . .+ (Rnf)2
Phase ϕ = ∠(fm, f) = arg(f + i‖Rf‖)
Phase orientation ~o = Rf‖Rf‖
This decomposition of a signal by the monogenic signal is a realization of the split of
identity (as shown in 2.1.5 for one dimensional functions) in higher dimensions.
The reconstruction of signals by phase and amplitude is also possible in this case
and can be realized by
f = a cos(ϕ) (2.104)
which is one of the basic concepts used in applications as seen in Chapter 3.
2.8. Monogenic Wavelet Frames
While the monogenic signal has several nice properties to analyse the geometric states
of a function, it has a main drawback. As stated in the last section, a function needs to
have a single local phase and cannot be a combination of partial signals with different
local phases [20, sec. I]. There are several ways to overcome this problem. While in
[20] the authors propose quadrature mirror filters, in [81] poly-harmonic spline wavelets
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x
‖x‖
x
x0
x1
x2
‖x‖
e1
e2
e0
ϕ
Fig. 2.6.: The monogenic signal and its components in a two dimensional setting at a specific
point. x0 describes the original signal while x1 and x2 are the Riesz transformed parts. The
three local properties are visualized in red.
and in [80, 78, 82] quasi-isotropic Laplace Wavelets, another possibility to band pass a
given signal is shown in [41, 40, 79].
Perfectly isotropic Wavelet frames, which can be constructed via radial filtering along
all axes are a choice, which is refineable and effective to implement while still having
several degrees of freedom to adjust the finer details. An important work in this field
goes back to [41], where the compatibility of (isotropic) wavelet frames (see Section
1.4,1.3.6) and the Riesz transform is shown in detail.
Because of the Clifford setting9 of the monogenic signal, The Riesz transform, orig-
inally defined in Definition 2.3.1, needs to be adjusted to match the function space.
This modification provides bijectivity as a property of the mapping.
Definition 2.8.1. Let f ∈ L2(Rn, Clp,q) with n = p+ q. Then the Clifford valued
Riesz transform R :L2(Rn, Clp,q)→ L2(Rn, Clp,q) is defined as
(Rf)(x) =
n∑
β=1
eβ(Rβf)(x) (2.105)
with single component transforms as originally stated.
Lemma 2.8.2. Let f ∈ L2(Rn, Clp,q). Then RRf = f and therefore the Clifford
valued Riesz transform is a bijective mapping from L2(Rn, Clp,q) onto L2(Rn, Clp,q).
Proof. It is sufficient to consider the application in Fourier space. Further, without
loss to regularity, just the case f ∈ L2(Rn, Cl0,n) is proven because of the isomorphism
9The introduction into notations and the definitions of the index set Iν can be found in the
appendix in Section A.4.2
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Cl0,n ∼= Clp,q, p+ q = n (these aspects are described as basis changes in [32] as well as
in [17]).
(R̂Rf)(~ξ) = RˆRˆ
∑
αν∈Iν
1≤ν≤n
eαν fˆαν (~ξ) (2.106)
=
n∑
β=1
n∑
γ=1
∑
αν∈Iν
1≤ν≤n
eβeγ
−ξβξγ
‖~ξ‖2 eαν fˆαν (
~ξ) (2.107)
=
∑
αν∈Iν
1≤ν≤n
(
n∑
β=1
e2β
−ξ2β
‖~ξ‖2 +
n∑
γ=β+1
(eβeγ + eγeβ)
−ξβξγ
‖~ξ‖2
)
eαν fˆαν (~ξ) (2.108)
e2β = −1, eγeβ = −eβeγ,
ξ2β
‖~ξ‖2 = 1 (2.109)
=
∑
αν∈Iν
1≤ν≤n
eαν fˆαν (~ξ) (2.110)
= fˆ(~ξ) (2.111)
Theorem 2.8.3 (Construction of Clifford frames). Let {gk}k∈N be a frame for
L2(Rn) with frame bounds A and B.
(i) Then {gk}k∈N is a Clifford frame for L2(Rn, Clp,q) with the same frame bounds
A and B.
(ii) The Riesz transformed frame {Rgk}k∈N is a Clifford frame for L2(Rn, Clp,q)
with the same frame bounds A and B.
Proof. One main aspect of this proof is the definition of an according inner product
space which is then extended to a Clifford module L2(Rn,Cp,q). The second part is
the mapping of frame bounds onto each other by use of arbitrary operators and their
corresponding pseudo inverses. The last step is to use the Riesz transform as a bijective
mapping from L2(Rn,Cp,q) onto L2(Rn,Cp,q), which was shown in the last lemma. The
complete proof can be found in [41, pp. 665-666].
Clifford frames can be interpreted as generalized bases in Clifford algebras. They have
an analogue structure as frames in real or complex valued vector spaces and thus
give the ability to decompose elements of the vector space in the sense of coefficients.
The main difference is the interpretation of Clifford frames as frames of vectors. This
possibility to combines the concept of multi scale decomposition, introduced in Section
1.5, with the Riesz transform and still maintaining an algebraic structure.
Another part of the recipe is the addition of the original signal on the specific
scale/wavelet spaces to complete the monogenic signal.
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Theorem 2.8.4 (Monogenic wavelet frames). Let ψ be a real valued generation
function for a frame of L2(Rn). Then the function
ψm = ψ +Rψ (2.112)
generates a Clifford frame of L2(Rn, Clp,q) containing the monogenic wavelet.
This construction finally allows a combination of the concepts of decomposition on a
scale basis by frames as well as the split of identity performed by the application of the
monogenic signal. There exist several applications of this approach to analyse a signal
of higher dimension in detail. A collection of these are presented in Chapter 3. There,
also complete algorithms are designed to be used in implementations.
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3. Applications of Monogenic
Wavelet Frames
While in classic digital signal processing, wavelets are usually applied as a transform
in time domain, an application of wavelet frames combined with Riesz transform are
more efficiently to be established in frequency domain. This approach leads to fast
computations of the Riesz transform (see formula (2.18)) which would otherwise entail
a computation of singular integrals (see equation (2.17)). Another reason for this
method is the multiplication in Fourier space which performs faster than convolutions
in time domain. To apply the frames in frequency domain, according filter banks need
to be constructed which allow fast computations. The cooperation of filter banks and
Riesz Fourier multipliers allow the extensive use of streaming operations which are
available on modern CPUs as well as in GPUs, where those operations can be applied
massively parallel.
A very specific operation, which realizes the transforms and which is mostly limited
to implementation is the entry wise multiplication which is named after either Jacques
Hadamard or Issai Schur.
Definition 3.0.1 (Multidimensional Hadamard product / Schur product). Let
A,B ∈ Cn tensors of dimension N with n = (n1, n2, . . . , nN) and elements aα, bα ∈
R with index α = (α1, α2, . . . , αN). Then the Hadamard product A ◦ B ∈ Cn is
defined as
(A ◦B)α = aαbα. (3.1)
This product has several properties, which follow directly from multiplication theo-
rems of real numbers and can be used when implementing a signal processing sys-
tem.
Corollary 3.0.2. For tensors A,B,C ∈ Cn it follows
commutativity A ◦B = B ◦ A
associativity A ◦ (B ◦ C) = (A ◦B) ◦ C
distributivity A ◦ (B + C) = A ◦B + A ◦ C
neutral element Let J be a tensor of ones. Then J ◦ A = A
Remark 3.0.3. Mathematically, the Hadamard product is not defined for inconsis-
tent tensors (tensors of different dimensions). On the other hand, many programming
languages realize this concept via automatic concatenation processes.
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Remark 3.0.4 (Elementwise square and elementwise square root). According to the
Hadamard product, for each tensor A ∈ Cn there exist the pth Hadamard root ◦p√A and
the pth Hadamard power A◦p.
Example 3.0.5. Let the two matrices
A =
(
1 9
−4 0
)
, B =
(−5 42
i 2
)
(3.2)
Then the Hadamard product C = A◦B is the entry wise multiplication of all elements:
C =
(−5 378
−4i 0
)
(3.3)
and the 2nd Hadamard root of A is
◦2√
A =
(
1 3
2i 0
)
(3.4)
3.1. Aspects of Implementation
While there exist many different algorithms, which perform a discrete wavelet decom-
position, all of them are based on the concept of multi resolution (see 1.4.1). The
advantages are fast computations with the corresponding scaling and wavelet filters
and a sparse representation of data. Typical examples of these algorithms are Mallat’s
algorithm [56, pp. 175-178 and pp. 240-241, 43, pp. 40-42 and pp. 124-125], the fast
discrete wavelet transform [2, pp. 73-76, 52, pp. 132-141] and the stationary wavelet
transform [15, pp. 78-80]. These algorithms are all very similar to each other and just
differ by small details and thus can be summed up as a class of pyramid algorithms
[43, ch. 4]. These share a common complexity of O(n) and therefore are faster than
the fast Fourier transform1.
In case of monogenic wavelet frames of arbitrary dimension, there exist two possi-
bilities to realize an image pyramid. Both need to be implemented in Fourier space,
because the Riesz transform has an explicit Fourier multiplier representation. The
drawback of this technique is a complexity of the fast Fourier transform which is, by
usage of the Master theorem, up to O(n log n) (see [6, p. 276]). Both algorithms, which
will be presented in this chapter have advantages as well as drawbacks. Choosing the
proper way of implementation depends purely on the application.
There exists no known implementation of the Riesz transform for image or signal
processing in time domain of higher dimensional data. Unlike the Hilbert transform,
there is also no known representation in form of an electrical circuit.
Also it should be mentioned, that because of the numerical stability, which comes
through the use of frames, it is sufficient to use single precision data types. These
perform faster on most architectures. In Section 3.3.3 according benchmark results are
presented with several setups of multi processing.
1The fast Fourier transform was officially introduced by Cooley and Tucker in 1965, even
though it is known, that the concept of the algorithm was used even earlier.
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Furthermore implementations based on the Meyer or Held wavelet need an accord-
ing support polynomial (see Table 1.1). In most cases, using double precision, these
polynomials still behave in a correct sense and do not produce numerical issues. In sev-
eral cases, using a high polynomial degree, single precision can cause several numerical
issues. These are caused by two main aspects:
• The sine function which is used in the case of wavelets has numerical instabilities
for values with high magnitude (see [11, 16]). These could be avoided by an own
implementation of the sine funciton or a range reduction technique which uses
2pi-periodicity.
• A more crucial aspect is the use of polynomials of degree 7 or higher of the
Held wavelets. 32 bit floating point numbers loose accuracy in such situations. A
solution to this aspect is the use of another support function which was introduced
in [40]:
q(x) = λ(x) =
{
0, x ≤ 0
e−
1
x2 , x > 0
(3.5)
This function has a higher numerical stability and does not cause noise values in
case of single precision datatypes.
3.1.1. Fast Monogenic Wavelet Transform
The first algorithm is based on the fast wavelet transform which is modified to perform
an additional Riesz transform. The main concept is a smaller constant filter bank (in
contrast to the stationary transforms in Section 3.1.2), which is repeatedly applied on
a signal which is then resampled after each step. The details extracted from the signal
can then be Riesz transformed. The signal can also first apply the Riesz multiplier
and then be band passed because of commutativity, but from an implementational
point of view, this order is more efficient. One algorithm step is in fact the realization
of all computations on one scale of a monogenic MRA. To continue the approach
of performing fast computations, dyadic subsampling with nearest neighbour is the
algorithm of choice. This is a realization of the multi resolution analysis as already
seen in Figure 1.3 which is close to the basic principle showed in Section 1.5. Therefore
there is the need of a low pass filter with guaranteed support between −1
4
≤ ‖~ξ‖ ≤ 1
4
.
The mother wavelet functions which suffice the condition in equation (1.118) are
suitable for this approach and just need to be discretized on a scale level which means
they need to form a finite filter bank. The proper way to realize this step and at
the same time to construct an according high pass filter is to perform a rescaling in
combination with a continuous extension of the passing area of the filters. This results
in a filter bank containing G0 (the low pass filter) and G1 (the high pass element) which
are defined as
G0 =
{
ψˆ(2‖~ξ‖), 2‖~ξ‖ > 1
4
1, 2‖~ξ‖ ≤ 1
4
(3.6)
G1 =
{
ψˆ(‖~ξ‖), ‖~ξ‖ < 1
4
1, ‖~ξ‖ ≥ 1
4
(3.7)
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Initialization:
Algorithm on each scale:
Finalization:
f F f̂
G0 G1
R1 R2
. . . RN
f̂ G1 F−1 D1
R1 F−1 R1D1
R2 F−1 R2D1
. . .
RN F−1 RND1
G0 ↓ 2 f̂
f̂ F−1 D0
Fig. 3.1.: Graphical representation of the fast monogenic transform algorithm. It is the most
basic form to realize a multi scale system and is widely used as a wavelet decomposition
algorithm. In most cases it is performed in space domain via discrete filters instead of Fourier
kernels.
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Algorithm on each scale:
Finalization:
Initialization:
D0 F f̂
f̂
Dscale1
↑ 2
F
G0
G1
+ f̂
f̂ F−1 f
Fig. 3.2.: Graphical representation of the fast monogenic reconstruction algorithm. Here it
is assumed, that the filter bank belonging to the frame coefficients D0 and D1 are known.
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The sampled grid size of these filters is the same as the sampled and Fourier trans-
formed signal which is to be decomposed. In this way no further size adjustments (in
this case resampling) are needed for the Hadamard products.
Initialization
The input data itself is supposed to be a completely sampled function f consisting of
measured points in each dimension. From a computer science point of view the data
is represented as an N dimensional array2 with lengths (n1, n2, n3, . . . , nN). Therefore
each of the filters G0 and G1 have the same size. A complete initialization of the filter
bank which is necessary for the decomposition computation is shown in Algorithm 3.1.
The initialization has some special aspects which need to be paid attention to. In most
use cases, the constructed filter bank can be reused and thus the creation does not play
a role in benchmarking.
Algorithm 3.1: Fast monogenic wavelet transform: initialisation
Data: number of sample points in each dimension (n1, n2, n3, . . . , nN), filter
bank function ψˆ
Result: sampled filter bank G0, G1 and Riesz transform multipliers Rdim
1 for dim = 1 to N do
2 datapointsdim = generateLinearSpacedVector(−0.5,0.5,ndim)
3 meshdim = generateMeshGrid(datapoints1, datapoints2,. . . ,datapointsN)
4 radiusmesh = radius(radiusmesh)
5 G0 =
{
ψˆ(2 ◦ radiusmesh), 2 ◦ radiusmesh ≥ 1
4
1, 2 ◦ radiusmesh < 1
4
6 G1 =
{
ψˆ(radiusmesh), radiusmesh ≤ 1
4
1, radiusmesh ≥ 1
4
7 radiusmesh = 1 at point 0
8 for dim = 1 to N do
9 Rdim = −i(meshdim/radiusmesh)
At first, there is the function generateLinearSpacedVector which constructs an
array with size ndim and initialize it with equidistant points between −0.5 and 0.5. An
important fact of this function is the coverage of the exact value of 0 which need to
be included to match the DC component value (or mean value) of the output of the
discrete Fourier transform as well as the center singularity of the Riesz transform (see
line 9 ). The next function generateMeshGrid acts on the output of each of these data
point arrays. It constructs N arrays of size (n1, n2, n3, . . . , nN) and covers the whole
multidimensional box [−0.5, 0.5]N with distinct coordinates for each dimension (this
function can be seen as a concatenate function with some additional special features).
Afterwards, at each data point, the function Radius calculates the according value of
2Depending on the internal array realization in RAM, it is more efficient to use just one array
with an according stride. This depends on the hardware and the programming language
in use and might differ e.g Matlab (use of matrices as data structure) and C on x86/x64
(use of just one single array)
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the radius belonging to this point. Finally the two filter components of the dyadic filter
bank are computed along the frequency space. Before constructing the Riesz multipliers
Rdim, the singularity need to be paid attention to. The limit of the Fourier kernel in
Definition 2.3.1 is 0 which can be achieved by setting the radius to some number
different to 0 at point 0 of the grid to avoid undefined behaviour or inf respective NaN
values.
This initialization algorithm generatesN+2 arrays with dimension (n1, n2, n3, . . . , nN)
and thus produces a significant amount of overhead. Therefore the number of dimen-
sions is a crucial point in memory management as well as computation speed of the
complete algorithm. Hence, to safe a significant amount of memory, a good practise is
to compute of the Riesz multiplier’s value on the specific pixel on-the-fly whenever it
is needed (Especially on GPGPU implementations such a workflow might significantly
speedup the process because of the fast pixel-wise parallelism).
Decomposition Algorithm
After initialization, the application of the filter bank on the signal is the next step.
The complete decomposition into the approximation coefficients D0, frame coefficients
Dscale1 as well as their according Riesz transformed parts RdimDscale1 is shown in detail
in Algorithm 3.2.
Algorithm 3.2: Fast monogenic wavelet transform: decomposition
Data: sampled signal f [x1, x2, . . . , xN ], deepest scale S, filter bank function ψˆ
Result: signal decomposition {Dscale1 }Sscale=0, according Riesz-transformed parts
{RdimDscale1 }S,Nscale=0,dim=0 and the approximation element D0
1 Initialization // see Algorithm 3.1
2 fˆ [ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξN ] = cDFTshift(cDFT(f [x1, x2, . . . , xN ]))
3 for scale = 0 to S do
4 Dscale1 = cInvDFT (cInvDFTshift (fˆ ◦G1))
5 for dim = 1 to N do
6 RdimDscale1 =cInvDFT (cInvDFTshift (Rdim ◦Dscale1 ))
7 fˆ =subSample(fˆ ◦G0)
8 D0 =cInvDFT (cInvDFTshift (fˆ))
The first step is to perform a complex Fourier transform via cDFT with an ensu-
ing shift with cDFTshift to set the DC component into the center of the data set
(cInvDFTShift and cInvDFT are the corresponding inverse operations). A fast way
to perform this task is the FFTW (fastest Fourier transform in the west, see [24, 25])
or closely related implementations (On NVIDIA GPU implementations, the cuFFT
library is based on FFTW), which is a highly optimized library to perform this task3.
Afterwards the mapping into wavelet spaces starts with the origin on scale zero with
increasing scale numbers. The mapping itself is an Hadamard product with the pre
3The FFTW is a free library under GNU General Public License (GPL) and is used by
many software packages and applications e.g. MatLab, Julia, the OpenCV library. . . . A
benchmark of different FFT software implementations can be found at http://www.fftw.
org/benchfft/ffts.html (28.11.2017).
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computed high pass filter. The Riesz transform in each dimension can then be applied
in a similar way with the Fourier multipliers. The computed coefficients also have to
be transformed back from frequency domain into space domain via a combination of
icDFTshift and icDFT. Here some resulting remaining complex parts can be omitted
and set to zero because those arise from the fact, that a complex to complex transform
is assumed and also numerical issues.
Finally the signal can be low pass filtered and subsequently sampled down with
subSample. While in several cases the literature recommend to do so in space domain
[41], a more convenient way is to sample down in frequency domain. This approach is
better because the signal will be needed in this domain right in the next step again and
thus, the algorithm can be reduced by two transforms (which should not be underrated
as a performance increase). To sample down in Fourier space, the low passed signal,
which has support remaining in the central quarter of the spectrum, is cut out and
rescaled by factor 2−N . Afterwards an interleaving process with zeros is applied to
stretch the spectrum to the original size and to be able to apply the filter bank again
without rescaling the filters [9]. A drawback of this process is the data information
density which gets lower in each scale. Also the inverse Fourier transformed signal is
sub sampled, but periodized and thus redundancy could have a negative impact on the
memory management.
After completion, there exist (S+1)(N+1)+1 data tensors in the size of an original
tensor which includes n1 · n2 · . . . · nN = N data points. Most operations in this
algorithm are multidimensional Hadamard products which are of complexity O(N ),
where S is the amount of scales which are taken into account. Therefore, because it is
the highest complexity which is present in the decomposition, the algorithm is, from a
complexity theory point of view, O(N logN ). On the other hand, typical problem sizes
in image processing are low compared to the amount of Hadamard products (there are
((S+ 1)(N + 1) + 1) · N flops). Thus, a main focus in a fast implementation should be
to maximize the performance of these. The exact scheme of the whole procedure can
be found in Figure 3.1.
Reconstruction Algorithm
To reconstruct the original signal, just the approximation on the lowest scale D0 and
the details on each scale Dscale1 and their corresponding discrete filter bank coefficients
are needed. The procedure is shown in Algorithm 3.3 and as a scheme in Figure 3.2.
On each scale, after Fourier transform of the frame coefficients, the filter coefficients
are applied. The results are assembled together to form the complete signal on the
scale. The result is the new input approximation on the next scale. In this way, the
typical pyramid structure of multi resolution is realized.
When all components are added together, the result forms the original signal which
was decomposed via Algorithm 3.2. The whole procedure has, because of the appli-
cation of the Fourier transform, a complexity of O(N logN )). Again, because of the
low problem size in image processing, main focus are the Hadamard products as well
as the upsampling steps, which are needed to combine the approximation and detail
coefficients.
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Algorithm 3.3: Fast monogenic wavelet transform: reconstruction
Data: sampled filter bank G0, G1, approximation D0, frame coefficients
{Dscale1 }Sscale=0
Result: reconstructed signal f
1 for scale = S to 0 do
2 fˆ =upSample(fˆ)
3 Dscale1 =cDFTshift(cDFT(D
scale
1 ))
4 fˆ = fˆ ◦G0 +G1 ◦Dscale1
5 f [x1, x2, . . . , xN ] = cInvDFTshift(cInvDFT(fˆ [ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξN ]))
Client_k
Client_k-1
Client_. . .
Clients on next scale
M
aster
f̂ Gk F−1 Dk
R1 F−1 R1Dk
. . .
Gk−1
. . .
G0
↓ 2
f̂
Fig. 3.3.: Scheme of a parallel execution of the fast monogenic wavelet transform. The idea of
clients which operate purely on one scale is especially useful in multi processing architectures
with distributed memory.
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Modifications of the Fast Monogenic Wavelet Algorithm
The whole decomposition and reconstruction procedure shown in Algorithm 3.2 and
3.3 are the most basic version to apply monogenic wavelet frames via small filter banks.
There is no possibility to gain a better complexity level as O(N logN ) due to the fast
Fourier transform, but other improvements are possible.
At first, some fine-tuning can be made in the filter bank itself which is applied.
While all functions from Table 1.1 are sufficient from a mathematical point of view,
choosing a mother wavelet with high smoothness improves the result. The Shannon
system typically produces Gibbs phenomenons which is reflected in ringing or clipping
artefacts, especially at strong signal jumps in time domain4. A solution is to use
functions which are better suited like Held or Meyer wavelets which are known to
reduce these ringing artefacts.
Another typical design flaw in band passing filters is overshoot. It describes the fact,
that the response of a filter exceeds its final value at smaller jumps. In this exact setup
of creating the filters in frequency space, these artefacts do not occur. The reason is
the nature of discrete Fourier transform, which is based on sampled values and not on
the real spectrum. On the other hand, this technique causes spectral leakage which
can be discovered after the resampling steps of this algorithm. Such inaccuracies can
be mainly omitted, considering the exact knowledge of the frequency support from the
filter function.
Another possibility to improve the results of the monogenic part of the transform is
to have smaller frequency support in the high pass filters. In this way the model of the
Riesz transform, to be applied on single frequencies, can be fitted closer. The preferred
way to accomplish this is to use additional band pass filters which were proposed in
Section 1.5.1. The bank consisting of G0 and G1 is therefore replaced by a collection
of k + 1 filters.
Gk =
{
ψˆ(2k−1‖~ξ‖k) , ‖~ξ‖k2k−1 < 1
4
1 , ‖~ξ‖k2k−1 ≥ 1
4
(3.8)
Gl = ψˆ(2
2k−l−1‖~ξ‖k) , l = 1, . . . , k − 1 (3.9)
G0 =
{
ψˆ(22k−1‖~ξ‖k) , ‖~ξ‖k22k−1 < 1
4
1 , ‖~ξ‖k22k−1 ≥ 1
4
(3.10)
This new filter bank can be included into the algorithm via additional steps similar
to the original application of G1. With each additional band pass filter (S + 1)N new
inverse Fourier transforms, Hadamard products and stored tensors should be taken
into account and thus produces a non negligible amount of computational costs and
memory consumption. When the model of the Riesz transform is sufficed in a more
detailed way, results improve, which will be shown in Section 3.2.2. Choosing a proper
frequency band depends on several aspects of the input data like original sampling
frequency, dimensions as well as the structure of the input data itself. It should also be
4These artefacts can be well described using the framework of Fourier series (see [67, pp. 41-
42]). Unfortunately there is no way to completely remove such phenomenons. The reason
is Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle which prohibits a perfect localization in time and
frequency domain.
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taken into account, that frequency bands can be too small as well. Without a proper
support of the filters, numerical issues arise which might play a significant role.
A further aspect of modern algorithms, which should be taken into account in is
the ability to parallelize work. Especially in the case of high dimension or data with
many data-points the procedure shown in Figure 3.1 is able to be executed parallel.
One realization of this approach is shown in Figure 3.3. Here, all computations on one
specific frequency band is executed on a distinct client process. It is a typical producer-
consumer relation between the master process and the client processes. Depending
on the exact architecture of the parallelization hardware, the initialization is to be
evaluated again. While on shared memory, the filter bank can be shared through all
clients, on machines with distributed memory setup the filters need to be broadcast to
all clients in advance.
Depending on the size of the original signal, the number of additional band pass ele-
ments and the dimension of the signal, an even finer distribution of calculations should
be considered. Combining the multiplication of Rdimension ◦Gchannel, on each scale the
signal fˆ can be broadcast to calculate all properties Dchannel and RdimensionDchannel
on distinct client processes. In this scenario a combination of both approaches is also
possible. Here, a difference between global processes and local processes need to be
done. In a computer science context, these can be realized by multi processing and
simultaneous multi threading5.
Another way to massively parallelize the processing is using general purpose GPUs.
The design of algorithms and exact implementations in such a context of multi pro-
cessing is shown in Section 3.3.
3.1.2. Stationary Monogenic Wavelet Transform
Another possibility to realize an algorithm is the stationary monogenic wavelet trans-
form. The main difference is the rescaling step, which is not focused on the approxi-
mation of the image, but on the filters. Again, first the dyadic case is discussed before
modifications are introduced which improve the processing via parallelization.
Initialization
The initialization of the algorithm and the preprocessing of the filters is done according
to the procedure done at the fast monogenic wavelet transform. The exact approach
is shown in Algorithm 3.4.
At the beginning, the usual mesh is created according to the number of dimensions,
which are involved. The first difference to the first algorithm is the use of a set K
which contains all dilations, which are in use and which define the number of filters
created. Here, G0 always contains the low pass filter, while a high passing element is
stored in Gk. The remaining entries contain band passing filters. The resulting filter
bank has a higher amount of filters and thus need more memory to be stored.
The radial support of these filters is smaller and contain less than 50% their entries
5In high performance programming, considering just CPU and no GPU, typical frameworks
for this type of problems are a combination of OpenMP and MPI.
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Algorithm 3.4: Stationary monogenic wavelet transform: initialisation
Data: number of sample points in each dimension (n1, n2, n3, . . . , nN), filter
bank function ψˆ, filter parameter set K with k + 1 values
Result: sampled filter bank {Gl}kl=0 and Riesz transform multipliers
{Rdim}Ndim=0
1 for dim = 1 to N do
2 datapointsdim = generateLinearSpacedVector(−0.5,0.5,ndim)
3 meshdim = generateMeshGrid(datapoints1, datapoints2,. . . ,datapointsN)
4 radiusmesh = radius(radiusmesh)
5 for l = 0 to k do
6 Gl = ψˆ(2
−K[l] ◦ radiusmesh)
7 G0 = 1 for K[0] ◦ radiusmesh < 14
8 Gk = 1 for K[k] ◦ radiusmesh ≥ 14
9 radiusmesh = 1 at point 0
10 for dim = 1 to N do
11 Rdim = −i(meshdim/radiusmesh)
with values different to 1 and 0. On the one hand, known sparse storage possibilities6
could be used. On the other hand, such sparse storage systems lead to extra computa-
tions, which are time consuming. Proper optimization should be adjusted to the exact
use-case and hence are related to the specific implementation.
Decomposition Algorithm
Algorithm 3.5: Stationary monogenic wavelet transform: decomposition
Data: sampled signal f [x1, x2, . . . , xN ], scale parameter r, set K, filter bank
function ψˆ
Result: complete signal decomposition {Dl}kl=0, according Riesz-transformed
parts {RdimDl}k,Nl=0,dim=0
1 Initialization // see Algorithm 3.4
2 fˆ [ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξN ] = cDFTshift(cDFT(f [x1, x2, . . . , xN ]))
3 for l = 0 to k do
4 Dl = cInvDFT (cInvDFTshift (fˆ ◦Gl))
5 for dim = 1 to N do
6 RdimDl =cInvDFT (cInvDFTshift (Rdim ◦Dl))
The transform into frame coefficients of the stationary monogenic wavelet trans-
form is shown in Algorithm 3.5. Right after initialization, the input signal is Fourier
6Classic sparse storage systems are e.g. the compressed row storage (CRS) or the compressed
column storage (CCS). These are known to work well with matrices without a special
structure. Because of the support, which is just based on the radial component, a system
which is purely based on radians can be implemented, which was outside the focus of this
thesis.
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transformed to realize convolutions in the frequency spectrum via Hadamard products.
Afterwards lines three till eight, which form the loop body, apply the filter-bank. In
contrast to the fast transform no down-sampling step need to be applied to any parts
of the signal and thus computations are performed completely independently. Also,
less calculations need to be done because there are direct band pass filters while in
Algorithm 3.2 on each scale, these are realized with two products (one low pass and
one high pass).
A complete illustration of the algorithm is shown in Figure 3.4. The results which are
calculated during the process are equivalent to the ones computed by the former algo-
rithm. Differences are only caused by numerical issues during down-sampling and can
be neglected entirely. The difference in speed of the procedure shown here (assuming a
classic single processing unit) are of less importance, while there are regarding design
and implementation. The independence of the single scales allow a higher flexibility
concerning multi processing.
The filter bank is smaller and can be reused on each scale in the former algorithm
while here there is a bigger filter-bank which covers the whole spectrum. So in compar-
ison, calculation costs are moved from the scales to the initialization. Also, the number
of filters in Algorithm 3.2 does not depend on the size of the original signal. On the
other hand, there are no steps to low pass and down-sample the signal on each scale.
Reconstruction Algorithm
The reconstruction of the stationary monogenic wavelet transform just depends, as
well as in the former reconstruction algorithm, on the non-Riesz transformed parts
of the signal. In fact it has a simpler structure than the fast algorithm in 3.3. The
calculations again do not depend on an actual scale and can be performed completely
independent on each filter of the filter-bank.
Algorithm 3.6: Fast monogenic wavelet transform: reconstruction
Data: sampled filter bank {Gl}kl=0, frame coefficients {Dl}kl=0
Result: reconstructed signal f
1 fˆ = ~0
2 for l = 0 to k do
3 Dl =cDFTshift(cDFT(Dl))
4 fˆ = fˆ +Gl ◦Dl
5 f [x1, x2, . . . , xN ] = cInvDFTshift(cInvDFT(fˆ [ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξN ]))
As it can be seen in Figure 3.5, most calculations are performed independently from
each other before summing up all components. As a final step, the resulting frequency
spectrum needs to be transformed back to time domain. Furthermore imaginary parts
of the resulting reconstructed signal need to be set to zero. These are caused by typical
complex to complex discrete Fourier transform implementations and can be neglected
because they arise from the aforementioned spectral leakage from discretization.
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Modifications of the Stationary Monogenic Wavelet Algorithm
Assuming single processing and dyadic dilations, this algorithm performs equally well
as the last one. The advantages in calculation speed mainly arise from the lack of
resampling steps. In contrast to this, there are several benefits in this algorithm, when
parallel execution environments are assumed. There, the nature of this algorithm,
which is focused on independent operations have a high impact on flexibility and par-
allelism.
As shown in Figure 3.6, there exist again a producer-consumer relation. The dif-
ference to the former parallel algorithm in 3.3 are the more versatile possibilities to
distribute workload. The master process has a pool of k + 1 pre-defined tasks, which
are already completely known at the beginning. There are no calculations tasks like
down-sampling in the master process which could cause bottlenecks caused by com-
munication or mutexes. Therefore it can handle the distribution of workload to the
clients and therefore perform as balancer. while there exist many different schedul-
ing strategies, the only reasonable one for value- and time-independent systems with
exactly the same workload (typical mathematical batch processing) is “First-Come-
First-Serve” [65, pp. 47-48]. Here, each worker gets one new workload as soon it is
ready or finished the old task. To gain even finer granularity in the multi processing
setting, additional threading can be introduced, as already mentioned in the modifica-
tions of the fast monogenic wavelet transform. So inside each client, there will start a
single thread for each output7.
While this parallelization is a more naive approach, a more balanced version can be
found by a more microscopic granularity. The calculations which form the main part
of the independent workload are the Hadamard products. Unlike the multiplication of
matrices, those can perform independently in each elements. This gives the possibility
to loop over all elements of all appearing Hadamard products. The resulting loop has
a very fine granularity which can be optimized for each possible architecture (consid-
ering parallel architectures like shared or distributed memory machines). This causes
huge performance impacts on processing units which are highly optimized for parallel
execution like GPUs. This method will be presented in Section 3.3.
Next to parallelization strategies to gain faster computations, the filters itself can be
altered to gain higher quality of the results. Based on the results in Section 1.5.1 and
the filters of (3.8) till (3.10), a new filter bank can be constructed. The challenge behind
this approach is an exact index set which covers the complete frequency spectrum and
still has a fine granularity to get band passing with a well defined bandwidth. The
functions
Gk =
{
ψˆ(2K[k]‖~ξ‖r) , ‖~ξ‖r2K[k] < 1
4
1 , ‖~ξ‖r2K[k] ≥ 1
4
(3.11)
Gl = ψˆ(2
K[l]‖~ξ‖r) , l = 1, . . . , k − 1 (3.12)
G0 =
{
ψˆ(2K[0]‖~ξ‖r) , ‖~ξ‖r2K[0] < 1
4
1 , ‖~ξ‖r2K[0] ≥ 1
4
(3.13)
7This means in a setting with dim dimensions there will exist (dim+ 1) threads in each of
the k + 1 clients. The distribution of the workload to the workers then strongly depends
on the architecture, the size of the input data
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Initialization:
Algorithm
f F f̂
G0 G1 . . .
. . . Gk
R1 R2
. . . RN
f̂ G1 F−1 Dk
R1 F−1 R1Dk
R2 F−1 R2Dk
. . .
RN F−1 RNDk
Gk−1
. . .
G0 F−1 D0
Fig. 3.4.: Graphical representation of the stationary monogenic transform algorithm. Unlike
the fast version of the transform, there is no up- or down-scaling component present here.
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Algorithm
D0
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Dk
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G0
. . .
Gk
+ F−1 f
Fig. 3.5.: Graphical representation of the stationary monogenic reconstruction algorithm.
Here it is assumed, that the filter bank {Gl}kl=0 belonging to the frame coefficients {Dl}kl=0
are known.
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Fig. 3.6.: Scheme of a parallel execution
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construct a filter bank. The exact values of r, K and the specific sampling sizes of the
signal define the granularity and the quality of the filters 8. While a framework which is
constructed byK = {23, 22, . . . , 2} and r = 4 works well in a 256×256 image processing
approach it lacks of bandpass-support in a 128× 128 approach. It still can be used in
a 512 × 512 setting. The exact values need to be found by experimental approaches
adjusted to the applications. Table 3.1 gives a short overview, which parameters are
initial starting points9.
To calculate the argument of a a complex number, the function arctan2(y, x) is
commonly used in applications of image processing10. This multi valued inverse tangent
returns the angle in radians between the positive X-axis and the ray from the origin
to the point (x, y). It is generally confined to the interval (−pi, pi] and is positive for
y > 0.
target resolution r K
32x32 1 {5, . . . ,−1}
64x64 2 {11, . . . , 0}
128x128 3 {17, . . . , 1}
256x256 4 {23, . . . , 2}
512x512 5 {29, . . . , 3}
Tab. 3.1.: Values which are suitable for several scenarios in image processing. These should
be seen as initial values and need to be adjusted according to the exact structure and quality
of the image as well as the principal purpose of the results of the decomposition in most cases.
8This approach also clarifies the use of a set of scale parameters K in Algorithm 3.4
9These values were determined through numerous experiments and best practise examples.
10More sophisticated systems with a specific arg function for complex numbers usually map
onto this function. It is dated back to 1966 when FORTRAN IV was introduced.
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Definition 3.1.1. Consider real coordinates (x, y) different from the origin. Then
arctan2(y, x) = arg(x+ iy) is defined as
arctan2(y, x) =

arctan
(
y
x
)
, x > 0
arctan
(
y
x
)
+ pi , x < 0 and y ≥ 0
arctan
(
y
x
)− pi , x < 0 and y < 0
+pi
2
, x = 0 and y > 0
−pi
2
, x = 0 and y < 0
undefined , x = 0 and y = 0
(3.14)
The above definition is just one possibility to calculate this value. More sophis-
ticated options include formulas which avoid blow-ups caused by floating point
operations with small numbers, e.g. regularization. One possibility is:
arctan2(y, x) =

2 arctan
(
y√
x2+y2+x
)
, x > 0
2 arctan
(√
x2+y2−x
y
)
, x ≤ 0 and y 6= 0
pi , x < 0 and y = 0
undefined , x = 0 and y = 0
(3.15)
This function plays an important role when it comes to the point of calculating angles
in the sense of orientations. It is illustrated in Figure 3.7, where it is plotted dependent
on the quotient y/x. In this way the close relationship to the ordinary arctan function
can be seen.
3.2. Applications in Image Processing
Most applications in image processing, which are based on wavelet decompositions in
time domain, depend on manipulation of wavelet coefficients before a reconstruction
step. In this way several compression techniques of specific categories of images e.g.
fingerprints stored by the FBI [77] were originated. During the last years, many new
image and video compression techniques, based on discrete wavelets, were standardized
and thus became the state of the art. The more important examples in this area are
JPEG2000 [57] and modern H.-standards like H.264 and its successors [76]. Especially
applications which are based on discrete wavelets are beneficial due to their fast imple-
mentations through discrete filters which are introduces in the literature [15, 56, 52,
67, 2, 6].
This section focuses on two dimensional applications which are based on the Riesz
transform as well as monogenic wavelet decompositions. A possibility to apply the
presented algorithms in orientation estimation will be discussed in Section 3.4 more
detailed.
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Fig. 3.7.: The function arctan2(y, x) plotted along yx for both cases x > 0 as well as x < 0.
3.2.1. Extraction of Amplitude, Phase and Phase Orientation
The monogenic signal gives the advantage to decompose a function into its basic parts
amplitude and phase as described in Proposition 2.7.6. The hypothesis of an ideal band
limited function is endorsed by a filter-bank with fine granularity (tight band passes
via dilations of higher order as shown in the modifications of the algorithms and in
Section 1.5.1).
Suppose a two dimensional image/signal decomposed by Algorithm 3.5 including
modifications. Then, on each frequency band l = 0, . . . , k, there exist monogenic
coefficients R1Dl and R2Dl as well as the real frame coefficient Dl. Those are used to
compute the corresponding amplitude Al and phase ϕl on each level l via Hadamard
operations defined in the beginning of this chapter:
Al =
√
D◦2l + (R1Dl)◦2 + (R2Dl)◦2 (3.16)
Nl =
◦
√
(R1Dl)◦2 + (R2Dl)◦2 (3.17)
ϕl = arctan2(Nl, Dl) (3.18)
These values represent basic properties of the signal on a scale level and are connected
to the real coefficients through the split of identity introduced in Chapter 2 in (2.104).
Dl = Al cos (ϕl) (3.19)
In most cases one is interested in wider frequency bands or even in the phase or am-
plitude of the whole signal. Therefore it is necessary to combine the properties of
different frequency bands. Therefore the data need to be passed to the reconstruction
algorithm presented in 3.611. In Section 3.2.2 a general idea is given how to extract
11The fast algorithm can be used as a substitute for the stationary transform as well. It is
just important to use the same procedure for decomposition and reconstruction
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and reconstruct an image.
Depending on the desired property the frame coefficients of the reconstruction Al-
gorithm 3.6 can be adjusted. Either the amplitude is set to 1 or the phase is set to
constant 0. In this way, only one of the properties is used to reconstruct the original
signal. Just using the phase information of a signal and removing the amplitude can
be interpreted as an elimination of all lightning influences of the image and is called
equalization of brightness (EOB) [41, sec. VIII.A].
In areas with low amplitude values, it is furthermore necessary avoid the acciden-
tal amplification of noise which is caused by the low respond of the Riesz transform
kernels. There are several tactics to accomplish this. In the before mentioned paper,
regularization is done via
Dl =
{
cos(ϕl) , Al ≥ t
Al
t
cos(ϕl) , Al < t
(3.20)
where t is a threshold parameter, which is proposed to be calculated by mean and
standard deviation of the amplitude through t = µl + 2σl.
3.2.2. Results of Decompositions and the EOB Algorithm
The standard test image Barbara12 is famous among researchers in the field of image
processing. It is used as a prototype of a natural image to show several results in this
section.
The decomposition and reconstruction was tested to guarantee the correctness of
the algorithm in the beginning. A set of 15 natural uint8 greyscale images of differ-
ent sizes between 256x256 and 1024x124 of the SIPI image database13 built the test
dataset. First, the images where transcoded from uint8 to floating point numbers of
the interval [0 . . . 1] and decomposed with according granularities (see Table 3.1) using
the modified stationary monogenic wavelet transform in Algorithm 3.5. Afterwards,
the approximation on each scale was calculated through amplitude and phase, com-
puted by the monogenic signal as shown in the last Section 3.2.1. The reconstructed
images had a l2 norm with upper bound below 10−15, which is explained by double
precision data-types used by Matlab[58] and which are neglectable after transcoding
into uint8 again.
Figure 3.8 shows an example of a decomposition of the Barbara test image. Here,
the lowest granularity is used to give an impression of the idea of multi scaling14. While
on the highest scale finest details are present, on lower scales more coarser structures
influence the bulk of the image. In the amplitudes, there are still structural information
left, which is a side effect of the low granularity which was used. A pure Reconstruction
of the image is, as already mentioned, of less interest. The decomposition into Riesz
12The source of the Barbara test image is, according to [71], Allen Gersho, who found it
during his time at the University of California, Santa Barbara (UCSB). It is intended to
be used in wavelet analysis due to its striped structures and is available in uint8 greyscale
coding.
13available at http://sipi.usc.edu/database/(February 15th, 2018)
14The decompositions which are made under high levels of granularity usually create images
which do not give any information for human eyes.
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Fig. 3.8.: Decomposition of the famous Barbara test image. The single image in the top row
is the original. The left Column shows the amplitudes on the highest three scales and the
right one the according phase of the image. While the amplitude is scaled from 0 to 0.5 (from
possible 0 to 1) to increase the visibility, the phase is shown in its original scale between 0
and pi.
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Fig. 3.9.: Application of the equalization of brightness and corresponding histograms. The
values of the original image on the left side were scaled to the interval [−15 . . . 15] to show
the difference of the output of the image which was purely reconstructed by phase values and
amplitude set to 1. No regularizations were applied.
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Fig. 3.10.: This plot shows the variances of results of the equalization of brightness algorithm.
The dataset consisted of a collection of 15 natural images from the SIPI image database. The
new regularization consistently gives better results.
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Fig. 3.11.: Comparison of different Regularizations on the Barbara test image is applied. On
top, no regularization was applied. The second histogram shows the regularization which was
introduced by Held (see (3.20)). The last histogram shows the results from the new Tikhonov
influenced regularization.
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Fig. 3.12.: EOB with both regularization strategies in comparison on a part of the Barbara
test image. In the left image, the Held regularization is shown. There is still illumination
information on the fold of the trouser leg. Also, the edge between trousers and ground has
artefacts considering signal jumps. These do not occur on the new algorithm on the right
side.
The plot shows the image values along the imprinted line from left to right. The one also sees
lower values in the second half of the line. This is an area with no directional information.
Because the regularization always applies in case of the new algorithm there is improvement
as well while the threshold value is not surpassed yet in case of Held regularization.
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components and their corresponding values of the original signal can be used explicitly
to construct special constellations like equalization of brightness (EOB).
From a statistical point of view, EOB equalizes the wide spread intensity of the image
to a small range of values which can be reflected as a decrease of the variance. Thus,
the results can be illustrated and benchmarked by histograms and distribution of the
intensity values. Figure 3.9 shows a first impression of the procedure. The intensity
values are merged closer together and so the variance shrinks from σoriginal = 30.8348 to
σEOB = 17.0654. While in the original paper [41] a regularization as shown in equation
(3.20) is proposed, a better possibility is to control the amplitude values continuously
with a method which is influenced by Tikhonov regularization:
Dl =
A◦22
A◦22 + t2
cos (ϕl) (3.21)
A comparison of both approaches in contrast to no regularization is shown in Figure
3.10. The according threshold value was found through quantiles of the image. In
strictly non binary images, using the first 10-quantile (decile) has turned out to be a
good choice for an initial value of t.
The new algorithm is less influenced by the original data of the given image which is
affirmed by less oscillations in the variance data in the plot. Also the new algorithm is
of a more continuous nature which slowly starts to regulate the phase influence down
in areas of low amplitude. Further differences are shown in Figure 3.12, where a part
of the test image is zoomed in and investigated. Here, improvements can be seen along
sharp edges and along modest illumination areas.
3.3. High Performance Implementation within the
CUDA Architecture
Fig. 3.13.: Difference Between GPU and CPU. On the left side a scheme of a CPU is displayed
which contains structures for flow control (Control), caching (Cache) and one or more circuits
for data processing (ALU). In contrast to this the GPU (right side) have less capabilities for
specialized controls but is highly optimized for calculations and data processing because of
the high amount of ALUs. These are bundled to logical units called streaming processors
(SM). (graphic taken from [62])
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1 found 1 CUDA device(s)
2 Device Number: 0
3 Device name: GeForce GTX 980 Ti
4 Capability: 5.2
5 Clock Rate: 1076 MHz
6 Number of SMs: 22
7 Max Threads per Block: 1024
8 Max Threads per SM: 2048
9 Max Threads dim: 1024 x1024x64
10 Max Grid size: 2147483647 x65535x65535
11 Shared Memory per Block: 48 kB
12 Shared Memory per SM: 96 kB
13 Total Global Memory: 6 GB
14 Total Constant Memory: 64 kB
15 Memory Clock Rate: 3505 MHz
16 Memory Bus Width: 384 bit
17 Peak Memory Throughput: 336.480000 Gbit/s
Listing 3.1: Specifications of a Nvidia Geforce GTX 980 Ti graphics card. The device was
read out by a program shown in B.1 which uses API function calls provided by the CUDA
framework.
Nvidia CUDA15, originally released in 2007, is an application programming interface
(API) which gives the ability to use graphics cards for more general purpose compu-
tations16. In contrast to classic central processing units (CPUs), GPUs are able to
naturally use massive parallelization due to their architecture.
3.3.1. GPU Hardware Architecture
The classic CPU is specialized to perform single tasks with complex computations as
well as controlling tasks quickly. It has a broad set of possible instructions, works with
internal as well as external interrupts and has capabilities to use modern techniques
like out-of-order execution. Therefore it is capable to perform many different tasks as
they are often used in operating systems or programs which react on real-time input
from the user. The typical classification according to Flynn’s taxonomy (see [21]) is
the SISD (single instruction, single data) apartment.
GPUs have a different architecture. They are less capable to control the workflow
and have less built in instructions. On the other hand they consist of more arithmetic
logic units (ALUs), which are the calculation structures of a chip. These work parallel
by their nature and are intended to fulfil the same algorithm over and over again on
different input data. A scheme of both processing units is shown in Figure 3.13. This
architectural design specializes the processor for SIMD (single instruction, multiple
data) tasks.
15originally, CUDA was the acronym for Compute Unified Device Architecture, but Nvidia
subsequently dropped the use of the acronym and thus CUDA became the word of the
whole technology.
16GPGPU - General-Purpose computing on Graphics Processing Units
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To evaluate different GPUs (Here, just NVIDIA is considered), one usually compares
the amount of CUDA cores (shading units), which are bundled in streaming processors
(SMs)17, the GPU clock speed as well as the amount and speed of the graphic memory.
While most information are available via the manufacturer’s website, it is better to
directly gather these information by the Nvidia API on a specific card18. An example
of the capabilities of a CUDA capable graphics card is shown in Listing 3.1.
A programmer using the high-level API (CUDA Runtime API) does not have direct
control over the SMs. The operating system as well as other processes (i.e. graphical
applications) use computational capabilities of the graphics card as well. CUDA, as
an API, is working on an abstract level which simplifies the management of processing
on the device. The underlying execution model consists of different parts which are to
consider:
• device
• kernel
• stream
• grid
• block
• thread
Fig. 3.14.: Model of execution and the memory abstraction. On the left side the connection
between kernels and their related grids is shown. On the right side, the memory model is
shown, which is used inside CUDA grids. This is an abstraction level seen by a programmer.
(graphic taken from [62])
17The amount of CUDA cores in one SM depends on the architecture, e.g. 128 cores in each
of the 28 SMs in the Nvidia Geforce GTX 1080 Ti
18Nvidia itself does not produce or sell graphics cards to end users. The usual procedure
is to distribute a reference design of these to vendors which then are free to make minor
changes. Therefore Cards with the same chips can have different specifications, especially
considering the memory
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A CUDA device is one physical graphics card where calculations are performed. In most
cases the inter-device communication is performed via the CPU19 which is considered
as a communication bottelneck and should be avoided as much as possible.
Kernels are device programs which are started by the host process and are completely
executed on one device. They are called with a special execution syntax which describes
the gridsize, blocksize and the amount of shared memory, which is needed. One kernel
is always started on one specific device and does not migrate. Different kernels can
communicate with each other through global memory. It is possible to run different
kernels at the same time through a technique called streaming. In this way more
hardware capabilities can be used concurrently.
A stream is a sequence of operations which are executed in issue order. So in one
stream several kernels can be queued as well as memory operations between host and
device. Inter-stream communication is possible, but in most cases a bottleneck because
of manual synchronization which need to be triggered. In most cases, tasks which
belong to one problem should be bundled into one stream. On the other hand one
should use as many different streams as possible. The reason is a high flexibility which
is offered to the device and thus it dynamically decides about parallel execution (the
rules of execution order are still present). In this way, different CUDA enabled devices
can decide on their own, in which way the execution is performed exactly. Therefore
different graphics card can behave different on the same algorithm.
Threads are lightweight processes which perform a specific task. They are not limited
to GPUs and are also massively used on CPUs for a long time. The main difference
between threads on CPUs and GPUs is the amount of threads which are usually exe-
cuted in parallel. The main advantages on GPUs are a fast switch between different
blocks of threads and also the concurrency inside their management structures.
Threads are bundled together in their management structures which are called grids
and blocks. One block consists of a fixed amount of threads which are executed in a
so called warp structure which is completely concurrent. A speciality of blocks is their
related shared memory. It is used to share data and thus to provide communication
among all threads in one bock. The access is fast (It is the quickest accessible RAM
in CUDA applications) because of a very low latency. Unfortunately it is very limited.
In Listing 3.1 it is shown, that just 48kB is provided in one block of the GTX 980 Ti,
which is considered as one of the best consumer graphics cards of the year 2015.
As threads are bundled in a block, blocks are collected in a grid. In contrast to
the relation thread to block, which has a close connection to the hardware of SMs,
the relation block to grid is different. Blocks are not guaranteed to execute in any
predefined order or concurrency. One SM can switch between several blocks which are
hosted and never moves a block to another SM. This independent structure of blocks
in a grid gives scalability of kernels which are able to scale across any number of SMs.
Also, parallel kernels in parallel streams are able to share computational resources.
Therefore, when developing code for CUDA enabled devices, one should consider
several aspects which differ from usual software developing. Also, in most cases, the
algorithms specialized for CUDA enabled devices differ even in the fundamental ba-
19an exception to this is the presence of a NVLink connection or a whole NVSwitch, which
is a completely connected NVLink network. These technologies are just present on high
performance Clusters provided by NVIDIA, e.g. the DGX systems. In most cases, CUDA
applications are specialized to run on just one device.
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sics. Several Considerations, when implementing software for this architecture are also
stated in the literature provided by the manufacturer:
Observations has shown that there are three general rules to creating high-
performance GPGPU programs:
1. Get the data on the GPGPU and keep it there.
2. Give the GPGPU enough work to do.
3. Focus on data reuse within the GPGPU to avoid memory bandwidth
limitations.
[19, p. 13]
These rules point out the biggest issues which may occur. These are also the reason,
why algorithms for CUDA enabled devices are designed in a different manner. Often,
data which could be reused is computed all over again on the fly, because the calcula-
tions are faster than the latency of global memory or the amount of available memory
is simply too low. Exact examples are shown and discussed in early literature [19, 68,
46] as well as in the next section.
During the last years, many changes in design and development of CUDA applica-
tions were made. Even simple demo programs show big differences in the basic design20
because of modern memory abstractions. Nevertheless, an approach is followed which
keeps old source code compatible.
3.3.2. Comparison of a Multithreaded CPU Realization and a
CUDA Enabled Implementation
While the field of monogenic wavelet frames is present for more than a decade, there
is no known fast implementation which focuses on fast computations on consumer
hardware. Some form a proof of concept and are implemented as plugins for ImageJ
[41, 40] or are settled in Matlab [80, 78, 37]. In both cases, either the computation
speeds are not acceptable (more than 40 seconds) or very high amounts of RAM (more
than 64GB) are needed, when considering an image of 1024x1024 pixels and an Intel
Core i5-7600 with four cores of 3.50 GHz and 16 GB of RAM.
To realize an own fast implementation, the programming language C/C++ was
considered to guarantee a fast migration from CPU to GPU and also to achieve platform
independence. To use the capabilities of several parallel threads in modern CPUs, the
framework of OpenMP [14] was used. It forms an abstraction to use multi threading
in a platform independent way and is a feature of compilers.
To construct a process which can be benchmarked, a decomposition and reconstruc-
tion algorithm is considered. This forms the most basic part of each algorithm which is
based on monogenic wavelet frames Furthermore several basic assumptions were made
in the implementation process:
• The algorithm of choice is the stationary monogenic wavelet transform.
• Input data is a square grey valued image and quantized as 8 bit values.
20An introducing “Hello World” application in [35] significantly changed into [36] in just five
years of development.
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• The exact size of input images is 2N × 2N with N = 9, . . . , 12, (13).
• The resulting image has to have exactly the same 8 bit values as the input value.
Thus, no numeric error should exceed the quantization.
The exact workload is the complete decomposition of the image into filtered parts.
After that, on each scale/filter, the phase as well as the amplitude has to be computed.
These values are the basic properties of the whole image and thus have to be used
to compute new wavelet coefficients. Afterwards a reconstruction process is made
to compute the original image again. This approach provides a typical workflow of
monogenic wavelet frames and also provide a prototype to extend the software into
further different specializations.
One step of optimization, which is a core feature of frames in general is the numerical
stability. Therefore single precision data types are used. The experiments have shown,
that no significant error is produced by use of 32 bit precisions21.
Multi Threaded C/C++ Implementation
The most important task of the algorithm is Fourier transforming. Here, the FFTW
provides an efficient framework [24, 25]. A minimal example is shown in Listing 3.2.
The framework has own data types which are binary compatible with the native C++
data types from the standard library. Therefore, according casts give the possibility
to use overloaded operators and thus have already implemented complex arithmetic.
Also through memory allocation via fftwf_malloc(...), there are possibilities to
use system intrinsic functions which form a kind of micro-parallelization. Next to
this concurrency approach, the function fftwf_execute_dft() is thread safe22 which
guarantees interoperability with OpenMP.
The creation of the filter bank is the next computational intense task of the whole
algorithm and is shown in Listing 3.3. Here, to gain more speed when using it more
than once, all filters are kept in RAM, e.g in batch processing of images or videos. On
the one hand, this consumes big loads of memory but on the other hand an application
of the filter bank is quickly done by one loop which is also able to be executed in
parallel.
After the application of filters and Riesz transform all parts need to be inverse Fourier
transformed. The resulting frame coefficients are the raw materials of several different
algorithms like the equalization of brightness. These give new real frame coefficients
which need to be composed again to gain a complete signal again. Considering a
distribution of the areas of the image instead of a distribution along the scales give
the possibility to completely parallelize this approach without communication. After
this composition, the result just have to be inverse Fourier transformed and rescaled.
Furthermore reencoding is necessary to spread the values from the interval [0, 1) to the
interval [0, 256) which can be converted to unsigned values of 8 bits through rounding
instructions of the standard math library.
21In this case significant is meant in the sense, that an error occurs which changes the 8 bit
values.
22While the execution of a FFTW plan is thread safe, the creation of one is not. Therefore
all plans need to be created before they can be used on different threads.
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1 #include <complex >
2 #include <fftw3.h>
3 ...
4
5 int main(int argc , const char* argv [])
6 {
7 fftwf_complex *image , *fourierImage;
8 fftwf_plan p_forward , p_inverse;
9 std::complex <float > *imageComplex , *fourierImageComplex;
10
11 // from input image:
12 int imageWidth = 512, imageHeight = 512;
13 int imagePixels = imageWidth * imageHeight;
14 float fftwBackScalingFactor = 1.0f/imagePixels;
15 image = (fftwf_complex *) fftw_malloc(
16 sizeof(fftwf_complex) * imagePixels);
17 fourierImage = (fftwf_complex *) fftw_malloc(
18 sizeof(fftwf_complex) * imagePixels);
19 p_forward = fftwf_plan_dft_2d(imageWidth , imageHeight ,
20 image , fourierImage , FFTW_FORWARD , FFTW_ESTIMATE);
21 p_inverse = fftwf_plan_dft_2d(imageWidth , imageHeight ,
22 fourierImage , image , FFTW_BACKWARD , FFTW_ESTIMATE);
23 imageComplex =
24 reinterpret_cast <std::complex <float >*>( image);
25 fourierImageComplex =
26 reinterpret_cast <std::complex <float >*>( fourierImage);
27
28 // read input , save as values in interval [0,1) in image
29
30 fftwf_execute_dft(p_forward , image , fourierImage);
31 ... // calculations on the frequency spectrum
32 fftwf_execute_dft(p_inverse , fourierImage , image);
33 ... // rescale pixels with fftwBackScalingFactor
34
35 fftwf_free(image);
36 fftwf_free(fourierImage);
37
38 return 0;
39 }
Listing 3.2: Minimal example of the FFTW workflow. Here, the modern array execution
syntax via fftwf_execute_dft(...) is used. It has the advantage to reuse a fftw plan with
different input data, as long it has the same size and data types. Furthermore this listing
shows a possibility to use the native complex.h interface via reinterpret_cast<...>(...)
because the data types provided by FFTW are binary compatible.
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1 #pragma omp parallel {
2 int numthreads = omp_get_num_threads ();
3 int threadID = omp_get_thread_num ();
4 int imPixels = width * height;
5 int low = imPixels * threadID / numthreads;
6 int high = imPixels * (threadID +1) / numthreads;
7 for (size_t scale = 0; scale < numFilters; ++scale){
8 // scaling factor for the actual scale:
9 float scalingFactor = 2 << scales[scale ];
10 for (size_t i = low; i < high; ++i){
11 float scaledPosition = scalingFactor * radius[i];
12 if (scale == 0) { // highpass filter
13 if (scaledPosition >= 0.25f) (* filterBank)[i] = 1.0
f;
14 else (* filterBank)[i] = held(scaledPosition);
15 }
16 else if (scale == numFilters -1) { // low pass filter
17 if (scaledPosition <= 0.25f)
18 (* filterBank)[i + scale * imPixels] = 1.0f;
19 else
20 (* filterBank)[i + scale * imPixels] =
21 held(scaledPosition);
22 }
23 else { // bandpass filters
24 (* filterBank)[i + scale * imPixels] =
25 held(scaledPosition);
26 }
27 }
28 }
29 }
Listing 3.3: Workflow of the creation of the complete filter bank in use. Considering the
stationary monogenic filter bank, there is the use of the filter Parameter set named scales
according to Table 3.1. An optimal option to realize the operation 2K[scale] is shifting. The
result is a big data field containing all filters. The computations are distributed among the
threads in one scale.
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1 #pragma omp parallel {
2 int numthreads = omp_get_num_threads ();
3 int threadID = omp_get_thread_num ();
4 int low = imagePixels * threadID / numthreads;
5 int high = imagePixels * (threadID +1) / numthreads;
6 for (size_t scale = 0; scale < numFilters; ++scale) {
7 for (size_t idx = low; idx < high; ++idx) {
8 resultImageComplex[idx] +=
9 filteredSpectrumComplex[idx + scale*imagePixels]
10 * filterbank[idx + scale*imagePixels ];
11 }
12 }
13 }
Listing 3.4: Synthetization of the image from the real coefficients. Here, with proper
distribution of the areas to add together through the scales, no communication is needed.
To optimize the implementation, it was analyzed for performance and memory leaks
with tools like ompP and also valgrind. Exact Benchmarks will be presented in the
according Section 3.3.3.
Implementation on CUDA Enabled Devices
Before details of the implementation on CUDA is described, some modern techniques
are shown in Listing 3.5, which are in use in most cases of programming in this frame-
work. Here, two functions are introduced, which are able to resolve errors in the case of
occurring. The reason behind is that there is no information from the graphics card, if
functionalities like this aren’t provided. Also, next to these helpers, several operators
are overloaded to provide cleaner and more understandable code when dealing with
complex numbers.
As already mentioned, exact implementation aspects often differ between classic CPU
approaches and realizations on CUDA enabled devices. First of all the amount of data,
which is to be moved to the memory of the graphics card need to be as low as possible
because of the high latency. Therefore it is just natural to copy the image as 8 bit
values and to apply rescaling and reencoding on the graphics card. Next to the image,
several symbols, e.g. the image dimensions as well as the configuration parameters for
the frame generation, also need to be copied to the device. Here optimization can be
accomplished by using two different streams, streamMain and streamSupport. In this
way, asynchronous copy operations can be started and thus run concurrently to first
preprocessing calculation operations like the generation of the radius mesh and the
Riesz Fourier kernels. A complete pre computation of all filter values on all scales is
not useful in the case of CUDA code. The reason is the limited amount of memory23
which is provided by consumer graphics devices of NVIDIA in contrast to the amount
23In case of the device which is used for later tests, i.e. NVIDIA GTX 980 Ti, just 6GB of
global memory is provided. In case of an image of 1024× 1024, already more than 1GB is
used just to store filters and transform matrices. In case of bigger images, this amount is
growing faster than quadratic.
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1 #include <cuda_runtime.h>
2 #include <device_launch_parameters.h>
3 #include <cufft.h>
4 #include <cuComplex.h>
5
6 inline void checkCuda(cudaError_t result)
7 {
8 if (result != cudaSuccess)
9 {
10 ...
11 assert(result == cudaSuccess);
12 }
13 }
14
15 inline void checkCufft(cufftResult result)
16 {
17 if (result != CUFFT_SUCCESS)
18 {
19 ...
20 assert(result == cudaSuccess);
21 }
22 }
23
24 ...
25 inline __device__ __host__ cufftComplex operator *(
26 cufftComplex const &a, cufftComplex const &b) {
27 return cuCmulf(a,b);
28 }
29 inline __device__ __host__ cufftComplex operator *(
30 cufftComplex const &a, float const &b) {
31 return cuCmulf(a,make_cuFloatComplex(b,0.0f));
32 }
33 inline __device__ __host__ cufftComplex operator *=(
34 cufftComplex &a, float b) {
35 return a = cuCmulf(a,make_cuFloatComplex(b,0.0f));
36 }
37 ...
Listing 3.5: Additional functions and helpers which play a role in usualy implementations
focused on signal processing on CUDA enabled devices. Here, the error checking functions
are defined and operators for calculations with cuFFT data types are overloaded.
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1 __global__ void fftShift(cufftComplex *data) {
2 int xshift = (d_imPixels+d_imWidth)/2;
3 int yshift = (d_imPixels -d_imHeight)/2;
4 cufftComplex temp;
5 for (int yIdx = blockIdx.y * blockDim.y + threadIdx.y;
6 yIdx < d_imHeight /2;
7 yIdx += blockDim.y * gridDim.y) {
8 for (int xIdx = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
9 xIdx < d_imWidth;
10 xIdx += blockDim.x * gridDim.x) {
11 int idx = yIdx*d_imWidth + xIdx;
12 if (xIdx < d_imWidth /2) {
13 temp = data[idx];
14 data[idx] = data[idx+xshift ];
15 data[idx+xshift] = temp;
16 } else {
17 temp = data[idx];
18 data[idx] = data[idx+yshift ];
19 data[idx+yshift] = temp;
20 }
21 }
22 }
23 }
24
25 int main(int argc , const char* argv []) {
26 cufftHandle fftMainPlan;
27 cufftComplex *d_data;
28 ...
29 cudaMalloc (&d_data , imPixels*sizeof(cufftComplex));
30 cudaMemcpyAsync (..., cudaMemcpyHostToDevice , streamMain);
31
32 cufftPlan2d (&fftPlan , imWidth , imHeight , CUFFT_C2C);
33 cufftSetStream(fftPlan , streamMain);
34 cufftExecC2C(fftPlan , d_data , d_data , CUFFT_FORWARD);
35
36 dim3 dimGrid(8, 8, 1); // number of blocks in the grid
37 dim3 dimBlock (32, 32, 1); // number of threads in a block
38 fftShift <<<dimGrid , dimBlock , 0, streamMain >>>(d_data);
39 ...
40 cudaFree(d_data);
41 ...
42 }
Listing 3.6: Examplary CUDA code to give an idea how the kernel execution syntax is working
and how a FFT is performed. While the main function is more examplary, the fftShift kernel
is the same in productive code
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1 ...
2
3 int main(int argc , char const *argv []) {
4 ...
5 cudaEventRecord(startEvent , streamMain);
6
7 cufftExecC2C (..., CUFFT_FORWARD);
8 fftShift <<<...>>>(...);
9
10 for(int idx = 0; idx < numFilters; idx++) {
11 mainKernelAnalysis <<<...>>>(...);
12 fftShift <<<...>>>(idx ,...);
13 cufftExecC2C (..., CUFFT_INVERSE);
14 mainKernelEob <<<...>>>(...);
15 cufftExecC2C (..., CUFFT_FORWARD);
16 fftShift <<<...>>>(...);
17 mainKernelSynthesis <<<...>>>(idx ,...);
18 }
19 fftShift <<<...>>>( d_spectrumResult);
20 cufftExecC2C (..., CUFFT_INVERSE);
21
22 cudaEventRecord(stopEvent , streamMain);
23 cudaEventSynchronize(stopEvent);
24 cudaEventElapsedTime(
25 &elapsedMiliseconds , startEvent , stopEvent);
26 ...
27 }
Listing 3.7: The main execution syntax of the kernels responsible for the main algorithm.
Here, also the Events are built in, which are meant to measure the execution time of the
whole procedure. The function cudaEventSynchronize waits for an event to complete. The
reason is the scope of execution which is immediatly returned to the main program after a
kernel is started.
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needed. Also, even in the case there were devices with a serious amount of memory,
it is more typical to choose RAM over computational workload when it comes to save
one over the other.
The exact procedure to run CUDA code is exemplary shown in Listing 3.6. There,
the procedure is shown how to perform a Fourier transform via the use of the cuFFT
library provided by NVIDIA and an additional shift operation. After the memory is
properly reserved (malloced) and a fft plan is set up to work on exactly two dimensional
data of dimensions imWidth and imHeight as a complex to complex operation24 on sin-
gle precision data (CUFFT_C2C), this plan can be executed on a specific stream. Lastly,
the fftShift function is executed with the kernel execution syntax. This syntax allows
a specific use in the number of blocks and threads in one to three dimensions. Here,
the borders of hardware need to be respected (see Listing 3.1) to avoid errors. The
third parameter is the amount of shared memory which is to be reserved for this kernel
on one block. At last, the associated stream is given as a parameter. Modern CUDA
programs do not use the Null stream, which has some specific properties to guarantee
compatibility with legacy code. The CUDA kernel25 itself has a special specifier. There
are three specifiers to consider: __host__, __global__ and __device__. Global func-
tions run on the device but are executed from the host and thus form the main entry
points.
In Listing 3.7 the implementation of the complete algorithm is introduced. The time
is measured through the event API provided by the CUDA toolkit. The kernels itself
are implemented with grid stride loops (Also used in the kernel of Listing 3.6). In this
way, the result of them do not depend on the exact configuration of the grid and block
dimensions. Also these make it possible to rudimentary debug applications without
having two GPUs26. Except the event synchronization, at no point of the algorithm
any communication is needed to be implemented in person (the Fourier transform
has built in communication which is needed.). The main advantage of this is fast
computations. Communications cause bottlenecks in most cases and thus slow down
the whole algorithm.
To identify performance and memory issues, the whole program was checked by
cuda-memcheck, which is a tool to identify memory leaks. Also the performance was
checked with the profiler tools of NVIDIA. There, the distribution of workload on
different streams were optimized. Further aspects of the capabilities of this algorithm
implementation on CUDA devices is shown in the next section.
3.3.3. Benchmarks of Different Implementations
In HPC (High Performance Computing) environments, the performance of algorithms
is not just measured by time, which is passed to get the result, but through properties
which depend on time and the number of used processes (or threads). The goal is to
find a reasonable configuration of threads, where the used energy pays off. The speedup
24This case is considered, because the real to complex version requires a special format of the
input data to gain more compression. Also, in this way no more processing need to be
performed on the CPU
25functions which are settled on the graphics card are called kernel.
26To use real debugging possibilities through CUDA-GDB, an extra graphics card for each device
in use needs to be provided.
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property is the most convenient way to measure parallel performance.
Definition 3.3.1. Let the implementation of an algorithm take time t1 using
just one process/thread and time tP , when using P processes/threads. Then the
speedup SP of a specific problem size is calculated as
SP =
t1
tP
(3.22)
Remark 3.3.2. In an ideal algorithm, there is a speedup of SP = P , which is not
reachable through communication, serial parts of the program or caching.
Considering the Amdahl law, which states, that every algorithm has a serial part s and
a parallel part p, there exist an upper border SP,Max:
SP,Max =
s+ p
s+ p
P
=
1
s+ 1−s
P
≤ 1
s
(3.23)
Because speedup does not relate the costs of an algorithm with the performance im-
provements, one mostly uses the effectiveness ESP of an algorithm:
ESP =
SP
P
(3.24)
There exist more performance metrics in the hpc area which could be used, e.g. scaleup
and scaled speedup. These usually consider problem sizes n which are able to be varied.
The implementation which is provided, just accepts quadratic images of dimension
2N × 2N . The resulting variation of granularity is not supported.
In case of the C/C++ code in combination with OpenMP, the complete filter bank
was created and held in RAM before the execution time was measured. On the one
hand it gains a performance boost throughout the calculations. On the other hand, the
amount of memory needed is raising dramatically with bigger problem sizes. Therefore
just images with size 2048× 2048 are assumed in this test. Hence this implementation
is not practical concerning real world problems, but it is an interesting benchmark
candidate to be compared to the CUDA implementation.
The reduce the error of time measurements, the program was executed four times.
The first run is considered as a cold run. It is significantly slower than further executions
because of temporary saving of data. Cached information and data which influences
the execution time includes the program itself, libraries/DLLs, the input data and
especially branch prediction tables which might be still applicable. To reduce these
influences, the first measurement is discarded. Afterwards, the median value of the
next three is taken to reduce eventual disturbances.
The results of the measurements of the C/C++ implementation with OpenMP are
showed in Figure 3.15. Because of using an Intel i5-7600 with no hyper threading and
with 4 cores of 3.50 GHz, the amount of threads was limited. Further use of additional
threads did not show any improvements (the use of more threads even prolonged the
computation times). The speedup which does reach a value of 2.90 at an efficiency of
over 70% is a promising result. These are realized through the absence of communi-
cations between single processes. Also, even the single core version has improvements
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threads time in [sec]
1 25.440
2 11.873
3 10.745
4 8.778
Fig. 3.15.: Performance metrics of the OpenMP implementation. The diagrams show the
computing time, the speedup and the speedup efficiency related to the amount of threads
used. The table show the exact values of the algorithm.
Kernel configuration time in [sec]
1*64 8.476
1*256 2.188
1*1024 0.674
4*1024 0.279
16*1024 0.211
256*1024 0.209
Fig. 3.16.: Performance metrics of the CUDA implementation. The diagrams show the com-
puting time, the speedup as well as the speedup efficiency depending on the overall amount of
threads used. The table shows the computing time related to the exact kernel configuration.
In case 4 ∗ 1024, the kernels started 4 blocks with 1024 threads each.
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over the prototyped Matlab functions, which had a computation time of roughly 150
seconds on the same processor.
The results of the implementation which is specialized to work on CUDA enabled
devices can be found in Figure 3.16. Here, different kernel configurations were followed
which are shown in the according table. For a graphics card, it is not unusual to
start a huge amount of threads in parallel. The results clearly show a local maxima of
the speedup efficiency which is 48% at a configuration of 4 blocks with 1024 threads
each. As already mentioned before, communication is just limited to the synchronizing
events. The values of the speedup components are more difficult to be evaluated when
using CUDA. The vast amount of threads which are used on the graphics card are not
comparable with configurations, where more than 15.000 threads are started in parallel
executions.
In a direct comparison of performance metrics, the CUDA application is clearly
superior. Already one block with 1024 threads works faster by factor 10 on the graphics
card compared to a 4 thread environment on CPU.
3.4. Applications in Orientation Estimation
While the detection of edges is a well understood field in image processing, the orienta-
tion of such is a less studied one. Mainly gradient-based methods have been commonly
shown [44], improved by tensor based concepts, including the structure tensor or energy
tensor (TKEO) [8, 31] in their basic forms. The connection between derivatives and
Riesz transform, which was already shown in Section 2.6 can also be used in classic
concepts as proven for tensors in [47, 49].
Orientation and Direction
To mathematically define orientations, one must distinguish terms from each other
which might otherwise cause confusion. While direction covers a full range [0, 2pi), a
smaller interval [0, pi) is sufficient to describe an orientation, which does not change
while rotating 180◦. In this case there is no difference of the orientation when direction
is turning and so the information which are calculated or used are more consistent.
Orientations are usually represented as vectors which simplifies calculations on wavelet
frames. There, the results are present on several scales and need to be brought together.
The magnitude of orientation vectors are set proportionally to a quality or certainty
measure of the calculation while the direction of the vector is set to the doubled value
of the orientation angle. This technique is often refereed to as the double angle for-
malism. This approach is a basic principle and is well introduced in the literature, e.g.
the books by Jähne [45, 44]. There, an analytical approach to calculate orientations
via the structure tensor is also introduced.
3.4.1. Structure Tensor
A basic and well known orientation estimator is the structure tensor, first mentioned
by Bigün and Granlund [5]. It is based on the gradient operator. For images or
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two-dimensional functions f(~x) with ~x = (x, y) it is defined as [45]27:
S˜w(~x) =
[
(fx(~x) ◦ fx(~x))Ω (fx(~x) ◦ fy(~x))Ω
(fy(~x) ◦ fx(~x))Ω (fy(~x) ◦ fy(~x))Ω
]
(3.25)
=
[
J11 J12
J21 J22
]
(3.26)
where fx and fy denote partial derivatives. These entries need to be an averaged over
a small domain Ω with a suitable window function28 to reduce unstabilities caused by
the discrete differentiation.
With the entries of the structure tensor one is able to compute the orientation vector
~o in each pixel. The analytical proof of this approach is based on eigenvalue decompo-
sitions and is shown in [45, pp. 433-434]. There, a suitable three dimensional analogue
is given as well as an introduction of the connection between the structure tensor and
coherency.
~o =
[
J22 − J11
2J12
]
(3.27)
Considering image processing, the partial derivatives are calculated through convolu-
tions with suitable filter masks29 in time domain:
fx(~x) =
1
2
[
1 0 −1] ∗ f (3.28)
fy(~x) =
1
2
 10
−1
 ∗ f (3.29)
To ensure compatibility with other approaches which are presented here, further com-
putations will be performed in Fourier space. Thus, the derivation is calculated with
the according Fourier kernels, shown in Lemma A.2.2.
3.4.2. Teager-Kaiser Energy Operator (TKEO)
Another gradient based approach to compute the orientation vector and the energy of a
L2(R) function is the Teager-Kaiser Energy Operator (Further abbreviated by TKEO)
E. The classic TKEO is defined as
Ef(x) =
(
df
dx
)2
− f d
2f
dx2
(3.30)
The main property of the TKEO is an output proportional to the square of the am-
plitude and the square of the frequency of an oscillating input signal [49]. That can
be illustrated by an AM-FM signal f(x) = b cos(ωx) that gives Ef(x) = ω2b2. The
27Here, for a better understanding, the Hadamard product is used, which is not present in
the original definition.
28There are many suitable window functions which might work. from a classical point of view
the recommendation is a Gaussian window function.
29These filter masks are just the absolute basic types of derivative filters. There exist more
accurate ones like least-squares first-order derivation filters or discrete differentiation filters
via Taylor expansions [45, sec. 12.4]
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classical TKEO had been generalized into 2D by replacing the derivative by the Cauchy-
Riemann operator. Further generalizations into arbitrary dimensions are possible by a
more general differential operator
Ef :=(Df)2 − fD2f, (3.31)
where D denotes the Cauchy-Riemann operator in a Clifford valued setting Cl0,n (see
Appendix A.4.2).
D =
n∑
k=0
ek
∂
∂xk
(3.32)
While using a two-dimensional setting and the identifications of e0 = 1 and e1 = i,
the exact definition by Larkin is fulfilled. More general n-dimensional AM-FM sig-
nals f(~x) = b cos(〈~ω, ~x〉), where 〈~ω, ~x〉 :=∑nk=1 ωkxk, also obtain the properties of the
TKEO with
(Df)2 =
(
∂f
∂x0
)2
−
n∑
k=1
(
∂f
∂xk
)2
+ 2
(
n∑
k=1
ek
(
∂f
∂x0
)(
∂f
∂xk
))
(3.33)
D(Df) =
(
∂2f
∂x20
)
−
n∑
k=1
(
∂2f
∂x2k
)
+ 2
(
n∑
k=1
ek
∂2f
∂x0∂xk
)
(3.34)
and hence
(Df)2 − f(DDf) =
(
∂f
∂x0
)2
− f
(
∂2f
∂x20
)
−
n∑
k=1
((
∂f
∂xk
)2
− f
(
∂2f
∂x2k
))
+ 2
n∑
k=1
ek
((
∂f
∂x0
)(
∂f
∂xk
)
− f ∂
2f
∂x0∂xk
)
(3.35)
Applied to an arbitrary signal function f(~x) = b cos(〈~ω, ~x〉), the TKEO resolves to
(Df)2 − f(DDf) = b2
(
ω20 −
n−1∑
k=1
ω2k + 2
n−1∑
k=1
ekω0ωk
)
= b2
(
n−1∑
k=0
ekωk
)2
= b2‖~ω‖2.
(3.36)
which is, as already stated, an output proportional to the square of the amplitude and
the square of the frequency. For the purpose of image processing basics, the complex
gradient operator can be calculated through the single derivations shown in (3.28) and
(3.29). While setting the dimension fix and using the formulas, the TKEO can be
simplified to show a better connection of the interaction of both derivatives. It would
not be sufficient to apply the classical TKEO (one dimensional) in both direction
separately, because a main part of the directional information is actually located in the
cross derivative fxy.
E {f} = [(fx)2 − (fy)2 − f (fxx − fyy)]+ 2i [fxfy − ffxy] (3.37)
The result is a complex number in each pixel which can be interpreted as an estimation
of the orientation vector through its geometry. The argument of the complex number
represents the orientation while the absolute value is an estimation of energy and thus
can be interpreted as a quality/quantity measure of the estimation.
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Fig. 3.17.: The Riesz Fourier multipliers of first order are depicted in the first row: R̂(1,0)(left)
and R̂(0,1)(right). In the second row from left to right the Riesz Fourier multipliers of second
order: R̂(2,0), R̂(1,1) and R̂(0,2) are shown.
3.4.3. Riesz Extension of Gradient Based Orientation Operators
One of the main drawbacks of gradient based orientation estimation is the high sensitiv-
ity to noise. While in time domain there exist several alternatives to classical derivation
convolution kernels with suitable robustness, in frequency domain there do not exist
such improvements so far. As already stated, the Riesz transform is closely connected
to the derivation operator and thus is a reasonable replacement. Also a substitute
of cross derivatives like fxy can be found through Riesz transform kernels of higher
order which were introduced in Section 2.4. The set of Fourier kernels needed for the
structure tensor as well as for the TKEO (here, just for two-dimensional applications)
can be found in Figure 3.17.
Another extension of the orientation estimator is possible via a multi level approach.
Through the compatibility of the Riesz transform via monogenic frames, all techniques
can be combined through one single framework: the monogenic wavelet frames. There-
fore a new multi scale orientation estimation can be accomplished. The results of the
applications are presented in the next section.
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Structure Tensor
Since the Riesz transform is a substitution of the differential operator the improvement
of the structure tensor from (3.25) is possible.
SRw (~x) =
[(R(1,0)f(~x) ◦ R(1,0)f(~x))
Ω
(R(1,0)f(~x) ◦ R(0,1)f(~x))
Ω(R(0,1)f(~x) ◦ R(1,0)f(~x))
Ω
(R(0,1)f(~x) ◦ R(0,1)f(~x))
Ω
]
(3.38)
=
[
JR11 J
R
12
JR21 J
R
22
]
(3.39)
Further computations are analogue to the classic version of the structure tensor which
is based on derivatives.
The results of the Riesz based tensor should be clearer on fine structures while less
sensitive to noise. With the use of Frame structures, an application of averaging filters
in frequency domain is an option. Examples and comparisons to the usual version of
the structure tensor will be presented in Section 3.4.4.
TKEO
A replacement of the differential operator as it is in the case of the structure tensor
is also possible in the case of the TKEO. The appropriate definition of a new suitable
differential operator D according to (3.32) is based on the Riesz transform:
DR =
n∑
k=1
ekRk (3.40)
The outcome by using this derivation operator30 is the Riesz based TKEO:
ER {f} =
[(R(1,0)f)2 − (R(0,1)f)2 − fR(2,0)f + fR(0,2)f]
+ 2i
[R(1,0)fR(0,1)f − fR(1,1)f] (3.41)
This new Riesz transform-based energy operator holds the advantages of cross deriva-
tives in the form of a mixed Riesz term of second order. Another main advantage of
this approach is the possibility to interact with isotropic wavelet frames because of
commutativity.
3.4.4. Results of Orientation Estimation
This section holds several numerical experiments. The expectations are higher robust-
ness to noise due to the additional smoothing component which was already shown in
Section 2.6.
Visualization of Orientation Data
Typically, orientation images are displayed in values of the HSV-colour space. Like the
RGB-space it consists of three different values, which itself define colours of the same
broad spectrum ( the mapping between HSV and RGB is bijective ). Figure 3.18 gives
an impression of the three influences Hue, Saturation and Value:
30Because the Riesz operator is applied several times, transforms of higher orders are created.
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Hue defines the colour itself. In case of orientations the angle is mapped onto this
scale. Especially because of its periodicity, the HSV-colour space is particularly
suitable for any values which repeat itself alongside an interval. This is the case
in orientation data.
Saturation scales the brightness of a colour. The higher this value is, the stronger the
colour is present. On the other hand, the intensity fades into white the lower this
term is.
Value scales the darkness of the colour. If it is very low the shade fades into black and
thus visualize dark and greyish shades depending on the other values.
Fig. 3.18.: The HSV-cylinder (this graphic is originated in [72]) which describes the influence
of the three values. Reason behind the use of the hue scale for orientation angles is the
periodicity. The length of the orientation vector is usually coded in the saturation or value
while the other is set to a constant 1 to give an impression of influence respective strength of
the depict orientation vector.
The use of the hue scale is the classic approach to visualize two dimensional orientation
data in image processing and is used in recent research papers. The addition to use
either the saturation or the value as an indicator of the length of the orientation vector
is a new approach which mainly arises from the use of multi scale algorithms. There,
several orientations are summed up from different levels of detail. This results in areas
with uncertain orientation values where many different orientations are summed up and
the resulting vector has less influence than vectors where the orientation was directed
in similar directions on all scales.
One special example on this phenomena is noise, which is usually present on higher
more detailed scales which represent finer structures. Orientations on this scale are
usually point into chaotic directions and therefore have an effect on the values of other
scales. This phenomena of distorted orientations and their influence on significant
scales will be discussed more detailed on the example consisting of lines and additional
noise in the next segment.
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Example with Binary Lines
Line Function Orientation
1 y = 0 0
2 y = x pi
4
3 y = tan(pi
8
)x+ 0.25 pi
8
4 x = 0 → pi
2
5 y = −x 3pi
4
6 y = tan(pi
6
)− 1 pi
6
7 y = tan(6pi
14
) 6pi
14
8 y = tan(10pi
22
) 10pi
22
Fig. 3.19.: The test pattern “Lines” which consists of 8 lines. The original size is 1024x1024
pixels and the lines have different angles as shown in the table. Lines 7 and 8 are drawn
thinner and more close to each other which increases the difficulty to obtain orientation
values by unsupervised algorithms.
Fig. 3.20.: The “Lines” test pattern with additional normally distributed noise. The left
image shows a low noise level of 0.3 which results in a PSNR of 13.48 while on the right side
the noise level is increased to 0.5 which leads to a PSNR of 9.39. Higher noise-levels with
PSNR below 9 lead to high error levels. Even though the basic functionality of the algorithms
still work on such high noise corruptions, the quality of empirical results on binary images is
poor.
To accomplish an empirical study of the different presented orientation estimation
approaches, a test pattern consisting of 8 single lines was created which is shown in
Figure 3.19. The goal is to measure the exact angles of these lines under several
noise conditions. To calculate the error of these measurements an angular measure is
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Fig. 3.21.: These diagrams show the results of the presented algorithms. The upper one
with the results of a noise-level of 0.3 and the bottom diagram on noise-level 0.5. On the
x-axis, the index of a specific line as given in Figure 3.19 is used and on the y-axis the error-
measure (3.42) is used to determine the quality of the algorithm. completeTKEO respective
completeStructure denote the Riesz and MRA versions of their original counterparts. Here,
MRA was used, but the results on all scales where used to reconstruct the data again.
The main result of these diagrams is the fact, that TKEO algorithms generally perform more
accurate and give better results than techniques which are based on the structure tensor.
suggested. Therefore the following approach is used to gain periodicity along the error
observed by this measure d.
d(α, β) : = 1− cos(2(α− β)) (3.42)
It is a commonly known periodic function for angular applications. The advantages
of this exact procedure is the periodicity of pi to neglect the influence of different
directions, while the orientation does not differ (see Section 3.4).
The influence of noise is the central component in this test. Figures 3.20 shows two
images which are noise-corrupted versions of the original version. In this case Gaussian
distributed values with variance of the noise-levels 0.3 and 0.5 around mean 0 are used
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to alter the original values. Afterwards the images are clipped again at values 0 and 1.
This leads to a PSNR of 13.48 respective 9.39.
The results of the different algorithms are shown in Figure 3.21. There, the lines
are measured individually with masking techniques which also disables the estimation
in sections where crossing occur. The concept of orientation of the phase cannot be
explained properly so far in such regions. The algorithms result in an orientation-vector
in each pixel of the image (in the case of MRA-algorithms these orientation-vectors
appear on each scale and are summed up without normalization, which is the origin of
the names “completeTKEO” and “completeStructure”). The single lines are masked by
the original lines and the values are compared with the true values via the function d.
On each line the median then is calculated along all values and plotted on the y-axis
while on the x-axis the specific line is depicted.
There are several results, which can be found in these diagrams:
1. The multi resolution algorithms give smoother results along the lines. There are
no sharp peeks as in line 3 or lines 6, 7 and 8 of the non-MRA algorithms. Higher
robustness to noise mainly applies to the thinner lines which are bearably detected
by the non-Riesz versions.
2. The error values of the TKEO are generally lower than the values of the structure
tensor.
3. Depending on the line, the classic TKEO can outperform the MRA-TKEO. This
especially happens in the case of lines 2 and 5. These are the diagonal lines.
Fig. 3.22.: This diagram shows the accumulated error level of all different lines from the
example along the scales. While on the first few ones the noise is present which results in
high error values, a frequency band with lower error values is between scales 3 and 7. On
the coarser scales the features of the lines cannot be resolved any more which leads again to
higher distances.
While the first two points are expected from mathematical concepts, which were dis-
cussed in earlier sections, the third needs to be investigated in a deeper fashion. Also,
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in further considerations, just the TKEO is in the focus due to its better performance
along all example lines.
The key aspect to achieve better results is the concept of different levels of details.
While in the first test, the orientations on all scales were summed up, a better approach
is to individually sum up orientations on significant scales, where good results are
present. Figure 3.22 shows the accumulated error values from all lines along the scales
of decomposition on both introduced noise-levels. The main difference between the
error values is located on scales 1 till 3, where the noise has a strong impact. On
coarser scales beyond 7 the measurement errors are rising again. This can be explained
through the absence of any features of the different lines in these low frequency areas
and also because of a bad localization which is mathematically described by equation
(1.71) of Remark 1.4.2 .
Therefore it is advised to accumulate the orientation vectors from those scales, which
are neither influenced by noise nor estimate orientation on too low frequency areas. In
this way results with well behaving orientation features can be extracted. The choice,
which scales need to be used, depends on the kind of underlying data. In case of binary
lines in an image of the size of 1024x1024, Figure 3.22 shows a typical behaviour. In
other classes of images different scales might contain significant features. Nonetheless,
in most cases which include noise, deleting the upper two scales and using the following
four to five is a good value, which several experiments have shown.
3.5. Applications in Optics
Next to the diverse applications, which can be found in image processing, there are
possibilities to use several presented techniques in optics. A modern way to achieve
Fourier plane filtering (FPF) is a spatial light modulator (SLM) [26]. This device is a
programmable array of optic elements (mirrors, liquid crystals,. . . ) which are used to
alter the phase of light waves. An advantage is the possibility to integrate it into most
imaging pathways.
LS CCD
Object
L SLM L
f f f f
Fig. 3.23.: 4f -setup in transmission mode. LS is the light source, L are lenses and CCD
is a chip which records the light intensity and thus works as a camera chip. The light is
modulated while passing the SLM. Light source and object illumination can be replaced
by different imaging techniques like microscopes or interferometers. An additional aperture
between the SLM and the second lens improves the result and blocks higher modes which
were supposed to be deflected away.
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A SLM manipulates image carrying light in a “4f -setup” which can (depending on
the exact device which is used) be built in transmission as well as reflection mode.
Figure 3.23 and 3.24 show both versions. Light, which gained information about an
object by transmission, reflection or other imaging techniques, is Fourier transformed
by a lens L which is exactly in focal length f of the image carrying light [30]. The
parallel light rays hit the SLM which is again in focal length of the lens. The filters,
which are projected on the SLM need to be phase filters. Light, which passes such a
modulated diffraction grating either stays untouched, i.e. it belongs to the 0th order
or underlies a refraction effect and thus is deflected away from the center onto the
other modes of the light. Behind an aperture (not indicated in the figures), to block
unwanted higher modes of the light, it is inverse Fourier transformed by another lens L,
which is placed symmetrically at focal distance between an image sensor chip (CCD)
and the SLM. The result, which is the intensity of the filtered light is then recorded
by the sensor and the phase is lost31. The name of this particular setup is derived
from the placements of the lenses symmetrically before and behind the SLM in focal
distance. The whole procedure can be modelled by
I ′(x1, x2) ∝ F−1
(
hˆ(ξ1, ξ2)F (I(x1, x2))
)
(3.43)
where I is the image of an object and hˆ is the Fourier multiplier used on the SLM
device. The intensity of the filtered wave field I ′ is then measured by the CCD chip in
spatial domain.
Object
L
SLM
L
CCD
f
f f
f
Fig. 3.24.: Fourier plane filtering realized by a 4f -setup in reflection mode. Here, a SLM is
used which is a programmable mirror array. In each element the light can be deflected and
thus refraction can be achieved. As already mentioned, this setup is compatible with several
imaging techniques like microscopes as well as interferometric devices.
31Theoretically the phase can be additionally determined in a coherent interferometric setting
[39].
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The experiments, which were performed, used a liquid crystal spatial light modula-
tor (Pluto-NIR, phase only, Holoeye, 1920× 1080 pixels) operating in reflection mode
and using a spectral broad-band light source. The device can be addressed with differ-
ent mathematically derived filter functions and offers a flexible FPF solution [69, 39].
Instabilities which occur from discretizations of the Fourier filters as well as the quan-
tization by the pixelated SLM structure have just little influence because of the high
resolution of the device. Further errors from imperfections of the optical alignment
and lens errors are omitted as well.
Object
L
SLM
Block
L CCD
f
f
f
f
Fig. 3.25.: In contrast to the classic on-axis setup, Fourier plane filtering performed with
off-axis configuration avoids unmodulated offset terms. Here, the first order of diffracted light
is recorded by the CCD chip. The 0th order terms are blocked. The according filters need to
be the modulation of the phase grating.
enhancement of this optical setup can be achieved by using a so called off-axis config-
uration. While the presented approach in Figure 3.24 displays an on-axis setup, there
are still parts of the wave-field which are not perfectly modulated due to inefficiencies
of the SLM. A solution to this issue is to switch from the recording of non-modulated
waves on the optical axis to the modulated waves off the axis. Figure 3.25 sketches this
setup. Here, instead of using the unmodulated wave fields, just intensities of modu-
lated fields are recorded. On the one hand this approach guarantees more reliable data
because offset terms, which arise from a non perfect efficiency of the SLM are avoided.
On the other hand less signal is retrieved in general and therefore lower intensities are
measured. Another disadvantage of this setup is the dispersion caused by the broad-
band light source. One possibility to overcome this issue is to use a monochromatic
light source. Another approach is to use additional dispersion compensation [39, 27].
Another modification of this setup can be realized by different distances than the
focal lengths. In cases of configurations with a distance of 0 < d < f , the fractional
Fourier transform [64, 66] can be used which is based on the Mehler Kernel [59, p.173].
From a computational point of view it gives a possibility to increase accuracy.
While in image processing, the Riesz transform was used in combination with wavelet
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Fig. 3.26.: Filters of the kernel RSPF which are used in the imaging pipelines. On the left,
an on axis filter is shown. Parts outside the Riesz kernel are diffracted away from the image
information through a lattice. On the right side, the before mentioned lattice is modulated
by the Riesz kernel. Thus, all Riesz transformed parts of the signal are moved away. This
procedure is called off axis setup.
The density of the grid in real filtering applications is higher. Here the composition and
structure of the filter is in focus.
frames, the technique in imaging methods needs to be altered. Just one frame com-
ponent can be used to measure a new image and the frequency spectrum cannot be
saved for later use. Therefore, filters, which are used on a SLM in this setup are just
based on wavelet techniques, but do not reflect a complete multi scale analysis. Also,
the Riesz transform is applied as a spherical phase quadrature transform, which was
introduced in Chapter 2. The according filters for the on-axis and off-axis setup is
shown in Figure 3.26. There, the difference is presented, if the amplitude of the filter
alters the amplitude of the lattice or the grid itself is modulated. Also the realization
of a high pass and a low pass filter is demonstrated.
A common task in imaging with additional SLM component is edge detection. The
main advantage of this approach is that no further algorithm is needed and no compu-
tational power is used to realized this step. The results of applying the Riesz transform
with an adjusted high pass filter in an off-axis environment is shown in Figure 3.27.
Further filters with interesting properties can be found through the fractional spheri-
cal phase quadrature transform (see Definition 2.5.2). In Figure 3.28 a classic resolution
target was transformed in this way. The parameter α = 2 is acting as a corner detec-
tor. Further experiments have shown, that higher values enlighten even more pointy
structures. Lower values 0 < α < 1 perform just a fraction from real edge detection
and often leave a structural error.
Further applications of monogenic wavelet frames exist in imaging methods. While
the above techniques were tested with simple microscopes [39, 38] also applications in
optical coherent tomography were considered and tested [69].
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Fig. 3.27.: On the left side an unfiltered image was taken from an off axis microscopic imaging
pathways (This is also called bright field filter, because the lattice is not changed). When
changing the data on the SLM to realize a high pass filter with additional Riesz component,
edge detection is performed through the imaging pathway. The result is shown on the right
side.
Fig. 3.28.: This image is virtually taken from a model which is able to simulate the ideal
outcome of filters in an on-axis setup. Here, a fractional SPF transform with α = 2 is applied.
The filter does not act as an edge detector any more, but highlights corners.
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Conclusion
Time frequency analysis using wavelets is a well understood task which is applied in
different fields of study for a long time already. One of the goals of this thesis was
to take one step further and to find a suitable connection between wavelet frames
and the Riesz transform. Instead of extending the localization property of the Fourier
transform like classic approaches did, wavelets are used as a tool to find decomposition
schemes inside the frequency space.
The resulting wavelet frames are constructed through a pure isotropic approach and
thus can be realized in any arbitrary dimension. To gain more possibilities to adjust
the exact structure of these translation invariant frames, a new dilation concept was
introduced in Section 1.5.1 which guarantees lightweight implementations as well as
high flexibility. Through the pure isotropic approach, these wavelet frames can interact
with the Riesz transform.
Another objective of this thesis was to gather new insights into Riesz transforms.
Because it is studied from varying points of view, there exist different definitions which
are distinguishable just by fine details. In Chapter 2 this thesis paves a way through
several approaches and shows differences as well as similarities. In all cases a connection
to the wavelet frames could be established. The outcome are monogenic frames.
While the theoretic work is essential and mainly motivated from a mathematical
perspective, it was an important aspect to take one step further into the direction
of applications. Chapter 3 is devoted to interweave the fields of functional analysis,
physics and computer science. Therefore it was not just a goal to find algorithms
from a theoretical sight, but to realize implementations which show the opportunities
that come with a modern understanding of computational power. While prototyping
proof of concepts was made in Matlab, optimized implementations of the stationary
monogenic wavelet transform are provided in multi processed C/C++ as well as the
CUDA framework. This GPGPU approach provides an optimized environment for
image processing algorithms which are based on Fourier transforms and according
multipliers. At this time, there is no known implementation of isotropic monogenic
wavelet frames available, which are realized on CUDA enabled devices.
Last but not least, the Riesz transform is also present in optical physics where it
was introduced as a vortex lens and later integrated into the imaging pipeline using
spatial light modulators. Applications in measuring techniques and microscope camera
systems are realized without computational power needed, as it was stated in Section
3.5.
Considering the computer science part of this thesis and the distribution of new
ideas, the source code is published as open source with a suitable license. Hence, a
new generation can use it as a basis for further work.
Considering the broad field of image processing as well as imaging, there exists a
widespread interest to continue the work on several parts of the thesis. First, the algo-
rithm of the stationary monogenic wavelet transform and its implementation is a first
framework which shows the advantages of the use of a CUDA enabled device. Consid-
ering more knowledge on the input data and the exact use of it provides several pos-
sibilities of optimization. Furthermore, just isotropic wavelet frames were considered
in this thesis. Different kinds of multi resolution analysis, e.g. Shearlets or Curvelets,
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provide a different way to decompose frequency bands. The software package could be
extended to gain more functionality.
Additionally, in this thesis, the input data was limited to images. The mathematical
framework which is provided has the ability to be extended into any dimension though.
Therefore, considering three dimensional data, e.g. point clouds or stacks of images
which resemble scans of solid materials, is another possible application. Experiments
which were done during the time of the thesis showed promising results. Unfortunately,
the amount of memory which is needed to get an appropriate functionality through very
fine decompositions is too high for modern systems. In those cases, different approaches
need to be followed.
Furthermore, the presented approach is settled in the classic image processing area.
Modern techniques are based on artificial intelligence through neural networks. In this
thesis, there was no approach to compare according results.
Last but not least, the applications in the field of physics can be studied in a deeper
fashion. Considering a complete imaging pipeline, more techniques can be combined
with the help of the Riesz / spherical phase transform. Also, considering more SLMs in
one imaging pipeline, signals could be decomposed and combined again in one optical
setup. First experiments are set into this direction already.
Forasmuch as this thesis is an inter disciplinary work, there are endless more possi-
bilities to continue the work or to extend the techniques to new fields of science. In
summary, this proves the importance of research in image and signal processing besides
a purely mathematical point of view.
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A.1. Integrals
Lemma A.1.1. For any a > 0 it holds∫ ∞
0
e−a
2x2 dx =
√
pi
2a
(A.1)
Proof. This proof goes back to “Poisson” [3]
I =
∫ ∞
−∞
e−a
2x2 dx = 2
∫ ∞
0
e−a
2x2 dx (A.2)
I2 =
(∫ ∞
−∞
e−a
2x2 dx
)(∫ ∞
−∞
e−a
2y2 dy
)
(A.3)
=
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
e−a
2(x2+y2) dx dy (A.4)
=
∫ ∞
0
∫ 2pi
0
e−a
2r2r dϕ dr (A.5)
=
−pi
a2
∫ −∞
0
et dt (A.6)
=
pi
a2
(A.7)
=⇒ I =
√
pi
a
(A.8)∫ ∞
0
e−a
2x2 dx =
√
pi
2a2
(A.9)
Lemma A.1.2. ∫ ∞
−∞
e(x±iy)
2
dy =
√
pi (A.10)
Proof. The proof is done via a contour integral in the complex plane (see Fig.A.1)
along Γ = γ1 + γ2 + γ3 + γ4 with a → ∞ and fixed b > 0 of the function f (z) = ez2 .
Because f (z) is an entire function, a contour Integral on a closed curve vanishes.∮
Γ
ez
2
dz = 0 (A.11)
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Fig. A.1.: Contour Integral in complex plane along Γ = γ1 + γ2 + γ3 + γ4 of the function
f (z) = ez
2 . The red arrows show the direction of the integral where the resulting area is in
the inside of the driven around rectangle.
γ1 (t) = 0 + it, t = [a,−a] γ˙1 (t) = i (A.12)
γ2 (t) = t− ia, t = [0, b] γ˙2 (t) = 1 (A.13)
γ3 (t) = b+ it, t = [−a, a] γ˙3 (t) = i (A.14)
γ4 (t) = t+ ia, t = [b, 0] γ˙4 (t) = 1 (A.15)
γ2 can be estimated as followed:∣∣∣∣∫
γ2
ez
2
dz
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣∫ b
0
e(t−ia)
2
dt
∣∣∣∣ (A.16)
≤
∫ b
0
∣∣∣e(t2−a2−2ita)∣∣∣ dt (A.17)
= e−a
2
∫ b
0
et
2
dt (A.18)
≤ e−a2
∫ b
0
eb
2
dt (A.19)
=
beb
2
ea2
a→∞−−−→ 0 (A.20)
=⇒
∫
γ2
ez
2
dz = 0 (A.21)
Analogue to this argument the integral along γ4 vanishes as well. So the complete
integral just depends on γ1 and γ3.
0 = lim
a→∞
∮
Γ
ez
2
dz (A.22)
= lim
a→∞
(∫
γ1
ez
2
dz +
∫
γ3
ez
2
dz
)
(A.23)∫
γ3
ez
2
dz =
∫ a
−a
e(b+it)
2
i dt (A.24)
= ieb
2
∫ a
−a
e−t
2
cos (2tb) dt− eb2
∫ a
−a
e−t
2
sin (2tb) dt (A.25)
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0 = lim
a→∞
(
−eb2
∫ a
−a
e−t
2
sin (2tb) dt
)
+ i lim
a→∞
(∫ −a
a
e−t
2
dt+ eb
2
∫ a
−a
e−t
2
cos (2tb) dt
)
(A.26)∫ a
−a
e−t
2
sin (2tb) dt = 0, because it is an odd function. (A.27)
0 = i
∫ −∞
∞
e−t
2
dt+ ieb
2
∫ ∞
−∞
e−t
2
cos (2tb) dt (A.28)∫ ∞
−∞
e−t
2
dt = eb
2
∫ ∞
−∞
e−t
2
cos (2tb) dt (A.29)
e−b
2√
pi =
∫ ∞
−∞
e−t
2±2itb dt (A.30)
=⇒
∫ ∞
−∞
e(x±iy)
2
dy =
√
pi (A.31)
A.2. Fourier Transform
Theorem A.2.1 (Rotation theorem). Let f (x1, x2) ∈ L2 (R2). Then it follows
F (f (rotα (x1, x2))) = fˆ (rotα (ξ1, ξ2)) (A.32)
where rotα denotes the rotation
(rotα (x1, x2))
T =
(
cosα − sinα
sinα cosα
)(
x1
x2
)
=
(
x1 cosα− x2 sinα
x1 sinα + x2 cosα
)
(A.33)
Proof.
(x˜1, x˜2)
T =
(
cosα − sinα
sinα cosα
)(
x1
x2
)
=
(
x1 cosα− x2 sinα
x1 sinα + x2 cosα
)
(A.34)
(x1, x2)
T =
(
cosα sinα
− sinα cosα
)(
x˜1
x˜2
)
=
(
x˜1 cosα + x˜2 sinα
−x˜1 sinα + x˜2 cosα
)
(A.35)
F (f (rotα (x1, x2))) (ξ1, ξ2) (A.36)
=
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
f (x˜1, x˜2) e
−2pii(x1ξ1+x2ξ2) dx1 dx2 (A.37)
=
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
f (x˜1, x˜2) e
−2pii((x˜1 cosα+x˜2 sinα)ξ1+(−x˜1 sinα+x˜2 cosα)ξ2) dx1 dx2 (A.38)
dx˜1 dx˜2 =
∣∣∣∣∂x˜1∂x1 ∂x˜2∂x1∂x˜1
∂x2
∂x˜2
∂x2
∣∣∣∣ dx1 dx2 = ∣∣∣∣ cosα sinα− sinα cosα
∣∣∣∣ dx1 dx2 = dx1 dx2 (A.39)
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=
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
f (x˜1, x˜2) e
−2pii(x˜1(ξ1 cosα−ξ2 sinα)+x˜2(ξ1 sinα+ξ2 cosα)ξ2) dx˜1 dx˜2 (A.40)
= fˆ (ξ1 cosα− ξ2 sinα, ξ1 sinα + ξ2 cosα) (A.41)
= fˆ (rotα (ξ1, ξ2)) (A.42)
Lemma A.2.2 (Derivative in Fourier space). Assuming a function f ∈ L2(R),
then the Fourier transform of its derivative is(
F d
dx
f
)
(ξ) = 2piiξ (Ff) (ξ) (A.43)
Proof.
f (x) =
∫ ∞
−∞
fˆ (ξ) e2piiξx dx (A.44)
d
dx
f (x) =
d
dx
∫ ∞
−∞
fˆ (ξ) e2piiξx dx (A.45)
f ′ (x) =
∫ ∞
−∞
(
2piiξfˆ (ξ)
)
e2piiξx dx (A.46)
=⇒
(
F d
dx
f
)
(ξ) = 2piiξ (Ff) (ξ) (A.47)
A.3. Multi Index Notation
In many cases considering Clifford algebra, a multi index notation is strictly advised
cα = cα1α2···αn
α = (α1, α2, . . . , αn), ∀αi ∈ N\{0}
x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)
|α| = α1 + α2 + . . .+ αn
xα = xα11 x
α2
2 · · · xαnn
∂α = ∂α1∂α2 · · · ∂αn
∂αii =
∂αi
∂xαii
A.4. Quaternions and Higher Generalizations
A.4.1. Quaternions
Quaternions are one way to realize a Clifford algebra for n = 4 and were introduced in
1843 by Sir William Rowan Hamilton [32, 18].
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Definition A.4.1 (Quaternions). The set of quadruples H : = {q, q = a+ bi+ cj+
dk} form an algebra with the rules for the imaginary units
i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = −1 (A.48)
ij = −ji = k (A.49)
ki = −ik = j (A.50)
jk = −kj = i (A.51)
and the rules for addition and multiplication for q = q0 + q1i + q2j + q3k and
p = p0 + p1i + p2j + p3k
q + p = (q0 + p0) + (q1 + p1)i + (q2 + p2)j + (q3 + p3)k (A.52)
qp = (q0 + q1i + q2j + q3k)(p0 + p1i + p2j + p3k) (A.53)
= (q0p0 − q1p1 − q2p2 − q3p3) (A.54)
+ (q0p1 + q1p0 + q2p3 − q3p2)i (A.55)
+ (q0p2 − q1p3 + q2p0 + q3p1)j (A.56)
+ (q0p3 + q1p2 − q2p1 + q3p0)k (A.57)
Obviously, the quaternion algebra is not commutative.
Definition A.4.2. Quaternions can be split into a scalar part Sc(q) and a vectorial
part Vec(q):
Sc(q) = q0 (A.58)
Vec(q) = q1i + q2j + q3k (A.59)
q = Sc(q) + Vec(q) (A.60)
Definition A.4.3. For quaternions, there exist an according conjugate and also
an absolute value:
|q| : =
√
q20 + q
2
1 + q
2
2 + q
2
3 (A.61)
q : = Sc(q)− Vec(q) (A.62)
= q0 − q1i− q2j− q3k (A.63)
These definitions lead to several interesting properties [32, p. 20]:
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Lemma A.4.4. Suppose two quaternions q,p ∈ H. Then it follows
Sc(q) =
q + q
2
Vec(q) =
q − q
2
(A.64)
qq = qq = |q|2 q−1 = q|q|2 , q 6= 0 (A.65)
q + p = q + p qp = pq (A.66)
q = q |qp| = |q||p| (A.67)
|q| = | − q| = |q| (qp)−1 = p−1q−1, q,p 6= 0 (A.68)
Also, the following inequalities hold:
Lemma A.4.5. Suppose two quaternions q,p ∈ H. Then it follows
| Sc | ≤ |q (A.69)
|Vec | ≤ |q| (A.70)
|q + p| ≤ |q|+ |p| (A.71)
||q| − |p|| ≤ |q − p| (A.72)
A.4.2. Clifford Algebra
While quaternions built a hyper-complex structure in four dimensions, more gen-
eral structures exist. William Kingdon Clifford introduced the Clifford numbers in
1878.
Definition A.4.6 (Clifford algebra). Let Rn+1 with an according basis consisting
of elements {e0, e1, . . . , en}. Then the algebra Clp,q with p ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}, q : = n−p
with a neutral element e0 is defined via the following rules:
eiej = −ejei, i 6= j, i, j = 1, . . . , n, (A.73)
e21 = e
2
2 = . . . = e
2
p = 1 (A.74)
e2p+1 = e
2
p+2 = . . . = e
2
p+q = −1 (A.75)
A basis of the algebra is created by
e0, e1, . . . , en, e1e2, e1e3, . . . , e1en, e2e3, . . . , en−1en, e1e2e3, . . . , e1e2e3 · · · en (A.76)
By these rules, some of the Clifford algebras are well known:
• n = 0 gives the algebra of real numbers without any complex unit.
• Let n = 1 and p = 0. In this case the algebra Cl0,1 is isomorph to the vector
space of the complex numbers. Here e0 = 1 and e1 = i
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• There exists also a vector space of Cl1,0 which is called the vector space of dual
numbers. The drawback of this exact space is the existence of zero-dividers, e.g
(1 + e1)(1− e1) = 0
• The Clifford algebra Cl0,2 is isomorph to the quaternions H. Here the basis
elements are interpreted as {e0 = 1, e1 = i, e2 = j, e1e2 = k}.
• The algebra Cl1,1 forms the bi-complex numbers which are a higher dimensional
generalization of the dual numbers. The drawback of this algebra are, as in
the case of dual numbers, zero-dividers. On the other side, the corresponding
multiplication is commutative [53].
One more case, which plays a role in the case of monogenic signals of higher
dimensional data, where the complex units and the quaternion units collide are
the Biquaternion numbers [29].
Proposition A.4.7. The Quaternion algebra with coefficients out of the complex
numbers H⊗ C (Biquaternions) is isomorph to the algebra Cl3,0.
Proof. Let i, j, k denote the complex units of the Quaternions and I the complex unit
of C. Then one identifies the basis elements of Cl3,0 according to:
e0 = 1 e1 = Ii (A.77)
e2 = Ij e3 = Ik (A.78)
e3e2 = i e1e3 = j (A.79)
e2e1 = k e1e2e3 = I (A.80)
(A.81)
with rules according to Definition A.4.6: e2l = 1, j = 0, . . . , 3. This results in the
following pseudoscalar:
I2 = e1e2e3e1e2e3 (A.82)
= −e2e1e1e3e3e2 (A.83)
= −1 (A.84)
as well as commutativity of complex and quaternionic units:
Iii = e1e3e2 = e3e2e1 = iIi (A.85)
and the behaviour of quaternionic units:
i2 = e3e2e3e2 = −e3e3e2e2= −1 (A.86)
ij = e3e2e1e3 = e3e3e2e1 = k (A.87)
The behaviour of the other quaternion units follow the same procedure. So, the hyper-
complex system H⊗ C is isomorphic to Cl3,0 Clifford algebra.
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Remark A.4.8. According to quaternions, Clifford numbers (elements of Clifford al-
gebras) of Clp,q can be expressed as a combination of scalar part and vectorial part.
Sc(c) = c0e0 (A.88)
Vec(c) = c1e1 + c2e2 + c12e1e2 + . . .+ c12...ne1e2 · · · en (A.89)
c = Sc(c) + Vec(c) (A.90)
For common simplicity, the vectorial part is often referred to as Vec(c) = c
By introducing a special Index set and using multi-index notation, Clifford numbers
can be represented in a closer form (This was done in a different manner in [41]).
Starting with the according basis sets
{e0, e1, . . . , en, e1e2, e1e3, . . . , e1en, e2e3, . . . , en−1en, e1e2e3, . . . , e1e2e3 · · · en} (A.91)
= {eα1eα2 · · · eαν |0 ≤ α1 < α2 < . . . < αν ≤ n, 1 ≤ ν ≤ n} (A.92)
one finds distinguished sets of indices denoted by
αν = α1α2 · · ·αν (A.93)
eαν = eα1eα2 · · · eαν (A.94)
Iν := {αν : 0 ≤ α1 < α2 < · · · < αν ≤ n} (A.95)
where the index sets can be used to give a short notation of the Clifford numbers:
c =
∑
αν∈Iν
1≤ν≤n
cανeαν (A.96)
A next step is to define a norm and thus, a metric on Clifford algebras. Beforehand, a
complex conjugate is needed [32, p. 58]
Definition A.4.9. Let c,d ∈ Cl0,n be Clifford numbers. Then the corresponding
Clifford conjugate c ∈ Cl0,n is defined as the operation which fulfils
cd = dc (A.97)
ei = −ei, i = 1, 2, . . . , n (A.98)
Definition A.4.10. The Clifford algebra Cl0,n is equipped with the norm
‖c‖2Cl0,n = Sc(cc) =
∑
αν∈Iν
1≤ν≤n
|cαν |2 (A.99)
Therefore a Clifford algebra Cl0,n can be interpreted as an euclidean space of dimension
2n.
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1 #include <stdio.h>
2 #include <stdlib.h>
3 #include <stdint.h>
4 #include <cuda_runtime.h>
5 #include <device_launch_parameters.h>
6
7 void ErrorLog(cudaError_t errorcode)
8 {
9 printf("%s\n", cudaGetErrorName(errorcode));
10 printf("%s\n", cudaGetErrorString(errorcode));
11 }
12
13 //Test
14 int main(int argc , char const *argv [])
15 {
16 int numberOfDevices = 0;
17 cudaError_t err;
18
19 err = cudaGetDeviceCount (& numberOfDevices);
20 if(err) ErrorLog(err);
21 printf("found %d CUDA device(s)\n", numberOfDevices);
22 for (int i = 0; i < numberOfDevices; i++) {
23 cudaDeviceProp prop;
24 cudaGetDeviceProperties (&prop , i);
25 printf("Device Number: %d\n", i);
26 printf(" Device name: %s\n", prop.name);
27 printf(" Capability: %d.%d\n", prop.major ,prop.minor);
28 printf(" Clock Rate: %d MHz\n", prop.clockRate /1000);
29 printf(" Number of SMs: %d\n", prop.
multiProcessorCount);
30 printf(" Max Threads per Block: %d\n", prop.
maxThreadsPerBlock);
31 printf(" Max Threads per SM: %d\n", prop.
maxThreadsPerMultiProcessor);
32 printf(" Max Threads dim: %dx%dx%d\n", prop.
maxThreadsDim [0], prop.maxThreadsDim [1], prop.
maxThreadsDim [2]);
33 printf(" Max Grid size: %dx%dx%d\n", prop.maxGridSize
[0], prop.maxGridSize [1], prop.maxGridSize [2]);
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34 printf(" Shared Memory per Block: %zd kB\n", prop.
sharedMemPerBlock /1024);
35 printf(" Shared Memory per SM: %zd kB\n", prop.
sharedMemPerMultiprocessor /1024);
36 printf(" Total Global Memory: %zd GB\n", prop.
totalGlobalMem /1024/1024/1024);
37 printf(" Total Constant Memory: %zd kB\n", prop.
totalConstMem /1024);
38 printf(" Memory Clock Rate: %d MHz\n", prop.
memoryClockRate /1000);
39 printf(" Memory Bus Width: %d bit\n", prop.
memoryBusWidth);
40 printf(" Peak Memory Bandwidth: %f Gbit/s\n\n", 2.0*
prop.memoryClockRate *(prop.memoryBusWidth /8) /1.0e6);
41 }
42
43
44 return EXIT_SUCCESS;
45 }
Listing B.1: Source Code to extract important specifications of a CUDA enabled Device
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3.13. Difference Between GPU and CPU. On the left side a scheme of a CPU
is displayed which contains structures for flow control (Control), caching
(Cache) and one or more circuits for data processing (ALU). In contrast
to this the GPU (right side) have less capabilities for specialized controls
but is highly optimized for calculations and data processing because of
the high amount of ALUs. These are bundled to logical units called
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connection between kernels and their related grids is shown. On the right
side, the memory model is shown, which is used inside CUDA grids. This
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3.15. Performance metrics of the OpenMP implementation. The diagrams
show the computing time, the speedup and the speedup efficiency related
to the amount of threads used. The table show the exact values of the
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3.18. The HSV-cylinder (this graphic is originated in [72]) which describes
the influence of the three values. Reason behind the use of the hue scale
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3.20. The “Lines” test pattern with additional normally distributed noise. The
left image shows a low noise level of 0.3 which results in a PSNR of 13.48
while on the right side the noise level is increased to 0.5 which leads to
a PSNR of 9.39. Higher noise-levels with PSNR below 9 lead to high
error levels. Even though the basic functionality of the algorithms still
work on such high noise corruptions, the quality of empirical results on
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one with the results of a noise-level of 0.3 and the bottom diagram on
noise-level 0.5. On the x-axis, the index of a specific line as given in
Figure 3.19 is used and on the y-axis the error-measure (3.42) is used
to determine the quality of the algorithm. completeTKEO respective
completeStructure denote the Riesz and MRA versions of their original
counterparts. Here, MRA was used, but the results on all scales where
used to reconstruct the data again.
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and CCD is a chip which records the light intensity and thus works as a
camera chip. The light is modulated while passing the SLM. Light source
and object illumination can be replaced by different imaging techniques
like microscopes or interferometers. An additional aperture between the
SLM and the second lens improves the result and blocks higher modes
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3.26. Filters of the kernel RSPF which are used in the imaging pipelines. On
the left, an on axis filter is shown. Parts outside the Riesz kernel are
diffracted away from the image information through a lattice. On the
right side, the before mentioned lattice is modulated by the Riesz kernel.
Thus, all Riesz transformed parts of the signal are moved away. This
procedure is called off axis setup.
The density of the grid in real filtering applications is higher. Here the
composition and structure of the filter is in focus. . . . . . . . . . . . . 111
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scopic imaging pathways (This is also called bright field filter, because
the lattice is not changed). When changing the data on the SLM to re-
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3.28. This image is virtually taken from a model which is able to simulate
the ideal outcome of filters in an on-axis setup. Here, a fractional SPF
transform with α = 2 is applied. The filter does not act as an edge
detector any more, but highlights corners. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 112
A.1. Contour Integral in complex plane along Γ = γ1 + γ2 + γ3 + γ4 of the
function f (z) = ez2 . The red arrows show the direction of the integral
where the resulting area is in the inside of the driven around rectangle. 116
